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ABSTRACT

Identity emerges as a kind of unsettled space, or as an unresolved question in that space between
a number of intersecting discourses. Likewise, hybridity is a concept that confronts and
problematises boundaries although it does not erase them. As such, it always.implies an unsettling
of identities. Thus, texts by writers of color are multiple inflected hybrids that blur but do not
erase cultural differences thereby allowing for multiple crossings or intersection of meaning. In
this regard, the current study examines the influence of identity on literary commitment of Bessie
Head based on two texts, When rain clouds gather and Maru. In particular, the study is interested
in the hybrid syncretic crossings reflected in her works and which define her commitment as a
writer in the Third Space - a dimension that has so far been overlooked by critics of her literary
works. In view of the current literary debate surrounding the concept of commitment in African
Literature, the study also interrogates how the writer, grapples with commitment on the African
literary scene and whether her works are an authentic instrument of investigating historical and
social issues peculiarly African. The objectives of the study are to: interrogate Bessie Head's
commitment as a writer, as a woman and as a Third World person, analyze how identity and
hybridity influence her commitment in the selected texts and finally, analyze how hybridity
informs the interaction of time and space in the selected texts. The texts of choice, drawn from
approximately six novels and collections of short stories are significant because they are both
semi-autobiographical and so are most likely 1:) express the writer's most personal conviction. For
the present day scholar, a study on identity and hybridity is important because commonalities
among people cannot be recognized unless difference is acknowledged. The study thus adds to
the corpus of knowledge as well as creates respect for diverse opinion. It adopts the analytical
research design. The primary data is generated through content analysis of the selected texts. This
involves the analysis of the explicit or manifest content of the text as well as interpretation of
latent content of the texts, that is, that which can be interpolated from the text but is not explicitly
stated in it. This data is then coded according to thematic concerns, stylistic choices, mode of
characterization and the vision of the author, The postcolonial theory, particularly, the more
comprehensive comparative model that argues for features such as hybridity and syncreticity as
constitutive elements of all postcolonial literatures is employed in the reading, analysis and
interpretation of the selected texts. The findings reveal that Head is committed to championing
the rights of the oppressed and the marginalized. She also challenges stereotypical perceptions of
women through creating characters that are assertive and economically independent. In addition,
she explores the women's most personal convictions thereby presenting their perception of issues
as women. As a Third World writer, she explores issues of oppression, exploitation, racial
discrimination, ethnic prejudice, imperialism, neocolonialism and bad leadership all of which
characterize the Third World. Her identity is seen to influence her commitment in her choice of
characters that like herself, are cast in the in-between space. These characters shuttle between
points of inclusion and exclusion. Within this in-between or Third Space, identities defy fixity
thereby remaining fickle, fluid and unstable. The quest for a universal identity that defies
definitions ofrace or tribe is shrouded in shackles of prejudice enshrined in certain discriminative
traditional outlook which must be dismantled to attain total liberty. The hybrid or interstitial
space is created by a plurality of claims on identity resulting from the diversity of characters'
culture, experience and age. Hybridity does' not merely imply blending into a comfortable
synthesis; but rather also implies tolerance or mutual understanding of differences. Within the
contested spaces of hybridity, time flows in a cyclic manner. Resistance to hybridity reflects
stagnation of time as reflected in the character's conservative outlook towards issues. Such
resistance gives vent to spaces of dehumanization, degradation and discrimination. On the other
hand, hybridity is reflected as a site for social renewal, regeneration and reconstruction of
identity. It transmutes time in the past in favor of a present which stresses acceptance of each
other on equal terms irrespective of tribe, race or social status. \
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1Background of the Study

Every literary artist sets out to communicate a particular message to his or her audience.

Such messages often express the writer's conviction- what one would call commitment.

Sartre (1978) asserts that the writer, any writer, is inevitably committed because he

cannot soar above history whatever his pretensions to do so. Willy-nilly, he is involved in

his own time so impartiality is impossible. For Sartre, commitment also implies a

conscious affirmation of certain values and of the writer's function as an agent of

freedom. The writer is urged to try and embrace the human condition in totality and, in

exploring a situation, to unite the specific with the absolute. Literature must help the

reader make himself a full and free man in and through history.

In Africa, the greatest challenge facing the African novelist is primarily one of

domesticating an alien form, striving to make it his own, seeking to mould it into an

instrument for investigating historical and social issues that are peculiarly African,

always hoping to create an authentic voice (Gikandi, 1984). The alien form in this context

refers to the novel as a genre borrowed from the West. Gikandi, in this case,

acknowledges the novel as a genre of dual tradition and recognizes the novelist's ability

to chart his or her own unique path towards commitment irrespective of its duality.

Contrary to Gikandi's view, Oruka (cited in Mpalive, n.d. para.2.) argues that black

aesthetics is bound up with the black person's awareness of a negating social reality and



his or her attempt to negate that reality by means ofa counter reality, that of the values of

black people. The operating assumption is that in a racialized world, literary and other,
artistic norms and values themselves bear the stamp of racialideol~gy. As such, they

cannot be applied uncritically to works of art produced by a people who are denigrated

within that social and political formation. Thus the aim is to found a set of aesthetic

principles which will do justice to the quality of 'Black' works, and the use of such

principles and artistic works to foster a collective Pan African consciousness.

The influence of this Pan African culture is evident in the whole ideology of black

consciousness particularly radical attempts to produce anticolonial African aesthetics

such as that of self-proclaimed Bolekaja critics Chinweizu, Onwuchekwa Jemie and

Ihechukwu Madubuike who are particularly concerned with the dominance of what they

term Euro-modernism in African writing and criticism (Mpalive, n.d).

Indeed, the tradition among the great majority of African writers to undertake a curative

pilgrimage into their society's past has come to be viewed as self-evident. That return

seems to be validated by no other reason than that Africa needs to redeem its shattered

past, a consensus having been reached that awkward Europeans damaged the past in the

process of scooping up material and spiritual wealth for themselves in the continent

(Nyamndi, 2006).



Until the end of the 1960s, the literary output of African women was rather scanty. This

is most probably due to a number of well known historical and sociological factors.
l

"-.Writing and education go hand in hand and for all kinds of sociological and other

reasons, the education of the woman in Africa lagged behind that of men. In real terms

also, men probably had more time to devote to activities like writing since women had to

cope with the enormous tasks of child bearing, child rearing and caring for their men

(Ogundipe, 1987).

Furthermore, the African writer as we have come to know him is inevitably a public

figure, adopting a public stance, functioning as the eye, the conscience and at times as the

intelligence of his people, assuming the role of a prophet or sage or seer. The dearth of

the African female writer up till the very recent past is therefore, probably in itself a

consequence of traditional African attitudes towards women (Ogundipe, 1987). However,

the recent years have seen a blossoming of highly accomplished works by African

women writers from different geographical regions of the continent.

Feminists have posited that the woman writer has two major responsibilities; first, to tell

about being a woman; secondly, to describe the reality from a woman's perspective.

According to Ogundipe (1987), the female writer should be committed in three ways: as a

writer, as a woman and as a Third World person and her biological womanhood is

implicated in all the three.
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As a writer, she has to be committed to her art, seeking to do justice to it at the highest

level of expertise. She should be committed to her vision whatever it is, which means, she,
<,

has to be willing to stand or fall by that vision. She must be certain that what she is telling

is the truth and nothing but her own truth.

Being committed as a woman would mean delineating the experience of women as

women, telling what it is to be a woman and destroying male stereotypes of women. On

the other hand, being committed as a Thrd World person would mean being politically

conscious, offering readers perspectives and perceptions of colonialism, imperialism and

neo-colonialism as they affect and shape lives and historical destinies. The Third World

in this context implies nations that share a colonial past.

This study at one level, sets out to interrogate whether Bessie Head ascribes to

Ogundipe's (1987) prescription for the female writer's commitment. In particular, it

focuses on how Head grapples with commitment on the African literary scene and

whether her works are authentic instruments for investigating historical and social issues

peculiarly African. This interest is inspired by the fact that Head's fiction has over time

come under sharp criticism by various critics some of who feel that her works are low on

commitment.

Cloette (1998) for instance, observes that Head's fiction reveals that she does not view

the novel as a realist genre but rather employs it as a subjective vehicle which plays a

constructive and cathartic role in solving her own personal anxiety. Cloette's view is
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based on the autobiographical dimension in Head's texts. It implies that the
~-c.

autobiographical approach hinders a writer's objectivity thus weakens her commitment as

an advocate of universal ideals.

This critical view is shared by Nkosi (J981: 102) who feels that the 'passion to make the

feature of personal experience a governing emotion' may result in becoming a

'compulsive disposition' in the work of any writer especially those of a so-called protest

writer. As a result, Nkosi justifies the inclusion of personal detail in the novel only when

it serves as an incentive to artistic creativity. In his view, Head is a writer who throws in

every 'flotsam and jetsam' of her private life into the novel in an 'untested supposition

that we as readers will find significance in it.' He feels that Head's resentment for politics

has a negative influence on her character portrayal,

Contrary to Nkosi's assertion, this study, argues that commitment transcends politics and

that a writer's creative energy is also discernible in her mode of exploration of personal

experiences. Iparticularly agree with Ola (1994:4) who posits that although Head writes

against her own background of discrimination, the totality of her characters as human

beings 'transcends politics.'

Besides this, Head's multicultural identity cannot be taken for granted particularly in

relation to her writings. Grobman (2007) for instance, argues that texts by writers of color

are multiply inflected hybrids that blur but do not erase cultural difference, thereby

allowing for multiple crossings or intersections of meaning (sic). Hybridity commonly

6



refers to the creation of new transcultural forms within the contact zones produced by

colonization (Larangy, 2008). Hybridisation takes many forms including cultural,
\

"-.
political and linguistic. In line with Grohman's view, the commitment of such writers

may reflect hybrid syncretic crossing that constitute their subject matter. The

multicultural text thus offers a model enabling us to refigure our understanding of

difference and in the African context, to re-examine all African literature as

interconnected nexus.

The current study therefore, exammes the influence of identity on the literary

commitment of Bessie Head, a colored, born in an asylum's hospital in South Africa, to a

white woman who was considered mad; her father was black. Head was taken from her

mother at birth and raised in a foster home until the age of thirteen. She attended

missionary school and eventually became a teacher. Abandoning teaching after only a

few years, she began to write for the Golden city post. As the political crisis deepened in

South Africa in the 1960s, Bessie went to exile in rural Botswana where she remained in

refugee status for fifteen years before gaining citizenship. It is in Botswana that her

literary career blossoms. Her writings cover many aspects of her personal experiences as

a racially mixed person, growing up without a family in South Africa (Bissell, 1996).

Discourse on exiles and their experiences have generated multiple VOIces over time.

According to Genetsch (2003), one of the most pressing problems for those forsaking

their homes for a new country is the construction of new identity. In more accessible
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terms, the central concern for many who feel themselves uprooted is how to make life in

the diaspora 'livable'.

'Livable' in this case can refer to an attempt to reproduce the old country in the new.

However, it might also imply in some cases that the country of origin is happily discarded

in favor of the country of adoption. In Gerietsch's view, the implications of what 'livable'

entails are negotiated along a spectrum of possibilities ranging from assimilation into a

new culture to the retention of the old, or, put differently, along a continuum from

sameness to difference.

Vileim Flusser (1984) talks of exile not only in the common form between cultures and

nation states but also in terms of generations and time. He argues that exile not only

promotes creativity but also that the person in exile will be objective in the way that the

native cannot be. In Flusser's view, in order to make life in exile livable, 'one must

process data and make sense of the information.' The exi le's interpretation of new real ity

through old knowledge will certainly create something original rather than an already

existing version of reality.

Flusser's argument finds credence in the' fact that many prominent authors and th inkers

have backgrounds of exile. However, in my view, not all conditions of exile allow room

for creative thought. Creativity requires space and time. The exile that has a family to

fend for will be preoccupied with the struggle to survive and so may not afford such

8



luxury. In turn, they may not be able to create any significant change In their new

environment.

Adopting a different view point, Said (1 ~)84) asserts that exile is strangely compelling to

think about but terrible to experience. It is the' unhealable rift between a human being

and a native place, between the self and its true home; its essential sadness can never be

surmounted.' For Said, though some people go to exile by choice, to be in exile is a social

construction just as much as a physical fact. The memory of home and a native place,

whether it is lost or left by choice will never disappear. From Said's perspective exile is,

I

accompanied by a sense of nostalgia which in my view reflects the exile's inability to

completely belong.

Milani (2005) expounds the same view when he observes that exile means more than

anything else, a painful reversal of one of our most common cognitive and emotional

orders offamiliarity. Exiles are said to be bifurcated ordual beings tom between memory

and attachment to the past, a past that is paradoxically often reconstructed in our

memories of a paradise lost and the sobering, sometimes strange reality of the present.

Milani's assertion implies that while in exile, the victim's imaginations of home are

sometimes more grand than the reality left behind. In his summation, exile begets a

discomforting disconnect between the constructs of the individual's memory, or their

fundamental sense of who they are and the reality of a new identity they have to construct

as members of Diaspora,

9



Bessie Head went to exile on her own free will, propelled to do so by the deepening

political crisis in South Africa. This according to Genetsch (2003) is a.,nattempt to make
'-.

life livable. However, informed by the conflicting perceptions of home and exile raised

by Flusser (1984), on one hand, and Said (1984) and Milani (2005) on the other, this

study seeks to probe the possible range of identity construction in a postcolonial analysis

of literary commitment. The aspect of construction implies that self- image does not rely

on essentialist formulations but is in need of a difference against which to define itself

whereas postcolonial means an attempt to come to terms with the disrupting experiences

of colonialism, the question of identity inclusive.

At the tum of the century, hybridity had uecome part of a colonial discourse of racism.

However, the crossover inherent in the .imperial experience is essentially a two way

process. According to Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (2003), postcolonial studies have

focused on the nature of postcolonial culture as strength rather than a weakness. It is not a

case of the oppressor obliterating the oppressed or the colonizer silencing the colonized.

In practice, it stresses the mutuality of the process. The clash of cultures can impact as

much upon the colonizer as the colonized. Multicultural fiction thus does not have to

accept a cultural tradition or adopt it uncritically. It may well encompass stories in which

the protagonists feel uneasy with their cultural tradition and modify or even discard it

(Genetsch, 2003).

Homi Bhabha (1995) stresses the interdependence of colonizer and the colonized. He

argues that all cultural systems and statements are constructed in what he calls the 'Third
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Space of Enunciation.' Bhabha urges us into this space in an effort to open up an

international culture not based on exoticism or multiculturalism of the diversity of
\.

cultures but on the inscription and articulation of cultures' hybridi~Y. Bhabha, in this

instance, hopes that it is in this space that we can find words with which we can speak of

ourselves and others. And by exploring this Third Space we may elude the politics of

polarity and emerge as the others of ourselves.

According to English (2002), the Third Space, a term originally coined by Homi Bhabha,

is a concept used to describe the possibility for a negotiated reimagining of cultural

identity. 'It refers to the constructing and reconstructing of identity, to the fluidity of

space, to the space where identity is not fixed ... it is where we negotiate identity and

become neither this nor that but our own'(n.p.). "Third' is used to denote where

negotiation takes place, where identity is constructed and reconstructed, where life in all

its ambiguity is played out.

The Third Space therefore is an opportunity that opens up and broadens horizons and

challenges ideas of polarity or binary distinctions, replacing either/or with both/and.

Negotiating the Third Space entails listening and giving others the opportunity for self

expression (Hannula, 2001). Importantly, there must be a commitment from both parties

to grasping the opportunity.

For Inkas and Wagner (2008), tlre idea of Third Space conceives the encounter of two

distinct unequal social groups as taking place in a special Third Space of enunciation
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where culture is disseminated and displaced from the interacting groups, making way for

the invention of a hybrid identity, whereas those two groups conceive themselves to
\
'-.

partake in a common identity relating to shared space and common dialogue.

In the two scholars' view, the promise of the Third Space is its ability to imagine an

identity or subjectivity, even a culture that does not succumb to an either! or logic but

rather embraces a simultaneity of the also land. The Third Space is thus considered as the

contact zone within which different cultures encounter. Hybridity is an inevitable result

of this cultural encounter. The Third Space results from the overlapping of cultures

understood as 'hybrid' and can be understood as contact zones between cultures and as

the encounter of spaces, which now as the product of translation between cultures can

generate borderline effects and identification (Wolf & Fukari, 2007).

Based on her biracial nature, I argue that Bessie Head's literary works are an expression

of commitment in. the Third Space, a zone where different cultures collide. The study

assumes that due to her multicultural background and history of displacement, her

commitment as a writer reflects hybrid syncretic crossings thus reveals an interesting

dimension of the African novelist's literary commitment. Of note too is the possibility

that her works might not truly represent black consciousness given her in-between

position. As Ang (2003: 149-50) asserts:

Hybridity is a concept that confronts and problematises boundaries, although it
does not erase them. As such, it always implies an unsettling of identities. It is
precisely our encounter at the border ... where self and the other, the local and
global, Asian and Western meet that makes us realize how riven with potential
miscommunication and intercultural conflicts these encounters can be.
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In Ang's view, this tells us that hybridity, the very condition of in-betweenness, can

never be a question of simple shaking hands, of harmonious merger and fusion. Hybridity
\

is not the solution to boundaries but alerts us to the difficulty of living with differences,

their ultimately irreducible resistance to complete dissolution. In other words, hybridity is

a heuristic device for analyzing complicated entanglement.

An analysis of Head's literary texts thus reveals such challenges as encountered by

multicultural authors. These challenges also assume a global dimension as observed by

Shaffner and Adab (2001) who state that hybridity has been shown to be a constituting

characteristic of social interaction resulting from contemporary globalization of

communication and from the communication in spaces ?f fuzzy or merging borders,

which in turn affect cultural and linguistic identities. These scholars stress the fact that

hybridity is an inevitable result of globalization and internationalization. In fact, because

of globalization, cultural borders are mixed and are subject to great changes.

According to Miller- Bagley (1995), the portrayal of mulattos and other mestizos in

narrative form from colonial period to the present serves as a literary history of

constructions of 'race' in each period and setting. Authors will affirm or challenge racial

ideology by embodying tensions of mixed blood or biracial characters. Like other

mestizo writers in postcolonial contexts, Head's own personal experience becomes part

of and in turn helps form a social discourse in which being mixed blood is often viewed

from one extreme paradigm or the other: either it is a deadly bane or the utopian solution

13
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to social disorder. Hybrids are not simply the cultural products of everyday interaction;

they are the sources and media through which such phenomenological interaction take
l

place (Lull, 2001).

The present study is concerned with a new direction in the treatment of hybridity- the

formation of a contemporary hybrid literature in which hybridity or in- betweenness is no

longer a backdrop but instead becomes an explicit character or active player, a constituent

part of being. It is the very matrix within which Bessie Head formulates her work and

which informs her literary commitment.

Harries (1983) argues that although, on the surface the postcolonial text may deal with

divisions of race and culture which are apparently -obdurately determined, each text

contains the seeds of 'community' which as they germinate and grow in the mind of the

reader, crack asunder the apparently inescapable dialectic of history. In Harris'

formulation, hybridity in the present is constantly struggling to free itself from the past

which stressed ancestry, and which valued the pure over its threatening opposite, the

composite. It replaces the ternporal lineal.ty with a spatial plurality.

Borrowing from Harris' view, the study investigates the complications of time meeting

space in literary theory and historiography with its attendant clash of the 'pure' and the

'hybrid' and how this informs the literary commitment of Bessie Head with regard to our

expectations of commitment in African literature and of the female writer's commitment.

14



To achieve this end, the postcolonial theory is employed in the textual analysis of her

selected literary works.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The study investigates the influence of identity on the literary commitment of Bessie

Head, a multicultural writer. In particular, the study is interested in possible hybrid

syncretic crossings likely to be reflected in her works and which define her commitment

as a writer in the Third Space- the contact zone within which different cultures encounter.

The study is inspired by the literary debate that surrounds the concept of commitment in

African literature, particularly with regard to what the duty of the writer in Africa should

be. The consensus, however, is that commitment is the essence of African literature or as

Azuike (2008) puts it, writers in Africa have a duty to the society to address issues

instead of indulging in the luxury of aesthetics.

In this regard, Head's in between position offers an interesting dimension to the study of

literary commitment based on the fact that her critics have so far overlooked an

examination of how her multicultural identity possibly influences her commitment. The

focus thus, is on how the author, a colored, grapples with commitment on the African

literary scene and whether her works are authentic instruments for investigating historical

and social issues peculiarly African.
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1.3Research Questions

The study is guided by the following questions: '-.

1. What is Bessie Head's commitment as a writer, as a woman and as a Third World

person in her literary works?

11. How do identity and hybridity influence her commitment in the selected texts?

111. How does hybridity inform the interaction of time and space as reflected in Bessie

Head's selected texts?

1.4Research Objectives

The general objective of the study is to examine the influence of identity on literary

commitment in Bessie Head's selected works.

The specific objectives are to:

1. Interrogate Bessie Head's commitment as a writer, as a woman and as a Third

World person in her literary works.

II. Analyze how identity and hybridity influence her commitment in the selected

works.

III. Analyze how hybridity informs the interaction of time and space as reflected in

the selected texts.
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1.5 Scope and Limitations of the Study

Bessie Head has several novels and short stories to her credit. However, the study is~.
limited to only two of her novels, When rain clouds gather and Maru. The choice of

author is guided by the fact that she is colored and so is likely to bring an interesting

dimension to the African writer's literary commitment, particularly, hybrid syncretic

crossings likely to constitute her subject matter as a result of her biracial identity. The

choice of novels is guided by the fact that they are part of her major Iiterary works. Both

texts are also semi-autobiographical and so to some extent express the author's most

personal conviction. With reference to When rain clouds gather, Stephen Gray (cited in

Head, 1969) reports that Head herself confesses that the text is important to her in a

personal way since it is her only truly South African work, reflecting a black South

African viewpoint.

1.6 Justification of the Study

Art is only meaningful if it serves a particular purpose. According to Simmons (2006), art

is a human activity and hence must have a clear purpose and aim, discernible by the aid

of reason and conscience. As a human activity, art cannot exist for its own sake and

therefore its value must be weighed in proportion as art may be serviceable or harmful to

mankind. A study on commitment is therefore meaningful in the sense that it sheds light

on pertinent issues discussed by the author 'of choice and allows for an assessment of her

literary commitment. At the same time, a study on identity and hybridity is important

because commonalities among people cannot be recognized unless difference is

acknowledged. For the present day scholar, it adds to the corpus of knowledge and
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creates respect for diverse opinions. The choice of author is significant because besides

being female and multicultural, she also writes from exile. As a .woman, her gender

automatically casts her in the Third Space in a patriarchal society. In addition, her hybrid

nature and history of displacement not only give room for assessment of the challenges

she encounters in an effort to express African realism but they also enable us to

investigate whether her works are an authentic instrument for investigating historical and

social issues peculiarly African.

1.7Theoretical Framework

The study is guided by the postcolonial theory - an intellectual direction that has existed

since around the middle of the zo" century. This is because postcolonial ism is the

platform through which one can investigate issues of identity and commitment of the

Third World writer. This theory deals with the writing and reading of literature written in

previously or currently colonized countries or literature written in colonizing countries

which deals with colonization or colonized people. Notable theoreticians in this field

include Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak and Homi Bhabha among others.

The theory focuses particularly on the way in which literature by the colonizing culture

distorts the experience and realities, and inscribes the inferiority of the colonized people.

It also focuses on literature by the colonized people which attempts to articulate their

identity and reclaim their past in the face of that past's inevitable 'otherness.' It can also

deal with the way in which literature in colonizing countries appropriates the language,

images, scenes, tradition and so forth in colonized countries (Lye, 1998). For the purpose
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of this research, it is useful In examInIng the influence of identity on the literary

commitment of Bessie Head.

The specific space of postcolonialism was first articulated in Edward Said's book

Orientalism (1978). Like post modernism, the term has come to refer to both a condition,

that is, postcoloniality and to the discourse that theorize that condition.

As a condition, postcolonialism is not new. Said's book Culture and imperialism (1993)

reminds us that postcoloniality may refer as much to the Roman conquest of Britain and

its aftermath as to the more recent historical recovery from the scramble for Africa in the

19th century. Contemporary postcolonial situation begins in 1947 though postcolonialism

as a discursive and theoretical space is not named until 1978. In his earlier book where he

examines those forms of Western scholarship and culture representation - that which

codified knowledge about non-metropolitan culture under colonial control, Said asserts

that the mysterious and duplicitous 'other' which is the colonized culture, functions as a

means of stabilizing and affirming the identity of imperialist power. If colonized people

are to become subjects of history; then postcolonial ism must strengthen as well as

analyze the discursive process of resistance to colonial perspectives (Said, 1995). This

view emphasizes the centrality of cultural representation in this process.

Bhabha (1994) observes that the individual study of the colonial dominant knowledge of

the world and of the subaltern knowledge of the world as if they exist in a binary

intellectual relation perpetuates their existence as homogenous entities rather than an
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ambiguous whole. Hence, the postcolonial world should give chance to the hybrid socio-

cultural spaces wherein truth and authenticity are displaced by ambi,guity. Therefore, the

condition ofhybridity poses the most pre-found challenge to colonialism.

As Bhabha (1994) observes, the term hybridity has become one of the recurrent concepts

in postcolonial cultural criticism. It is meant to fore-close the diverse forms of purity

encompassed with essentialist theories. Bhabha tries to disclose the contradictions

inherent in colonial discourse in order to highlight the colonizer's ambivalence in respect

to his position towards the colonized 'other'. The simple presence of the colonized

'other' within the textual structure is enough evidence of the ambivalence of the colonial

text, an ambivalence that destabilizes its claim for absolute authority or unquestionable

authenticity.

Gayatri Spivak (cited in Morton, 2003) on the other hand, challenges the disciplinary

conventions ofliterary criticism and academic philosophy by focusing on cultural texts of

those people who are often marginalized by Western dominant cultures: the new

immigrant, the working class, women and postcolonial subjects. By championing voices

and texts of such minority groups, Spivak also challenges some of the dominant ideas of

contemporary era such as the notion that the Western world is more civilized, democratic

and developed than the non-western world or that the present colonial era is more modern

and progressive than the earlier historical period of European Colonialism in the 19th

century.
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Spivak also introduces the terms essentialism and strategic essentialism to describe the

functions of postcolonial ism. Essentialism denotes the perceptual dangers inherent in
\
'-.

reviving subaltern voices in ways that might simplify the cultural identity of

heterogeneous social groups thereby creating stereotyped impressions of the diverse

identities that compose the given groups. Strategic essentialism denotes temporary,

essential group-identity used in the praxis of inter-group relations, discourse among

people.

This study draws insights from Bhabha, Spivak and Said's views with regard to their

concept of 'otherness' in its investigation of how identity problematizes power relations

in Bessie Head's selected texts. Bhabha's concept of the Third Space forms the thrust of

the argument with regard to Head's multicultural identity and history of displacement.

Ashcroft, Grifiths and Tiffin (2002) identify four major critical models of postcolonial

literatures. First, the national and regional models, which emphasize the distinctive

features of particular national or regional culture. Secondly, race-based models, which

identify certain, shared characteristics across various national literatures such as the

common racial inheritance in literatures of African diaspora addressed by 'Black

Writing' model. Thirdly, comparative models of varying complexity which seek to

account for particular linguistic, historical and cultural features across two or more

postcolonial literatures and finally, a more comprehensive comparative model which

argues for features such as hybridity and syncreticity as constitutive elements of all

postcolonial literatures.
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These models often operate as assumptions within critical practice rather than specific

and discrete schools of thought. In any discussion of postcolonial writing, a number of
\

"-.them may be operating at the same time as is the case in this study. However, emphasis is

given to the model which argues for features such as hybridity and syncreticity as

constitutive elements of all postcolonial literatures.

A major feature of postcolonial literature is the concern with place and displacement. It is

here that the special postcolonial crisis of identity comes into being; the concern with the

development or recovery of an effective identifying relationship between self and place.

A valid sense of self may have been eroded by dislocation, resulting from migration, the

experience of enslavement, transportation or 'voluntary' removal for indentured labor. Or

it may have been destroyed by cultural denigration" the conscious and unconscious

oppression of the indigenous personality and culture by a supposedly superior racial or

cultural model (Ashcroft, Grifiths & Tiffin, 2002).

The dialectic of place and displacement is always a feature of postcolonial societies

whether these are created by the process of settlement, intervention or a mixture of both.

In much European thinking, history, ancestry and the past forms a powerful reference

point for epistemology (Ashcroft, Grifiths & Tiffin, 2002). In postcolonial thought,

however, time broadens into space (Murray, 1969).

In Ashcroft, Grifiths and Tiffin's view, postcolonial theory has begun to deal with the

problems of transmuting time into space, with the present struggling out of the past and
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like much recent postcolonial literature, it attempts to construct a future. The postcolonial

world is one in which destructive cultural encounter is changing to an acceptance of,
c..,

difference on equal terms. Both literary theorists and cultural historians are beginning to

recognize cross-culturality as the potential termination point of an apparently endless

human history of conquest and annihilation justified by the myth of group purity and as

the basis on which the postcolonial world can be creatively stabilized.

Recent approaches have recognized that the strength of postcolonial theory may well lie

in its inherently comparative methodology and the hybridized and syncretic views of the

modem world which this implies. This view provides a framework of difference on equal

term within which multicultural theories both within and between societies may

continue to be fully explored.

For the purpose of this research, this theory is instrumental in examining the literary

commitment of Bessie Head. It focuses on how identity as a consequence of hybridity

influences this commitment.

1.8 Literature review

This section contains the literature reviewed for this study. It begins by examining the

connection between commitment and art. It then proceeds to discuss the role of the writer

in Africa, the postcolonial theory, the concept of hybridity, then examines the writer in

the Third Space before finally narrowing down to the critical focus on Bessie Head.
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1.8.1 Of Commitment and Art

Commitment stands at the opposite pole from compromise. According to Stewart (2000),
•

the modern concept of commitment emerged from the conflict of zo" century ideologies

that have reflected deep social changes cf our times such as domination of Nazism and

communism in Europe, the victory of world capitalism over communism, and today, the

clash between market ideology and the rich, on one hand, and on the other, the growing

rebellion of the impoverished, non- developing four fifths of our planet.

In Stewart's view, authoritarian systems fear the truthful portrayal of reality and rely on

compromised writers to portray false images. The writer who practices compromise

follows the victors, for conformity and opportunism go' hand in hand. Inevitably, he sticks

to the middle; he avoids saying what he feels for fear of his place in society. He is aware

that many people do not like being told the truth and is willing to write about what he is

told the people want to hear and to bend with the prevailing wind. He is also a fearful

writer.

Today, social situation obligates the writer to examine his position in the world and his

responsibility to other men. It obligates him to approach his work in a committed way. To

resist the temptation of compromise and conformity, the writer must be devoted to the

autonomy of literature. The honest writer must stand inside the society- not in the

shadows of the periphery and he must tell the truth (Stewart, 2002).
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In Stewart's view, commitment to truth is inherent in the act of good writing. It is a moral

absolute. To write is to reveal an aspect of the world in order to change it. In this respect
"-.

writing is and has always been didactic. He asserts that the committed writer is aware of

the world around him and that his literature is the result of his attitude towards it. Thus

commitment involves the writer trying to summarize and then reflect through his work a

picture of the human condition which is also social without however, losing sight of the

individual.

Exponents of committed literature reject the fallacy that art is a thing apart. Despite

obstaeles that politics raises, art is part and parcel of the social. The belief in art for art's

sake according to Russian Communist theorist George Plekhanov 'arises when artists and

people keenly interested in art are hopelessly out of harmony with their social

environment' (cited in Stewart, 2002, para.22). Art for art's sake is the attempt to instill

ideal life in one who has no real life and is an admission that the human race has

outgrown the artist. Instead of the radiant future, committed literature depicts the lives of

other people however ugly or illuminating. It contains both human truths and human

potential (Stewart, 2002).

This study agrees with Stewart's sentiments on commitment and the role of the writer.

Part of its interest lies in whether Bessie Head's texts are authentic instruments of

investigating historical and social issues peculiarly African. This is only possible with the
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assessment of Head's autonomy as a writer and the nature of truths she highlights in the

selected texts.

Calder (1973) affirms Stewart's views when he asserts that a work of true literature must

make us feel the truth, participate in and love the truth, and if we accept that the task of

the writer is to create with power and conviction an original critical view of the world, to

extend our understanding of ourselves and our predicament, then it follows that a really

good writer will outstrip the previous understanding not only of his reader and critic but

also of himself. What he effectively achieves may even be different from what he

intended. Drawing from Stewart and Calder's view, the current study examines the nature

of reality revealed in Bessie's literary works and whether her portrayal of this reality is

convincing.

Nazareth (1978) dismisses as a fallacy, the belief that some art can make strong political

sense although it lacks artistic value, while other art may have high artistic value though

it makes no political sense. Instead, he takes what he calls the unified approach: he says

that each literary work is different from all others in the degree to which its social and

political subject matter has been artistically realized, adding that pol itical value, or more

generally speaking, social value, understood in a broad sense, must be realized through

artistry in literature. Literature must be brought to birth through art's method, mechanism

and power.



.'

lazareth's view is essential for the current study since he recognizes the uniqueness of

each artistic creation. In essence, the current study examines the kind of social values
~
~

articulated in the selected texts and which define Head's literary commitment. Political

and social values are inextricably intertwined. The study therefore entails an interrogation

of the writer's commitment in totality.

As if to echo Nazareth's view, Hewett (2005:75) observes that 'literary traditions are

constantly being made and remade. Literature after all is continually evolving and

changing, and the definitions that denote categories and literary lineages are constantly

debated by readers, critics and writers themselves'. Underlying the two scholars' view is

their recognition of each writer's autonomy. Both Nazareth and Hewett's assertions are

important for this study in that part of its preoccupation is to assess the authenticity of

Head's works as instruments of investigating historical and social issues peculiarly

African.

According to Ngugi (1981), literature cannot escape from class power structures that

shape our everyday life. Here a writer has no choice. Whether or not he is aware of it, his

works reflect one or more aspects of intense economic, cultural and ideological struggle

in our society. What he can choose is one or the other side of the battle field: the side of

the people or the side of those social forces and classes that try to keep the people down.

What he or she cannot do is to remain neutral. Every writer is a writer in politics. The

only question is what and whose politics.
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Indeed as propounded by Ngugi, the study agrees that every writer IS inevitably

committed. In my view, writers are shaped by the socio-political environment in which~
"-.

they live and therefore reflect the tension between the forces within this environment.

The writers' ideologies are informed by their stand for or against the various forces

within their environment. Naturally, it is impossible for the writer to ignore the reality

around him. The writer's intention is tied to his attitude towards the subject he is

addressing.

oting that art has a function and that there is no room for 'art for art's sake'; Ngugi

further observes that the very act of writing is a social act. As a writer, one tries to see the

factors that impinge on human beings and the kind of social structures that breed the

various kinds of conflicts and tensions that there are in the society and how to transform

the structures so that some of the conflicts might be eliminated.

gugi's view finds credence in Kehinde (20 I 0) who argues that the nexus between

literature and life has become a staple of literary analysis in Africa. It is apparent that

African writers and critics do not accept the autotelic, self sufficient and self referential

character of a literary work. Rather, African writers and scholar critics believe that the

'word' can decidedly intrude into the 'world'. At the centre of this controversy is the

question of representation ideology and the relationship between the literary and political

systems. Literature does not grow in a vacuum; it is given impetus, shape, direction and
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even area of concern by social, political and economic forces In a particular society

(Ngugi, 1972).

1.8.2The Writer in Africa

Ojero (1973) observes that the burning and indeed irritating issues on the African literary

scene revolve around the role of the writer and what he/she owes his/her society and

audience. He asserts that the problem is much more complex because we are forced to

question what other functions besides being an interpreter of cultural values of his/her

society we expect of him/her as a literary artist and any other shades of meaning if any

that are subsumed under the term literary artist.

Various prominent African literary artists have attempted to provide answers to this

problem. According to Farah (1973), the writer in Africa and other countries in the Third

World, as a result of his nearness to the central question of decision making and power is

engaged in unfolding the history in its rawness; engaged in the making of history.

Whereas the Western European and North American, save for a few who are committed,

is engaged in mere telling of a story - which is why matters regarding style, genre,

artistic execution, plot and construction assume such significance. The writer in Africa

and the Third World countries is looked upon as the contributor to and creator or shaper

of the nations enlightened opinion; he is the doctor and it is he who must diagnose and

then prescribe the right drug for the nation's illness; he is to a great number of people, the

light whose beams guide the ark to safety. Farah further asserts that social commitment is

the primary force which makes a writer write.
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Farah's sentiments echo Lo Liyong (1969: 161-2) who posits that:

...the artist's material is the very earth you tread on, the very traffic accident you
see, the very mourning your unlucky neighbor is going thLQugh ... the artist
appropriates all this common stuff and in the depth of his imaginative funnel
transmits it, so that the finished material which emerges at the end of the
conveyor belt is a gem whose luster shines on the appropriate spots.

Both Farah (1981) and Lo Liyong (1969) regard the artist as the conscience of the

society. The artist fashions his art from everyday occurrences but ultimately charts a way

forward for the society. He thus emerges as a visionary who not only designs the

appropriate path but also shapes the future of his society. Farah and La Liyong's views

are relevant for this study since part of its preoccupation is to investigate Head's vision

for South Africa.

In reference to the African writer, the doctrine of negritude which originated in France

among frustrated individuals like Leopold Senghor and Aime Cesaire, victims of

excessive French policy of assimilation, created a breeze of cultural nostalgia. This

breeze blows across Africa, awakening among Africans, a new awareness of their past,

fanning up in them, pride and enthusiasm for their cultural heritage. This doctrine called

upon the Africans, home and abroad, who had become victims of colonization to reject

western culture and identify themselves fully with mother Africa and her culture.

A decade later, Achebe (cited in Killam, 1970: 97 -98) was singing the same tune when at

a Leeds conference on commonwealth literature in 1964, he declared that his role as a
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novelist was to teach his society to regain its belief in itself and put away the complex

problem of years of denigration. He emphasized that it was also his duty to inform the,
"-.people that their 'past with all its imperfections was not one long savagery from wh ich

the first European acting on God's behalf did not deliver them. Rather, the past held for

the African the very foundation of his whole existence and his philosophy of life.' For

Achebe, the past is a precious jewel deeply buried in years of colonial denigration and

which must now be excavated for use. Achebe, in this instance, recognizes the need for

the Africans to take pride in their identity.

In the same breathe, the inaugural moment of scholarly engagement with modem African

poetry is best seen as coinciding with efforts to make African literature a subject of

academic inquiry in the 1960s. The most significant being the Makerere, Dakar and

Freetown conferences all of which were held between 1962 and 1963. These proceedings,

edited by Moore (1965) are remarkable in the sense that they generated the enduring

problematics in African critical practice, all of which are associated with the task of

clarifying literary identity: the crisis associated with modem African writing, the

dilemma of inventing or appropriating a critical idiom and the deceptively simple

question of mapping African literary tradition (Oyeniyi, 2008). Okafor (200 I: 1) sums up

this saying, 'African literature is not only a contested terrain, but the medium of its

production and of its discussion is cacophonous.'
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Okafor's view is exemplified by Ngugi (J 986: 15) who makes an attempt at grounding

African literature and culture in the historical world view of Africa, in the belief that the
\

only way this can be done effectively is by producing literature in African languages

insteadof the received colonial languages. He argues that language is bound up with a

people's being; it 'is a carrier of the history and culture of a given community ... a

collective memory bank of a people.' In this case, Ngugi uses the reflectionist view of

language,seeing it as a mirror of a people's belief system.

In the Afro-Scandinavian Conference of February 1967, Wole Soyinka said that while the

writer must not forget the past which 'clarifies the present and explains the future' this

should not be 'a fleshpot for escapist indulgence.' To. Soyinka, a concern with culture

strengthens society but not a concern with mythology. Mythology in this case implies

popularmisconceptions or imaginary entities.

At a later date, Killam (1970: 97-98) in his study of Achebe's vision reconciles

commitmentwith art. In his view, modern African writing, like all literature, has a special

commitment to formulating the basic values of society and is both a reflection and

criticismof those values. It creates a sensation of the life of the society and as such forms

part of the total cultural accretion of the society. Achebe recogn izes the educative role of

the writer when he says of him that he is 'the sensitive point in the community.' The

writer is especially equipped to know the most pressing concerns of his people and for

whom he writes. He has the responsibility of synthesizing these values and interpreting
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them. The educative role which Achebe accepts involves him in formulation of the social

and cultural philosophy and values of society which he casts in the most effective and,
convincing form than the command.

On a similar note, Ogunrotimi (2010) asserts that it is axiomatic that a kind of parity

exists in the historical experience of most Africans. As a consequence, the specific nature

of African history makes her literature seem tendentious towards the political and social

questions of the day. Writers ostensibly appear to be writing with a concern for

timeliness. Since their responses to colonialism and its colonial upshot neo-colonialism

invari bly force social criticism into the available literary allotropes, their works acquire

a remonstrating streak that is pedagogical, activist and antagonistic.

Explicating this context sensitivity of African literature, Ogunrotimi (2009: 155) posits:

'the literary artists' social, political and moral commitment that informs African literature

is a corollary of a tradition that emphasizes the social and political association of

literature, more at the expense of aesthetic value.' Ogunrotimi, in this argument supports

the notion that literature does not exist in a vacuum. I agree with this assertion since

characteristically, it is the contemporary milieu that the artist draws from in order to craft

his art. The literary scene, however, is dynamic thus continuously changes from within.

The artist should therefore concern himself with an in-depth study of character and

situation besides studying the individual from different ideological perspectives.
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Since independence, there has developed an attitude that a writer ought to write only out

of a commitment to the moment, utilizing his art to initiate the positive in a society that,
has become nothing but dystopian. It is neither the dearth of thematic'-iluxiliaries nor the

lure of immediacy that serves as a ce.itripetal force drawing writers to be socially

responsible. His/her work in this period serves as his/her response to or comment on

history, a literature of opposition, protest or exposition, as the case may be.

On the contrary, Brutus (1969:100) asserts, 'a writer must write about what he sees

around him.' Brutus thus makes further claim for the relevance of topical themes in

literature. Orwell (1957: 10) concludes that 'a novelist is not obliged to write directly

about contemporary history, but a novelist who simply disregards the major public events

of the moment is generally either a 'footler' or a plain idiot.' Unlike in the western world

where literary artists' flights of fancy referred to as 'a fortuitous outgrowth of some

irrational- inspirationalist anarchy' by Osundare ( 2007:6) and technical innovativeness

have almost alienated and estranged their art from its social mimetic relevance, here in

Africa, and in certain parts of the world:

The call at the moment seems to be more for literature of praxis, a concrete
abstract, activist literature with a clamorous statement about the social situation.
This call is most persistent among Third World writers, representative of peoples
for so long victims of capitalist exploitation and imperialism. (ibid: 18)

Until 1990, South Africa was the site of one of the most cruel and racist regimes in the

history of mankind. The historical epoch also finds expression in the role of the South

African writer. He is a watchdog and a historian in the society. He sees himself as a

judge, the conscience and the teacher of human values. His various commentaries on
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society relate to political, educational and even cultural issues (Kehinde, 20 10). Art

cannot therefore exist without reference, whether explicit or implicit to human situation.,
'-.

As Tung (1975:21) says, there is in fact no such thing as art for art's sake.

In reference to the South African situation, Brutus (1969) asserts that in South Africa

commitment is not a problem. One does not have to be a hero to be committed but is

involved in a situation so fraught with evil that they are brought into collision with it.

That is, the only way of asserting certain .hurnan values and the fundamental value that

the writer is so insistent on claiming for himself is the value of freedom, freedom of

expression. In a speech at the University of Texas at Austin on the question on literature

and commitment in South Africa, Brutus says, 'You have to decide which side you are

on, there is always a side. Commitment does not exist in abstraction; it exists in action'

(Sustar & Karim, 2006:200). Brutus' view is essential for this study in that an

examination of Bessie Head reveals the nature of evil evident in the society and the

nature of her commitment as revealed in her literary works.

According to Gordimer (I 991), black writers choose their plots, characters and literary

styles: their themes choose them. In other words, the themes arising out of their

contemporary milieu in that country stare the writer in the face daring him/her to ignore

them. If he/she does, he/she will be irrelevant to the human drama daily enacted there. If

he/she accepts the challenge, he/she inevitably situates his/her characters within the daily

trials that surround the black person's life. In this sense, the writer is the voice of the
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people beyond any glib connotation. In line with Gordimer's view, the present study

examines, thematic concerns explored by the author among other issues.,

1.8.3 Postcolonial Theory

The semantic basis of the term postcolonial might seem to suggest concern only with

national cultures after the departure of the imperial power. However, the term is used to

cover all cultures affected by the imperial process from the moment of colonization to

present day. This is because there is a continuity of preoccupations throughout the

historical process initiated by European imperial aggression. It is most appropriate as the

term for the new cross-cultural criticismwhich has emerged in recent years and for the

discourse through which it is constituted (Ashcroft, Griffiths &Tiffin, 2002).

Gilbert (1999) posits that postcolonial theory sees national ism as an attempt to generate

acts of affiliation to collectivize disparate groups under the sign of political governmental

and economic entity: the nation. Homi Bhabha (1994) on the contrary, argues that

ambivalence always haunts the idea of the nation. This ambivalence inheres in the

interplay between forces which he calls the pedagogical and the performative.

The pedagogical relates to the prior presence of the people as objects of study and to the

narrative that presence has accumulated over time. It finds its authority in the tradition of

the people. The performative on the other hand refers to the enunciatory present, marked

by repeated attempts to turn the mundane details of daily life into the signs of national

culture.
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In Bhabha's formulation, it is in the tension between the two f~ ces that the nation

constitutes itself as a liminal form of social representation that is internally marked by

cultural differences and the heterogenous histories of contending people, antagonistic

authorities and tense cultural locations. In Bhabha's summation, if postcolonial covers all

the cultures affected by imperialist process from the moment of ~o.lonization to the

present day, then postcolonization points to the intersection and interference of uneven

developments and parallel but unequal histories which coexist or collide in a particular

culture. It demonstrates the heterogeneity of colonized places by analyzing the uneven

impact of west em colonization on different places, people and cultures (Sharp, 2008).

Moreover postcolonial ism recognizes that there was and still is resistance to the West.

This resistance is practiced by many, including the subaltern, a term used in a general

sense to refer to marginalized groups and lower classes - a person rendered without

agency by his or her social status (Young, 2003). Spivak in an interview with Leon de

Kock argues that 'subaltern is not just a classy word for the oppressed, for Other, for

somebody who is not getting a piece of the pie ... in postcolonial terms everything that has

limited or no access to cultural imperialism is subaltern- a space of difference(cited in

De Kock, 1992: 29-47).

Spivak comes to the conclusion that the subaltern cannot speak. From her explanation,

she does not use the term literally to suggest that Subaltern women do not speak, but

rather that others do not know how to listen, how to enter into a transaction between the

speaker and the listener. The Subaltern cannot speak because their words cannot be
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properly interpreted. In essence, the silence of the female subaltern is a result offailure of

interpretation not failure of articulation.
<e.

Postcolonial theory tries to understand the power and continued dominance of Western

ways of knowing. Sharp (2008) argues that other forms of knowing are marginalized by

Western thinkers, reforming them as myth or folklore. In order to be heard, the subaltern

must adopt Western thought, reasoning and language. As a result of this, Sharp argues

that the subaltern can never express their own reasoning, forms of knowledge or logic.

They must instead form their knowledge to Western ways of knowing.

Adopting a different stand, Lawson (2007), argues that while the subaltern by definition

are groups who have had their voices silenced, they can speak through actions as a way to

protest against mainstream development and create their own view of development.

Subaltern groups are creating social movements which contest and disassemble Western

claim to power. These groups use local knowledge and struggle to create new spaces of

opposition and alternative futures.

In postcolonial theatre, language itself is a more complicated site for analysis where

responses to empirical linguistic forms can be conveyed through accent and vocal tones

as well as via more conventional grammatical or semantic means. Bhabha, in his analysis

of postcolonial discourse, states that when discourse is translated into a colonial context,

the result is a mimicry which constitutes both resemblance and menace, a kind of

hybridization which exposes the lie of universalism that underwrites colonial authority.
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The postcolonial intellectual thus appears in a situation that is somewhere between

mimicry and mockery, where the menace of mimicry lies in its dualism in disclosing the\.

ambivalence of colonial discourse and thereby disrupting its authority.

1.8.4 Hybridity

Hybridity originates from Latin hybrida, a term used to classify the offspring of a tame

sow and a wild boar. A hybrid is something that is mixed and hybridity simply refers to

mixture. The concept of hybridity became a useful tool in forming the discourse of racial

mixing that arose towards the end of the rs" Century. Hybrids were seen as an

aberration, worse than the inferior races, a weak and diseased mutation (Young, 1995).

In colonial analogy, Africans would be seen as the inferior and undomesticated boars.

The hybrid from interracial mixture would be regarded as physically and genetically

inferior and putatively infertile or as an embodiment of European degradation and moral

decay (Mwangi, 2007).

Hybridity as a concern for racial purity responds to the zeitgeist of colonialism where

despite the backdrop of the humanitarian age of enlightenment, social hierarchy was

beyond contention as was the position of the European at the summit (Young, 1995). The

social transformation that followed the end of the colonial mandates and the rising

immigration and economic liberalization profoundly altered the use and understanding of

the term hybridity.
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In current postcolonial context, hybridity is used to designate the process of regeneration

as a result of cultural mixing. Despite the shift to suggest mut,ual and voluntary
"-.

borrowing, in practical analysis of texts, the term still carries undertones of racial

arrogance. When applied to the study of culture it is ideally supposed to be a metaphor

for a process of mutual borrowing when cultures meet, intersect, blend and transform

each other to produce an in-between and Third Space between the merging poles

(Mwangi,2007).

The rhetoric of hybridity is fundamentally associated with the emergence of postcolonial

discourse and its critique of cultural imperialism. This stage in the history of hybridity is

characerized by literature and theory that focuses on the effect of mixture upon identity

and culture. Key theorists in this realm are Homi Bhabha, Stuart Hall, Gayatri Spivak and

Paul Gilroy whose works respond to the increasing multicultural awareness of the early

nineteennineties.

A key text in the development ofhybridity theory is Homi Bhabha's The location culture

(1994) which analyses liminality as a paradigm of colonial anxiety. His key argument is

that colonial hybridity as a cultural form produced ambivalence in the colonial masters

and as such altered the authority of power.

Another key proponent of hybridity is Mikhail Bakhtin whose concept of polyphony is

employed by many analysts of hybrid discourses in folklore and anthropology. Bakhtin

(1981:358) views hybridization as 'a mixture of two social languages within the limit of a
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ingle utterance, an encounter within the arena of an utterance, between two different

linguistic consciousnesses, separated from one another by an '-epoch, by social

differentiationor by some other factor.'

In the study of the novel, Bakhtin (1981: 84) coins the term chronotope. In his definition,

chronotopeis the intrinsic connection of temporal and spatial relations that are artistically

expressed in literature. ' ... it is the primary means of materializing time in space ... a

centerfor concretizing representation.' The connection between space and time must be

madein order for the narrative to build upon it, but this connection does not precede the

narrative.It is forged in the telling of the story; every narrative must tell itself, must

create e condition for its own existence.

The next phase in the use of the term has been to see it as a cultural effect of

globalization.Kraidy (2005:148) for instance, presents hybridity as the 'cultural logic' of

globalizationas it entails that the traces of other cultures exist in every culture thus

offering foreign media and marketers transcultural wedges for forging effective links

between their commodities and local communities. This view of hybridity as

globalization is further emphasized by Pietersee (2004) who asserts hybridity as the

rhizomeof culture. He argues that globalization as hybridization opposes views which

seethe process as homogenizing, modernizing and westernizing and that it broadens the

empiricalhistory of the concept.
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Forthe purpose of this study, I deploy the term hybridity to imply mixture. In this way I

explore hybridity from all perspectives in so far as mixture is concerned, whether it is as
\ .

~
a result of mutual borrowing when cultures meet, blend and transform each other or in

instances of coexistence of differences. I further focus on the effect of this mixture upon

the interaction of time and space.

1.8.5The Writer in the Third Space

Bessie Emery Head was born on 6th July, 1937 in Pieterrnaritzburg Natal South Africa.

he was the product of an illicit union between a wealthy South African, white woman

and a black man. It was claimed that her mother was mentally ill so that she could be sent

to a quiet location to then give birth to Bessie without the neighbors knowing (Head, n.d).

However, the exact circumstances are disputed, and some of Bessie Head's comments,

though often quoted as straight autobiography, are in fact from fictionalized setting.

Right from birth Bessie is cast in the Third Space as a result of her hybrid nature. The

concept of the Third Space for which I argue was first developed by Homi Bhabha who

suggests that signification is marked by a disruptive temporality and a passage through

the Third Space of enunciation, where the authority of dominating cultural signs is

provisionally displaced (Bhabha, 1990).

As Junka (2006) observes, this Third Space - a space of hybridity and ambivalence,

presents a permanent threat to the fixity of meaning and thus to binary structures of

power and knowledge. Bhabha uses the notion of Third Space and the elusive strategies
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ofhybridity implicated in it to theorize about colonial power and resistance. Thus Bhabha

argues that it is through the exploration and use of hybridity, as disclosed in the Third
c.

pace that the subversion and renegotiation of hegemonic systems of power and

ignification become possible.

Head's mixed ancestry thus affirms her position in the Third Space. She never knew her

real parents. The only link she had to her mother nicknamed Toby was her mother's name

given to her at birth upon her mother's insistence that the child should be given the same

full name as herself. So the baby became Bessie Amelia Emery. Toby was too ill to raise

the child. Infant Bessie was thus given to a white family for adoption, but the white

fami y returned her because she looked 'strange.' In the family solicitor's report, 'the

child is colored, in fact quite black and native in appearance' (Eilersen, 1995:8). Head's

encounter with racial discrimination thus began at infancy. In a country rife with

apartheid, she was automatically labeled as 'other' and had to operate on the fringes of

civil society. This later became a common theme in her literary works.

After being rejected by the white family, Bessie was put in foster care of Nellie and

George Heathcote, a 'colored' couple who were devoted Catholics. She grew up in their

home believing Nellie was her real mother. Alice Birch, Bessie's grandmother was

concerned for Bessie's welfare. She exchanged letters with the adoption organization and

sent monthly cheques of three pounds for Bessie's upkeep to the Heathcotes (Eilersen,

1995). Unfortunately, when Bessie turned six her mother died and Alice stopped sending

money to the Healthcotes and ended her connection with her granddaughter. As a result
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Bessie was never to learn anything about her mother except her name - which was her

own. Her father's identity was a closely guarded secret probably only known to Toby,
'-.

Alice and Toby's brother. Alice died in 1964 at the age of 93, taking her family secret

with her. Head's parentage; a duality of the known and the unknown thus remained a

mystery she never resolved for the rest of her life.

The end of Alice's connection with the Heathcotes marked the severance of the possible

connection between Bessie and her roots. This was a final confirmation of her position in

the Third Space not just a result of her biracial identity but by virtue of her displacement

as well. She thus had to redefine her identity. In later Iife, as her success as a writer began

to bring her increasing renown, she began to admit quite openly that she had no known

relative, not even 'the sense of having inherited a temperament, a certain emotional

instability or the shape of a finger nail from a grandmother or great grandmother.' While

this often distressed her, it could also give her a feel ing of freedom. 'I just don't fit in and

belong anywhere and I tend to pride myself on not fitting in or belonging' (Eilersen,

1995:1)

At the age of twelve, Bessie was taken from Nellie's home and sent to St. Monica's

Home near Durban. This was an Anglican boarding school for colored girls. This implied

an enormous change in her life by way of-the strict discipline and new religion. She had

been brought up in the Roman Catholic faith but now she had to put up with Anglican

doctrines. Bessie was thus wrenched away, not only from her home but also from the
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religion she had grown up with. However, she soon began to love the school especially

the library where she spent a lot of her time.
'-.

It was not until she turned fourteen that she was rudely confronted with the truth about

her identity. Louie Farmer, the lady warden in charge of St Monica's, denied her

permission to visit Nellie for Christmas. Instead they took her to the magistrate's court

where they told her that Nellie was not her mother and that her mother was a white

woman and her father was a native. No matter how much she cried, they would not

relent. Bessie on the contrary, belonged emotionally to Nellie Heathcote. Her first

reaction was to turn away in disgust from Louie Farmer and the religion she represented.

Whe she first went to St. Monica's she was. made to change her religion. Her Roman

Catholic faith had not been good enough for Louie Farmer whose brand of Christianity

now apparently permitted such inhumanity (Eilersen: 1985). This experience therefore,

alienated her further.

Bessie naturally loved reading. The harsh experience at the hands of Louie Farmer made

her choose, then blindly and later consciously, to live with books. She rummaged through

the library and was afterwards fed on Plato and anything she asked for out of private

libraries. She remained uninterested in either sports or ballet classes and instead spent her

leisure time reading. In this way, if at all she felt victimized, this was her way of keeping

herself as invisible as possible. This reaction probably resulted from the fact that Head at

this point was facing an identity crisis.
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8erzonsky (1990) examines identity in a social cognitive model. In his view identity is

conceptualized as a cognitive structure or self theory which provides a personal frame of
\

ference for interpreting relevant information, solving problems and making decisions.

ccording to this model, identity is viewed as a process that governs and regulates the

social cognitive strategies used to construct, maintain and/or reconstruct a sense of

personal identity. Berzonsky explicates three different identity processing orientations

namely: informational, normative and the diffuse avoidant model.

The informational processing style is skeptical of their own self-view and intentionally

ks out, process and use identity relevant information to personally resolve identity

cont1' ts. The normative style on the contrary automatically adopts a collective sense of

identity by internalizing standards and prescriptions of significant others and referent

groups. The diffuse avoidant group is reluctant to confront and face up to identity

conflicts. They procrastinate and delay as long as possible. Their actions tend to be

influenced by immediate situational rewards and demands than personally informed

decisions or normative standards.

Bessie Head adopts the informational processing style, a kind of orientation that

deliberately and thoughtfully seeks, contemplates and evaluates information about

themselves to resolve conflicts in their identity and commit themselves to their goals and

endeavors. This is evident in her reaction to the revelation of her background. She

becomes withdrawn and seeks solace in books as a way of becoming invisible. Head

never forgot the shock and cruelty of that day for the rest of her life. In later life, the
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estion of identity became a major preoccupation in her Iiterary works, perhaps because

the identity crisis she too had suffered as an individual.

r writing her junior certificate examination, she started a two year course for primary

001 teachers and qualified well except in physical training. In 1956, at the age of

ghteen, Bessie left St Monica's and immediately began teaching at the Clairwood

lored school in Durban. She enjoyed intense intellectual growth for the next two years.

It was at this point that she became aware of the political turmoil in South Africa.

Hinduismalso fascinated her and for a time she became a Hindu.

he ever rejoined a Christian church. Instead upon leaving St. Monica, she became

inated with Hinduism. Hinduism's all-embracing philosophy was diametrically

opposed to the strict narrow version of Christianity on which she had been fed for seven

years. Its vast conglomerate of beliefs made it tolerant of other religions and not

compelling its follower to adopt any particular rites or sacraments, appealed to her strong

individualism. Besides its wealth of sacred writings such as Vedas, Hinduism is a social

system. Life is regarded as a rite. There is no clear division between the secular and the

religious, and the caste system is believed to be a way of living out a divine ordination.

To break one's caste is to break dharma or the order of things transformed in moral

obligation. However as Eilersen (1985:25) records, it seemed she retained a remnant of

affection for the faith of her earliest years for she instructed her son, Howard, to contact

the Roman Catholic priest when she died and indeed he did so.
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however did not enjoy teaching; her students were undisciplined and seemed not to

reciate her efforts. This, coupled with the religious turmoil in her mind, was too much
~

her and she felt she was on the brink of a mental breakdown.<-°In June 1958 she

igned from her teaching job with the intention of becoming a journalist in Cape Town.

r celebrating her 21st birthday in July together with Nellie Healthcote, she bought a

ket, said goodbye and at the end of the month boarded a train to Cape Town to start a

life. This again was an attempt at reconstructing of identity, a motif that runs through

ikson (cited in Kroger, 2007) conceptualized identity as a multidimensional construct

. g into cognitive, moral, cultural and social aspects and encompassing different

els of analysis including the personal and social dimension. In his view, identity is

er final and continues to develop throughout a lifespan. Due to both normative and

elopmentaI changes and transactions within the environment, one's identity is bound

to change. Indeed Erikson's assertion finds credence in Head's journey of life.

t the cape, she became a free-lance reporter and the only woman reporter at The golden

CIty post, an important newspaper for non white readers. She rented a room in the poor

colored community of District Six. Most of her neighbors spoke 'Afrikaans.' Fair-

inned coloreds acted as if they were more cultured than others. As Holzinger (2006)

puts it, Bessie, being too dark for them, W,\S thus rudely confronted with her own identity

both at home and at work. This situation thus seals her fate as a character in the Third

pace. Even among fellow colored, she is considered as the' Other'.
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ccording to Smith (2011), substantial variations have been found in ways in which
\.

mdividuals within different cultural groups identify themselves. Typically, members of

mdividualistic national cultures perceive themselves as independent of others while

members of collectivistic national cultures perceive themselves as more interdependent

with others. The South African system of apartheid was such that it stressed separate

development. The irony however lies in the fact that Head is discriminated against among

thoseof her own race thus resulting in further alienation.

In the 1960s, following the Sharpeville massacre, she was arrested for her Pan African

Con ess activities. She gave the police some unimportant evidence, an action that

tormented her. In addition, a well-known artist who she greatly admired sexually

assaulted her. In despair, she tried to commit suicide. She was confined in hospital for

sometime after which she returned to Cape Town and again begun to write for The

golden city post. However, she became depressed and quit. She kept a low profile for

several months and when she re-emerged, she started her own little homemade

newspaper, The citizen, which expressed her strong pro-Africanist views propounded by

the Pan African Congress (PAC) to which she now belonged. This may be construed as

her effort to define her identity or a quest for belonging.

Initially, PAC expressed strong animosity towards whites. However, with time their

unequivocal refusal to cooperate with non Africans was modified by a clause in their

official statement of policy maintaining that anyone who accepted Africa as his home
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was accepted as an African. The PAC, after some serious argument, had agreed to

include colored in their definition of' African'. They too were indigenous to the continent
'-.

and suffered under white oppression.

This statement was made in May 1959 shortly after Bessie arrived in Johannesburg and

may well have been what attracted her to the movement. Here was where she could be

accepted as she was on equal footing with all other members, her racial affiliations

examined, and then forgotten in the struggle for greater human equality (Eilersen,

1985:44). In The citizen, Bessie took up local issues, questioning the injustice of the laws

and highlighting the absurdities of the apartheid system (Eilersen, 1985: 52).

In mid 1961, while selling The citizen she met Harold Head, ajoumalist and a member of

non-radicalized Liberty Party. They married in September the same year. Harold got a

job publishing Contract, the liberal newspaper. They moved into a crowded house in

District Six. Initially, married life seemed happy as Harold kindly accepted Bessie's

quick temper and changes of mood. Their son, Howard was born the following year. This

marriage, however, did not last for long. In May 1962, Bessie began to feel angry and

alienated both from her country and marriage. With each passing day, apartheid grew

more cruel. Bessie experimented with poetry and fiction finally publishing a short poem

entitled 'Things I Don't Like' in The newAfrican in July 1962.

In the poem Head expressed the raw pain of being oppressed, victimized and patronized

because 'Hot sun and geographical set up/Made me black'. She rejected them all - the
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Good, bad and sympathizers' - and vowed that 'Today is my day/Going to get back, tit

for tat/All you stole ( Eilersen,1985: 54). The poem thus expresses the poet's pent-up
\

anger rearing for vengeance.

Her next piece entitled 'Let me tell a story now,' which appeared in The new African in

ptember 1962 was characterized by the conciliatory and generous view of life that she

was later to be admired for. As Eilersen (1985 :55) observes, the poem is very personal,

the quaint twists she gives to the piece describing the story that she says she wants to

write but cannot makes the concluding paragraph permanently convincing:

When I think of writing any single thing I panic and go dead inside. Perhaps it is
because I have my ears so keenly attuned to the political lumberjacks who are
busy making capital on human lives. Perhaps I'm just having nightmares.
Whatever my manifold disorders are, I hope to get them sorted out pretty soon
because I've just got to tell a story.

Early in 1964 Bessie dreamed of leaving South Africa altogether. She had finished

writing one novel The cardinals in 1962 but felt it was childish. In a free country, away

from the turmoil of South Africa, she thought she would find new inspiration for her

writing. She applied for a teaching post in BechuanalandProtectorate in a village called

erowe and was overjoyed to be accepted. With the help of a writer friend Patrick

Cullinan she managed to secure a one way exit permit. This implied that she would never

return to South Africa, though she did not mind. In March 1964, she packed everything

and bought train tickets to Mafeking (now Mafikeng) and Palpye. From Palapye, she

would take a bus to Serowe.
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For the third time in her life she was about to make a new beginning in an unfamiliar

urroundings. Head's life is characterized by attempts at construction of new identity or
\

'-.
efforts to make life livable. The question of identity resonates powerfully through most of

her writing which covers many aspects of personal experiences as a racially mixed person

growing up without a family in South Africa. They deal with issues of discrimination,

refugees, racialism, African history, poverty and interpersonal relationships. A hint of

autobiography is present in much of Head's writing, which often deals with poor and

emotionally abused black women living with racist and sexist discrimination (Bissell,

1996)

Her fi st novel, The cardinals, written in 1962 though published posthumously, suggests

that the radiance of ordinary daily life was what she wanted to capture in her own

writing. The discrepancy from which such a vision had to spring and the hate filled

legislation, such as the Immorality Act, with which the nationalist government was then

entrenching apartheid seems to have been too great for her to contain. This legislation

which progressively outlawed sexual union between black and white people has a long

history (Daymond, 1993).

In 1927 the first countrywide prohibition on sexual union between white and African

people outside of marriage was passed. In 1950, this prohibition was extended to include

Indian and Colored people. In 1957, the amendments which are referred to in The

cardinals were passed. In them, most behavior of sexual nature involving white and black
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people was criminalized. Imprisonment of up to seven years could follow from just

inviting a person of another race to perform the illicit sexual act (Daymond, 1993).

In The cardinals we see how from the beginning, Head works to transmute personal pain

and fear into larger impersonal forms of expression. She strives to make space in the

material which comes to her from her own life, from what she sees and understands from

other lives around her. The text contains a novella and seven short pieces set in South

Africa. The novella concerns a woman called Mouse who is sold by her mother as a

child. She grows up to be a newspaper reporter and becomes involved with a man who

unknown to both of them is her father.

As Daymond (1993) observes, much of the energy of her writing comes from the

conflicts she knows. Her passionate belief in the potential beauty of life collides with the

ugliness she had been subjected to as a child and which she sees everyday around her as

an adult. These collisions are always stark and elemental, and they take on metaphysical

dimensions. Ugliness threatens beauty; the forces of good confront those of evil. Through

such conflicts Head explores spaces of fuzzy or merging borders. The cardinal, for

instance, fills in considerable autobiographical details about Bessie's state of mind at the

time. In the tortured figure of Mouse, so maimed by life that she cannot experience any

form of emotion, Bessie is clearly presenting a view of hersel f. There are recurrent

references to insanity and 'the loony bin' yet it is through the incestuous relationship that

ensues between Mouse and Johnny that we see most clearly the problems that Bessie is

grappling with, the lack of a father figure (Eilersen, 1985 :55).
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To begin to understand why Bessie Head might have written a taboo into her

protagonist's fulfillment as a writer and a woman, we have to go to her society as well as,
to her own life. In this way, we can also begin to see why it is the Immorality Act of all

the many laws which seek to entrench white power in South Africa by keeping the races

apart, which angers Bessie Head. Its presence must have brought about the fusion of

personal fears and political angers which is evident in The cardinals. The individual

rejection that Bessie had suffered as a child (of all her family, only her white

grandmother had visited her in the orphanage and that was once) was now being matched

by the annihilating rejection of a whole people that was implicit in the legislation. Its

prohibitions were sexual so that the very union which had produced her was now a

criminal act; but they were also existential, so that people like Bessie Head must have felt

that their right to exist was also being called into question (Daymond, 1993).

In April 1964, Bessie went to work at Tshekedi Khama Memorial Primary School. She

and Howard lived in a rondavel in Sebina Ward, near the centre of Serowe. It was here

that they received a surprise when Harold Head suddenly visited on his way to exile in

Canada. He had evaded the South African police by crossing illegally into Bechuanaland

at night, an incident which Bessie later uses in her first published novel When rain clouds

gather.

In her first year in exile, she was enthusiastic about village life and wrote a number of

tories about it. However, her stay was later characterized by many personal challenges,

particularly the feeling that she was being victimized which necessitated her relocation to
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erent places like Radisele, Palapye and Francistown, all in an effort to make life

ble. Bessie was eager to become part of village life. In her assumption, she had,
"-.d a place where she could settle and build up life for herself and her son, Howard.

was naive enough to believe that because she was making an effort to integrate

If into village life, the villagers wanted her to become integrated with her dictating

nfortunately, she had been plunged into a world where everyone's behavior was a

rce of common concern. For the villagers Bessie was an outsider; she pushed her child

round in a pushchair whereas every other mother bound her child to her back. Her

nt appearance and elusive quality, half dignity, half reserve attracted an attention

she had never expected and did not altogether enjoy (Eilersen: 1985: 74). Head's attempt

at inclusion thus results in further exclusion.

was her way though, she always responded eagerly and with much enthusiasm to any

chance she had of engaging in a good .discussion. Among the people she came into

contact with, she was surprised to find some who were well-educated and articulate,

particularly men. Men found her interesting, different, free and friendly. She however

believed in true and lasting love and eternal fidelity. Men wishing to settle for less would

meet unexpected opposition. She thus antagonized some of the influential men in the

village; worse still she antagonized their wives. Also, in her enthusiasm to establish

herself and be accepted, Bessie was insensitive to the norms of the village. This gave rise
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a tremendousbacklash later. She later abandoned teaching and took up writing on a

seriousnote.

applicationfor settlement in several countries was in vain. She had no passport and

finances were often desperate. In her however, was a burning desire to write. At

dolph Vigne's request, she wrote a short article about Botswana's Boipuso

lebrationson September, 30, 1966: 'Chibuku beer and independence'. Meanwhile she

e plans for a full length novel based on her experience at Radisele.

D ember 1966, the publisher Simon and Schulter having read "The woman from

erica," asked her for a novel and sent eighty pounds as an advance payment for it.

ie, having acquired a type-writer by then, wrote When rain clouds gather in just

er a year. The text, When rain clouds gather published in 1968 is based on her time as

fugee living at the Bangwato Development Farm. The story unfolds in the heart of

Botswana, in the poverty-stricken village of Golema Mmidi which is a haven to

les from far and wide. Her hero Makhaya, a South African political refugee, hails from

green hills of Kwazululand Natal from which she too hailed. Together with Gilbert,

English man, they join forces to revolutionize the villagers' traditional farming

ethods. This task is however fraught with hazards such as pressure of tradition and

position from the local chief and the unrelenting climate all of which threaten to ruin

fragile community. Characteristically, issues of identity construction and refugee

tuations resonate throughout the text. For instance, Makhaya's search for freedom is a
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r completing the book, Bessie encountered personal problems in Francistown. Once

. she had religious visions that seemed to place her in a special relationship with
l

. Her son Howard reported trouble in the school. Being so young when they arrived

erowe, he never considered himself anything other than a Motswana. At school

ever, the older children told him he was not a Motswana but a colored. By the end of

968,theywere ready to move back to Serowe.

ey returned to Serowe in 1966, and much as she had brought with her high optimism

advance copies of When rains clouds gather, she was confronted with difficulties.

had a feeling that everyone was watching her and talking about her behind her back.

er people asked her about the child she had given birth to in Francistown. A

pkeeperrefused to serve her because in the shopkeeper's view Bessie was not treating

with respect. Worse still a young man urinated in her direction outside her own door

crowned it all by laughing insolently in Bessie's face. Her return to Serowe thus

rded her no comfort. She was a non-entity. Her quest for a sense of belonging

ulted in a sense of exclusion instead.

if this was not enough, she became the subject of gossip. She had no visible source of

mcome but because she was still receiving money from the United Nations as

nsorship for a course in tropical agriculture in addition to a refugee allowance, she

hadmoney to buy food. Rumor had it that she was being supported by a secret lover who

umably, had fathered the child she had supposedly given birth to after leaving

rowe two years earlier. This child, she had murdered and thrown down a pit latrine.
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sie felt crushed by the spiteful nature of the gossip. No one could produce the lover

'-.

Gonewere her plans to love Botswana and the Batswana even if they hated her. She felt

ietimized,her reputation tarnished by mere speculation. She refused to move out of her

ted house at the owner's request, not considering that she had only been allowed to

occupy it temporarily while she sought permanent residence elsewhere. Instead, she

campedout in the yard outside the house with all her belonging. She was taken to court

ately, Lenyeletse Seretse, the council secretary and the future vice president came

to her assistance by allowing her to move into a small hut in the middle of the village.

However,as before, she felt victimized. She could not look at the face of a black man or

oman without at the same time thinking that they were the epitome of all that is

grasping,greedy, cruel, back stabbing and a betrayal of all that is good in mankind'

(Eilersen,1985:109). Words like 'dog, filth, bushman churned in her head like some

gramophonerecord stuck in the groove' (Eilersen: 1985: 109).

mentalbreakdown which resulted in her hospitalization followed. This experience had

o positive effects; it thawed Bessie's relationship with the villagers; they accepted her

ascrazyand left her alone. The gossip also disappeared. Secondly, Bessie's anger against

thevillagedisappeared, leaving her calm and creative once again.
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ews of the publication of When rain clouds gather in New York and London was

ived. With encouragement from new friends, Bessie began her ~ew novel Maru. At
'-0

the same time, she began to build her own house with the money received for When rain

clouds gather. Maru was completed in 1969; the house was completed in November. She

called the house Rain Clouds and it was to be her home for the next sixteen years.

The Boiteko project, a self-help project started by Patrick Van Rensburg during the

1970s, introduced new activities into Bessie's life. She became an instructor of the

gardening group and also established a long and unique friendship with Bosiele Sianana.

Bosiele was her confidant, interpreter and a friend who taught her many old Tswana

traditions some of which are captured in her literary texts.

As was her pattern, she became involved in personal disputes and after nine months was

asked to leave the garden. She then entered a period of depression and also became

desperate. Her spiritual visions and hallucinations became more frequent and more

extreme. She felt herself to be part of a soul drama, a new act of eternal conflict between

good and evil. She believed her strange birth and destiny to be part of a larger pattern of

things. Behind everything she described was her underlying belief in reincarnation

inspired by her previous fascination with Hinduism. In this life, she was meeting up with

spiritual giants who had been her friends or foes in previous reincarnations. Nevertheless,

throughout 1970 she was able to write and to make final corrections to Maru, a text in

which she explores issues of marginalization as a result of racial differences. The

protagonist Margaret Cardmore goes to teach in a remote village of Dilepe in Botswana
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where her own people are kept as slaves. The text has a strong autobiographical ring as

depicted in the portrayal of Margaret.

Maru was published in February 1971, a time when Bessie was seriously ill with

depressions and delusions. In the end, she snapped punched a female neighbor on the

face, drafted a hysterical letter to Vigne and wrote a wild denunciation of the president

and posted it at the post office the following day. Both the authorities and the president

were gentle with her. After a court hearing, she was sent to a mental hospital in Lobatse.

Towards the end of June, she was well enough to leave the hospital and return home. She

then sn ed her next novel, A question of power. The text is autobiographical and uses the

incidents from her early life as well as her recent night-mares. In this novel, published in

October 1973, she records misery, the unnamable terrors of being a rejected child of

unknown parents and the fear that this experience had made her a collaborator with evil,

one who would create suffering wherever she went - a view that she believed was held by

the family which denied her. The fact that her mother's association with (and having a

child by) a black man was able to brand her insane, was thrust on Bessie Head when she

was twelve years old; what she never knew was the identity of her father.

In the same year, 1974, she also assembled some of her short stories to be published

together as a book. The collector of treasures did not appear unti I 1977. Drawing on the

rich oral tradition of Southern Africa, Bessie Head uses the language and imagery of the
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telling tradition in these stories. The collection focuses on village people from

anaand the status and position of women in Africa.
<-.

next book was about Serowe itself, built around the lives and times of three of its

rtant personalities; Khama the great, Tshikedi Khama, and Patrick Van Rensburg.

book entitled Serowe: Village of the rain wind is a skilful and original historical

it of one hundred years of Botswana community reconstructed through the words of

rent members of the village. Although she completed the book in 1974, it was not

blisheduntil 1981. This delay was as a result of a clash with publishers and several

April 1976, she was invited to attend the first writers' workshop organized by the

mpletelynew University of Botswana in Gaborone and it was here that she presented

first academic paper. Quite often, she worried about her security in Botswana.

Officiallyshe was designated a stateless person. She had to report to the ponce stauon

ery Monday morning - a practice she was to keep up for thirteen more years. No

fugee could be given employment through official channels. Her statelessness thus

alienatedher, denying her a sense of belonging. She applied for citizenship in 1977 but

was turned down. Ironically, she was granted Botswana citizenship in 1978 without

askingfor it.

he published one more book in her lifetime, A bewitched crossroad: An African saga, a

long historical novel which appeared in 1984 after many years of research and
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plicated writing. The text, though least known of her writings, is her greatest

ration of African history and traditions.
"-.

mid 1980s she endured a painful rapture with her son Howard as a result of Howard's

ness and laziness. Unable to tolerate his insolence, Bessie threw him out of the

e. As if this was not enough, her husband divorced her after twenty five years of

tion. At this time she was seriously overweight and began to drink heavily. In the

run, her liver became inflamed and could not keep her going. Her last great piece of

, ing was a brief personal article in March 1985, "Why do I write?" She died on Ith

'I, 1986 in Serowe and was buried in the old cemetery on the hillside behind

ote ward.

6Critical Focus on Bessie Head

arious scholars have studied works by Bessie Head from various perspectives and come

up with various findings. In his examination of themes and styles in African literature,

osi (1981) for instance, believes that Bessie Head has little or no commitment and that

for most of the time she seems politically ignorant. She has none of the political

mvolvement of a writer like La Guma. Furthermore, he sees Head's lack of political

m olvement as a handicap, weakening rather than aiding her grasp of characters. Nkosi's

analysis is important for this study in that it too touches on commitment. However, the

difference lies in the fact that the present study examines all levels of commitment and

not merely political commitment.
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a later date, Couinham (2011) asserts that counter to the critical tradition of reading

ie Head's novels as autobiographical, A question of power's notqriously challenging

narrative structure, cannily exposes the. fault lines of colonial and decolonizing politics

lice and gender. He argues that Elizabeth's status as an embodied woman of color is

prevents her from attaining subjectivity in racial and national communities thus

er suggesting that the postcolonial subjects' attempt to claim these narratives are

of themselves. Rather, Elizabeth's madness is a result of the

not her exclusion from stable racial and national identities.

inham's view, contrasts Nkosi's earlier claim that Head seems to lack political

itment in that he recognizes such commitment in the author's works. However,

his study is based on A question of power, the present study focuses on When

cloudsgather and Maru.

alahlo (2002) explores the perceived intricate relationship that exists between

structed identity, discrimination and violence as portrayed in Bessie Head's trilogy

varying perspectives including aspects of coloniality, materialist feminism and

mality. His major concern is with the affinities that exist between identit)',

imination and violence. The current study relates to Mhalahlo's to some extent in

it probes the possible range of identity construction in the texts of study based on the

rid nature of the author. However, the difference lies in the fact that it proceeds to

ress other aspects of commitment as well.
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ng the same line, La Rose (2005) exam ines the element of being and total ity in Bessie

5 A question of power. He argues that while Marxist criticism may be instructive in
\
'-.

provocation of materialist literary analysis, these readings may obfuscate pertinent

rsive issues of individual ontology. In his view, this literary conundrum is

plified by A question of power in which a Marxist critic may elucidate the

tagonist's social-political reality. Nevertheless, it may also overlook several

tological questions which would be more appropriately examined through a 'pluralist'

inist critique that integrates several critical approaches: the significance of gender, the

ation of individual consciousness as it appertains to feminist existentialism and the

hoanalytic and existential theories of Frantz Fanon: the dialectic of political power

ead's own universal moral idealism ..The present study closely relates to La Rose's

that it too, revolves around the question of being and becoming and how this informs

commitment. La Rose's view is also pertinent in that it recognizes the need for

er studies of Head's works from varied perspectives thereby giving credence to the

nt study. The difference however lies in the fact that La Rose's argument is limited

A question of power only.

dding to the debate on identity, Dieke (2007) argues that Head's Maru, more than A

qr,teSlion of power, distils the very essence of her creative enterprise laced with an

erriding concern for an investigation into the enigma of human prejudice. He points out

that although A question of power can be said to be an important site for unraveling the

strands of her anguished life story with instances of immense suffering, privation and

crippling alienation, Maru, on the other hand, provides the fertile site for mounting a
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resistance to the mistaken ideology which often gives rise to the anguished life

. For,without this insane ideology, there would not be crippling.alienation. Without
'-.

ideology, there would not be suffering and privation. Both the ideology and its

trements represent the same morbid state. The current study on the contrary,

ines Maru and When rain clouds gather with regard to how identity informs

itment in the texts as opposed to Dieke's which is limited to results of human

g (2010), in a study of Head's A question of power, explores the nature of

th's painstaking realizations regarding the psychic scaffolding required to

me exploitation and pursue a 'fuller humanity' grounded in inclusive mental

that counteract the former divisiveness based in sel f versus other, male versus

white versus black. Whereas Young's study adopts a

the current study examines the selected texts from a

lonial perspective, with a bias towards issues of identity. In any case, the current

is restricted to When rain clouds gather and Maru and not A question of power as

equation also abound. Kolj ian (2006) examines the

yal of mixed race characters in South African and Caribbean literature through a

readingof the works of representative Caribbean (Derek Walcot, Mitchel Cliff and

aica Kincaid) and South African authors (Bessie Head, Zoe Wicomb and Zakes
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). The dissertation constructs a valid paradigm for the understanding of mixed race

cters and the way in which authors from the Caribbean and South Africa typically
"-0

loy racially mixed characters to challenge the social order imposed during colonial

ination. Koljian's study though focusing on the mixed race equation differs from the

nt one in that this study majorly focuses on literary commitment of Bessie Head.

a similar note, Curry (2007) examines mixed race characters in the United States, the

ch Islands and British Caribbean Islands (Martinique, Guadeloupe, St Lucia and

aica), Europe (France and England) and Africa (Burkina Faso, South Africa,

~.BoIlswlmaand Senegal). From South Africa the study focuses on Bessie Head's A woman

olone. The objectiveofthe study is to capture a realistic view of the African diaspora as it

ins to biracial and multiracial people. The analysis addresses the different ways

ultiracial characters look at the world and how the world looks at them. The book

eils how the characters resist, create, reappropriate and revise fixed forms of identity

African diaspora of the zo" and most importantly 21 st century. It also examines how

authors themselves deal with the complex reality of multiracial identity. Curry's study

ery relevant to the present research in that it addresses the question of diaspora and

ridity. However, difference lies in the fact that the current study focuses on how

tity influences the author's literary commitment with reference to Head's When rain
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dopting a different perspective, Pagmeshi (2009) examines Bessie Head's When rain

'-.

iety has been provoked by her experiences in life and the dystopian South Africa.

formed by new historicism, it argues that the ideal or perfect society is a figment of the

unagination. Contrary to this notion, the present study investigates whether Head paints

an accurate picture of South African reality with regard to the nature of social values she

Other researchers, Rafapa, Nengome and Tshamano (20 II) recognize that the layers of

mp •..xity in Head's novels still have to be decoded more fully from a number of

perspectives. Their aim is to highlight some increased, lucidity which may be obtained

through considering Head's novel from the point of view of Africanism and Feminism.

These scholars' research closely relates to the present study in that in this case, interest

lies is in whether Head's selected works are authentic instruments for investigating

African issues. It also examines her commitment as a writer though the difference

between them lies in the fact that in the current study, the selected texts are examined

from the postcolonial perspective with fOCIIS on literary commitment and not the Feminist

point of view. Of importance too is the fact that the three scholars recognize that Head's

novels still need to be decoded from several perspectives. This implies that several gaps

of study still exist in the works of Bessie Head that need to be filled. This thesis therefore

sets out to fill one such gap by analyzing how the writer's identity influences her

commitment.
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the Kenyan scene, Opondo (2002) examines the portrayal of the woman in Bessie
• <

s selected works. Adapting a feminist perspective, she interrogates the patriarchal

es which influence social expectations and roles of the woman. The findings reveal

the woman is viewed and views herself as the 'other' in the society. This results in her

lusion from main-stream society; an experience which she now seeks to subvert.

ndo's study differs from the curren1 one in that, whereas her work is restricted to

e characters, the present one examines issues of identity and commitment.

the above review, it is evident that 8 lot of studies have been carried out on works

BessieHead. A few scholars have looked at the element of commitment in her literary

rks with particular focus on political commitment. However, the present study

urnes that commitment goes beyond politics. In any case, the present study is

terestedin how identity influences commitment. It is on the basis of this omission that

study undertakes to examine the possible hybrid syncretic crossings reflected in the

lUthor's works and which inform her literary commitment as a result of her multicultural

kground- a dimension that has so far not been adopted by scholars of Bessie Head .

.9 Research methodology

This section highlights the research procedure adopted for the current study. It outlines

the research design, sample and sampling technique, the data collection techniques and
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\
researchis mainly qualitative. It is conducted through an analytical research design.

ical research, as a style of qualitative inquiry is a non interactive document

h which describes and interprets the past or recent past from selected sources

illiam & Schumaher, 1997). These sources may be documents preserved in

ionsor participant's oral testimonies or as in the case of this research, literary texts

author.This design is ideal in a situation where a researcher attempts to analyze a

the present research, it was instrumental in examining the influence of identity on the

commitment of Bessie Head. This was done by first reading the selected texts

analyzingthe content from a postcolonial perspective to assess the implication of the

cters' actions, reactions, and scenes of action as well as the writer's comments

drawing conclusions on how all these reflect the author's literary commitment as

Target Population and Sample

ie Head has written approximately six novels and collections of short stories. The

pie for study consisted of two novels, When rain clouds gather and Maru. The

'on for selection of the texts for study was based on their convenience for use by the

her. The choice of novels was based on the fact that they form part of the writer's

Both texts also readily lent themselves to a reading of identity and
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piing Technique

Ie for study was selected through purposive sampling. This~~chnique allows a

to use cases that have the required information with respect to the objectives of

purpose of this study, it was useful in collecting focused information. The texts

y are also semi-autobiographical therefore partly express the writer's most

useful because the study also set out to establish the

vision for her society.

ta Collection Techniques

dy was mainly library based. It be jan with a preliminary study of available related

in the library which formed the basis for secondary data.

primary data was generated through content analysis of the selected texts. Nachmias

) defines content analysis as any technique for making inferences by systematically

objectively identifying specified characteristics of messages. According to Kothari

) content analysis consists of analyzing the content of documentary material such

books, magazines and the content of all other verbal material which can be either

en or printed. Prior to the 1940s, content analysis was mostly quantitative analysis of

mentary material concerning certain characteristics that can be identified and

ted. However since 19505 content analysis is mostly qualitative analysis concerning
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neral import or message of existing documents. Benard Berelson's name is often

iated with the later type of content analysis. Qualitative \content analytical
<,

hes focus on analyzing both the explicit or manifest content of a text as well as

tations of latent content of texts- that which can be interpreted or interpolated

thetext, but is not explicitly stated in it (Granhein & Lundman, 2003).

e currentresearch, reading, analysis and interpretation of the selected texts was done

entify the nature of Bessie Head's literary commitment and the hybrid elements of

commitment.The analysis not only focused on what is out-rightly stated in the texts

a so entailed inference from the content, as well as making deductions on the

situation. This was accomplished through use of the

data collected through content analysis of the selected texts was coded according to

tic concerns, stylistic choices, the mode of characterization and vision of the

or. This was instrumental in investigating the author's commitment as a writer, as a

an and as a Third World person. Postcolonial theory was employed in the analysis of

differentresearch objectives.

The author's commitment as a writer was gauged from the cause or principle she seemed

champion and which she felt should prevail in the society. This commitment also

tailedan examination of the side taken b~'the writer, that is, whether she sided with the
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s or with the social forces that tried to keep the masses down. Her commitment as a

an was derived from the manner in which she highlighted the experiences of women

women,her way of describing the reality from a woman's perspective and finally her

pt to destroy stereotypical perceptions of women. This was gauged through an

ment of her mode of characterizing the female characters and the roles she assigned

commitment as a Third World person was gauged through an

level of political awareness, her perspective and perception of

nialism, imperialism and neocolonialism and the manner in which these affected and

the lives of the characters.

ith regard to the manner in which identity and hybridity influenced her commitment,

concern with place and displacement which is a major concern of postcolonial

re, and which addresses the postcolonial crisis of identity formed the back-drop

investigating the manner of development or recovery of an effective identifying

lationship between self and place. The more comprehensive comparative model of the

lonial theory which argues for features such as hyridity and syncreticity as

nstitutive elements of all postcolonial literatures was applied in the textual analysis to

blish the hybrid syncretic crossings in the author's works.

similar approach was employed in the analysis of how hybridity informed the

teraction of time and space in the selected texts. Hybridity was perceived in terms of

e diverse ethnic backgrounds of the characters as well as instances of interaction of
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cters of different generations. Such instances of hybridity were perceived as spatial

hybridity arises as a resistance to binarism. As propounded by Coates (200 I), the
\ .

id perspective is not just a feature of postcolonial thinking but also characterizes a

ial approach. Space was perceived as the physical location or scene of occurrence

reas time was perceived in terms. of' the unfolding of events within the location as

11as the interaction of characters of different generations.

findings from the analysis were then computed qualitatively in the order in which

addressed the various objectives of study.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE WRITER AND HER COMMITMENT

'-.
e Head's commitment as a writer, as a woman and as a Third World person stands

core of this study since these circumstances confirm her position as a writer in the

Space. This chapter thus interrogates Head's literary commitment as a writer, as a

an and as a Third World person. It begins with a statement on her commitment as a

before delving into an exploration of the pertinent issues explored in her literary

which define her commitment as .:t woman and as a Third World person before

Jydrawing to a conclusion.

stcolonial theory which largely focuses on attempts to come to terms with the

ptive experience of colonialism is employed in 'the interrogation of the writer's

mitment. In essence, the focus is on how Bessie Head's texts articulate an African

tity and reclaim the African past in the face of that past's inevitable otherness. The

dyalso focuses on how the colonizing culture distorts the experiences and real ities and

ibes the inferiority of the colonized people as reflected in the selected texts of study.

is too is a concern of the postcolonial theory.

Commitment as a Writer

rom a literary perspective, commitment implies that a writer, through his or her literary

workssets out to champion a cause wh ieh he or she bel ieves shou ld prevai I in the society.

To echo Ngugi (1981), whether or not a writer is aware, his or her works reflect one or

more aspects of intense economic, cultural and ideological struggle in the society. As a
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a writercannot remain neutral but must always take a side: either the side of the

or the side of the social forces that try to keep the people down. This view is,
"-.izedby Brutus (cited in Suster & Karim, 2006) who asserts that commitment does

st in abstraction but exists in action. A writer must therefore decide on which side

sheis since there is always a side.

ition,Ogundipe (1987) prescribes that the female writer has to be committed to her

king to do justice to it at the highest level of expertise. Above all, she should be

ittedto her vision thus has to be willing to stand or fall by that vision

aminationof the selected texts reveals that as a writer, Head is committed to the

ed and marginalized in society. Sl-e is opposed to a society that categorizes people

termsof race, gender and social status. She thus advocates change from retrogressive

ices enshrined in certain traditions that enhance discrimination in society. This is

y Makhayain When rain clouds gathe r flees racial South Africa in search of whatever

ionof freedom he may find. She emerGes as an advocate of revolutionary change as a

s through which racial oppression and marginalization can be subverted. This is

ictedin Makhaya's vision of a time w'ien the 'black dog' will unleash his rage on the

ymbolically,Matenge, the African oppressor commits suicide to pave way for change.

The elimination of Matenge reflects a change in black consciousness. Matenge, being

conservative,relishes class division so that for him, society is compartmentalized into
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strict classes: royalty and commoners. He is also an agent of oppression and

itation both of which are perpetuated by his greed and selfishness. His demise thus~
.c.,.

a wave of transformation and liberation for the marginalized. In this way, the

s commitment to social justice is depicted.

ise, in Maru, Head's sympathy lies with Margaret, a Masarwa, discriminated

st on basis of her tribe. Her plight epitomizes the plight of all racially discriminated

Ie in the society. To remedy the situation, Head advocates cultural fusion and

istence of differences as an antidote to discrimination. Thus Margaret's marriage to

in Maru and Maria's marriage to Gilbert in When rain clouds gather are attempts to

inary distinctions in society and subsequently attempts to end marginalization

gh miscegenation. On the same note, Golema Mmidi, a point of convergence of

ters of all divides, emerges as a point of redefinition of identity where all

cters acquire a sense of belonging. The writer's vision of hope for the society thus

in hybridity which in my view, implies coexistence of differences since absolute

Commitment as a Woman

inists have posited that a female writer has two major responsibilities: first to tell

t being a woman and secondly; to describe the reality from a woman's perspective.

dipe (1987) posits that the biological identity of a woman counts and is real. But as

"s in (cited in Goulianos, 1973:299) observes, contrary to what some men think,

an is more than 'a biological aperture.' Ogundipe acknowledges that woman's
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gy is an important aspect of her bur is not all she is and should not be used to limit

ot only has woman's biology made her destiny over the years; lit has given rise to

typical notions of the nature of women.

in Ogundipe's view, as a woman, the female writer's task is three-fold, that is,

ting the experiences of women, telling about being a woman and destroying male

types of women. As Anafs Nin (cited in Goulianos,1973:291) puts it, 'the woman

has to create something different fr.rm the man ... she has to sever herself from the

man creates, from being created by him, she has to struggle with her own cycles,

s, terrors which man does not understand.' Indeed, an examination of Head's

texts reveals her commitment as a woman, as revealed in her perception of issues

a woman's perspective. This is realized through her deployment and development

a woman, Bessie Head is committed to del ineating the experiences of women in the

iety. In this regard, the woman in Head's Maru is presented at different levels as seen

the portrayal of the various female characters in the text.

protagonist, Margaret Cadmore, for instance, is depicted as marginalized. She is the

other', an outcast in society by virtue of her Masarwa identity. Instead of her marriage to

boosting her self-image, it only serves to silence her further. She marries Maru, not

her own free will, but as a result of his skil ful manipulation of the situation. Maru thus
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trois her every move and emotion. Her happiness is dependent on his mood. As a

It, whenever he is in a bad mood, his foul mood denies her happiness since he uses
'-.

harsh words that remind her of the sad past she had experienced. The relationship

een Margaret and Maru, in my view, typifies gender relations in a patriarchal

'can community. The woman is subservient to the man who ideally is her master and

, In this way, the social injustice against women, as perpetuated by patriarchal

ures in society, which tend to relegate women to subordinate roles, is revealed.

resilience of the woman is depicted' in Margaret's acceptance of her subordinate

ition. This is reflected in the fact that despite such interruptions to her happiness, no

ory of the previous suffering she, had undergone remains in her heart. On the

trary, Margaret is often overwhelmed with happiness and walks around, the whole

, with an ecstatic smile on her face. The reason for this consistent happiness being that

e days of unhappiness were few and far over balanced by the days of torrential

aret's present happy state is thus contrasted with the continuous unhappy encounters

e had had prior to this marriage. The man Maru thus becomes her source of joy. Her

inability to remember her previous suffering depicts her total acceptance of her present

tuation and her inability to change her destiny. From the Freudian psychoanalytic

rspective, Margaret's suppression of the painful memories of her past may be

nstrued as a coping mechanism. Interestingly, Moleka who from the beginning had

n the object of her adoration is now relegated to the realm of dreams. However, on
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g up, she has no mental impression of her dreams except those of the room in

she loves Maru. Only her husband, Maru, has a grasp of the whole situation but

ignorance. Dreams then may be construed as manifestations of suppressed feelings

ing to Sigmund Freud (cited in Lydia and Mayer, 2003), dreams are a form of

fulfillment. They are attempts by the unconscious to resolve a conflict of some sort

r related to something recent or something from the recesses of the past. Since the

ation in the unconscious is in unruly often disturbing form, a censor in the

ious will not allow it to pass unaltered into the conscious. Freud further observes

ing dreams, the preconscious is more lax in this duty than in waking hours, but it

I attentive, As a result, the unconscious must distort and warp the meaning of its

ation to make it through the censorship. in effect, images in dreams are not often

they appear to be, according to Freud and need deeper interpretation if they are to

the structures of the unconscious.

from a Freudian perspective, Margaret's dream in which Moleka appears trailing a

leg with blood streaming from a wound in his mouth and his heart, making

t cry in deep, heart- rending sobs is a revelation of a past passion that was never

ated and the disappointment aris'ng from this failure. True, Margaret had been

to Moleka from the day of their first encounter; he had been the first man to

her feel really important and she sp~nt her time in Dilepe village hoping for a time

Moleka would reciprocate the love she felt for him. However, this attraction never
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into a love-affair thus Margaret remained a helpless prisoner of her feelings.

blow for her comes when her best friend Dikeledi announces that she is to
\

oleka and even invites Margaret for the wedding.

part, Moleka too had been attracted to Margaret but had not had the courage to

declare this to her because of the prevailing societal contempt for the Masarwa.

owledgement of his attraction to her had thus been limited to brief glances at her

r she passed him in the village, his eyes glowing' like the early morning sunrise'

Margaret being accustomed to discrimination from an early age was aware that

could not approach her because she was a Masarwa. This was an

ledgement of the fact that no matter how deep Moleka's attraction to her was, he

never subvert the status quo by expressing his desire of her as a woman. The blood

ips from Moleka's mouth and heart in the dream is a reflection of Margaret's

lion of the disappointment Moleka feels upon losing her to his arch rival Maru, for

aret's assessment, Moleka had been truly in love with her. The heart- rending

by Margaret are an expression of her own loss of Moleka to her best friend Dikeledi.

as if even though she is married to Maru, the true object or her acorauon is Moleka.

dream thus expresses Margaret's suppressed feelings of affection for Moleka.

other level, much as Maru's marriage, to Margaret may be construed as an attempt at

enation, it is also an attempt to satisfy his selfish desires. He had wanted to marry

man that would be loathed by everyone and in Margaret, his ambition is real ized. No

is given to Margaret's feelings as .::1 woman. In fact, her reason for accepting this
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'age had been the fact that she had been left with no alternative. For her thus Maru

been a godsend, appearing just in the nick of time to save her from despair and a,
en heart. Maru revels in this fact, ill his view, until the time he ;;arried Margaret,

had lived like the mad dog of the village, with tin cans tied to her tail' (p5).

's view of Margaret depicts male chauvinism as prevalent in the society. Marriage is

Iievedto accord a woman an element of integrity. Maru thus saves Margaret through

iage thereby boosting her integrity in the village. Ironically, within this marriage, she

the 'other' operating on a plane lower than Maru. Her emotional state being dependent

him, she is treated as her husband's appendage and not a human being in her own

gilt. Through this marriage, the question of being and becoming is highlighted.

Marriageaccords a woman a new sense of identity; she is viewed as respectable but at the

sametime it inscribes her inferiority to the man.

Adoptinga different perspective, Head seeks to assert the position of the woman as an

individualworthy of equal space as the man in society. In this way, as a woman she is

committedto destroying stereotypical perceptions of women in society. This she does by

offering a criticism of the marginalization of Margaret as a Masarwa woman. The

portrayal of Margaret as having caught the attention of both Maru and Moleka, both of

whom are royalties however, reveals her as good enough, that is, as deserving of male

attention.Moleka, despite his attraction to Margaret, is unable to openly confess his love

to her. Interestingly, his new course of action, the acknowledgement of the impression

Margaret creates on him, the subsequent rivalry with Maru when he real izes that Maru
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interested in the same woman and even his invitation of his slaves to his table, all

t at his change of heart. Margaret thus becomes an agent of transformation as,
<,

by Moleka's evolution after his encounter with her.

change that comes over Moleka upon his first encounter with Margaret may also be

as an attempt to ridicule prejudices leveled against women and individuals in

eral and subsequently, a commitment to the destruction of stereotypical perceptions of

en. This is revealed in the fact that Margaret being a Masarwa, is regarded as a low

in the society - the scam of the earth, yet here are two men of royal status rivaling

her attention. In essence, individuals should be honest in their feelings towards others

n be captives of unfounded prejudices.

a separate episode, the destruction of stereotypical images of women is depicted in the

portrayal of the white woman, Margaret Cadmore. She is above petty prejudices. Her

goodsense of organization is revealed through her habit of doing things simultaneously

so as to speed up the end result. Her personal ity is contrasted to her husband's who is

depicted as naturally dull and stupid. These traits are however downplayed by the fact

that he is a priest and by virtue of his calling, he mercifully remained silent for hours on

end. His appearance as outlined by the author does not improve public opinion of him

either. In Head's description, he 'had a long mournful face. His mouth was always wet

with saliva and he frequently blinked his eyes slowly like a cow' (p8). Given such a

contemptuous portrayal, the white man thus operates in the periphery, overshadowed by

his wife,
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'fe, Margaret Cadmore, on the contrary, is depicted as having common sense in
<,

ceoThis virtue makes her timeless as though she could belong to any age or time,

ways on the progressive side. This positive portrayal however does not make her

ble. On the contrary, it makes her 'abusive of the rest of mankind' (p 8). In

s description, her high strung nervous and energetic temperament made her live at

of a boat shooting over the rapids. Her continuous abuse of the rest of mankind

moved at three quarters of her pace, sometimes led her into situations where she

in danger of being assaulted. In this way, Cadmore is painted as impatient and

may reveal her as a well-rounded character with faults and

be understood as a way of acknowledging Cadmore as the

ressor. As a woman, she is painted as ,responsible, organized and self- driven. But as

contemptuous towards the black race. This makes

e ambivalence is further developed in her actions In view of the existing

rcumstances. Though white, she is the only one who is willing to bury the dead

a who has been shunned by others of her own race. Her caring nature is

when she opts to adopt the child of the Masarwa woman. In her view, the

Botswana nurses are indecent people; instead of washing the woman's body for



/

they let it lie on the stone floor unmoved by the fact that the loose shift dress

ich she still was, had been soiled from the birth of the child.

intention for adopting the baby brings in the race equation. Initially, this act of

ess may have been triggered by the fact that from the baby's mother's plight, she

seen human suffering close up for the first time and that this had frightened her into

ing the part of the woman which was still alive. However, in her nurturing of the

,she still remains the colonizer, subjecting the child, named Margaret Cadmore like

If. to a kind of upbringing that alienates her from her roots. The end result is a

individual who makes no conscious ·effort to claim her own space. Viewed through

postcolonial lens, the white woman's form of nurturing emphasizes the distortion of

tity and culture of the colonized by the colonizing culture. The baby is rendered out

touchwith her roots as a result of imbibing from a totally foreign culture.

other female character, Dikeledi, is portrayed as quite independent. She is the

ghter of a paramount chief and the first of that crowd to put good education

useful purpose. Unlike the rest of her social class who merely use their

ucation to adorn their social status, Dikeledi has a more practical view of the

rid. This is evident from the fact that she does not need employment but unlike

ers who make wealth synonymous with idleness, wealth gives her the freedom

specialize in what interests her most. She thus does not let her Diploma in Early

hildhood Education go to waste but .akes up a position as a primary teacher at
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ing School. Dikeledi's portrayal thus emphasizes a redefinition of the image of

womanhood.
'-.

iteher privileged background, Dikeledi is modest and accommodative. She is aware

the Masarwa are the underpriviJeged of the society but still remains cordial to

aret. Between her and Margaret, there is no tension, restraint or false barriers

cteristic of most human relationships particularly when individuals believe that they

of a higher social status than their counterparts. This respectful attitude towards

aret further elevates the position of Dikeledi. She is strictly concerned with the

vidualworth of a person as a human being.

attitude towards Margaret sharply contrasts that of Pete, the school principal. His

posure is totally shattered upon learning that Margaret is a Masarwa. He impatiently

'ts for the noon bell and when it finally rings, he walks at a desperate pace to the office

the education supervisor to complain of chicanery. Dikeledi thus emerges as

otionally superior to Pete. She is abie to contain her emotions even in shocking

ces as in the case when she discovers that Margaret is a Masarwa and not a colored

ale contempt towards women is also portrayed through Pete. To him, Margaret being a

man is an easy target to handle. He says to Seth, 'She can be shoved out. It's easy. She

a woman' (p 36). The woman is thus equated with weakness. She is a weak spot that

posesno threat to the male ego thus is net a hindrance in any way since she is easy to
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out. This implies the patriarchal nature of the society. The woman, by virtue of her

may have her rights violated without much ado. Margaret is however saved from
\

icament by virtue of her good qualifications. In Seth 's assessment, she could not

got' to her present position on her own brains. It was likely that someone was

g her. To shove her out of the. way would therefore be risky because it was not

who was doing the pushing. It was also possible that whoever was behind her might

-rightly rule out that Margaret coulo not have got to that position on her own brains

the contemptuous attitude society has towards women. There seems to be certain

led levels beyond which women cannot go on their own. In desperation, Pete

es a fourteen year old boy in Margaret's class so as to put Margaret to shame. His

is unfortunately foiled by Dikeledi who incidentally is the only person who does not

d backstabbing.

fourteen year old boy was expected to ask the humiliating question, 'Since when is a

yateacher?' The rest of the class W[IS tojoin in the chant. 'You are a bushman' (p

Pete was to use this as evidence of Margaret's ineffectiveness as a teacher and thus

her sent out of the school. His calcula.ions had unfortunately excluded Dikeledi who

ahead of him into the class and restores calm. Unlike Pete, Dikeledi is depicted as

g mature and above petty prejudices, an individual who recognizes the inner value of

Ie. Pete, on the contrary, is sadistic and malicious. He and his like are only angry

their plans to inflict suffering go haywire. Dikeledi is thus cast in a mould superior



at of Pete, the principal. In this way, the writer paints a positive picture of the

an. Dikeledi emerges as assertive and independent. She is not cowed by Pete. When,
warns her not to be running around school during school hours as a way of

gto cover up his embarrassment, she does not hesitate to tell him off.

ugh Dikeledi and Moleka's relationship, Head explores the intricate emotions of

. In this way, she is able to delineate the experiences of women as women. The

e outlook sharply contrasts male perceptions of women. For instance, the quarrel

een Moleka and Dikeledi lies in where Moleka has actually hidden his heart.

eledi is unrelenting in her adoration of Moleka. Moleka, on the contrary, has had

e I sexual excursions in the village. However, he does not attach any value to these

lationships. He is indifferent and insensitive to his partners' opinion. For him, these

lationships merely provide an outlet for sexual gratification thus emphasizing the

lotion of women as sex objects. Whereas Dikeledi truly loves him, he is only attracted to

ber physically. He finds her dressing provocative. Her tight skirts, construed as elegance

by Margaret, are for him, an advertisement of her thighs intended to draw male attention.

Then why do you advertise your thighs? I'd like you to stop that. You think men
don't know what you mean when you walk around swinging your thighs
like that? They can't take their eyes off you and here you want to pretend
all kinds of innocence before me (p 78).

In Moleka's view, Dikeledi's mode of dressing is a kind of bait - an open invitation

towards intimacy with the opposite sex. The contradictions in Moleka and Margaret's

perception of Dikeledi's attire calls to mind the foundational assumption of Reader
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nse theory that a text does not have a sole inherent meaning but has as many

ings as its readers bring into It. According to Culbertson (1998), Social

uctionism and Reader Response theory help us understand thatwe read meaning

many things other than the printed page. What we are able to see, value and respond

ma text is socially constructed, and the meaning we draw from whatever we encounter

.• priori resident within, generated by ourselves and shaped by the complex interaction

culture, life experience, and individual need.

leka's view of Dikeledi is shaped by his treatment of women as sex objects. In his

ption, to wear revealing skirts that expose the female anatomy, in this case, the

'ghs construed as organs of eroticism, is to indirectly offer one self for male advances

iscriminately. This assessment finds likeness in what Mulvey (1975) refers to as 'the

e gaze', Mulvey argues that within the classical structure of cinema, men possess the

and women are its object. This view is further explained by Schehr (1997: 82-83)

It is the gaze, the defining mode of operation of mascul in ist discourse, that
constructs the 'woman' as textual object, prevents the woman from being
herself .. , from 'being,' from 'Being,' from having a 'self separate from or prior
to the socio-visual construct imposed by the male gaze and its/his discourse.

Mulveyand Shehr's views both project a chauvinistic perspective. Moleka's sentiments

may therefore be seen as his attempt to deconstruct Dikeledi's appearance from a

masculine angle. It depicts his way of per:ceiving women as sex objects as inferred from

his countless adventures with women and may not necessarily be in tandem with

Dikeledi's motives. This is exemplified when it turns out that contrary to Moleka's
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tion of Dikeledi, Dikeledi only lad eyes for Moleka and no other man. She

ignored all his love affairs because in her assessment of herself, she towered above
\

other woman of her kind in her world, intellectually and morally. Her obsession

Moleka however makes her gullible. She thus becomes an easy target for Moleka's

Maru. Her only fear is the

ibilityof being encumbered with a fatherless child.

outlining Dikeledi's adoration of Moleka, Head exploration of the experiences of

en in a manner that can only be understood by a woman is revealed. The woman's

ption of love stands in total contrastto that of a man. For Dikeledi, love is a matter

fth heart as opposed to mere physical gratification.

or Moleka's mother, life with Moleka was a series of high dramas always ending in

mity cases. There were already eight motherless children living in her yard, their

onlyjustification for being there was that they all looked like Moleka having particularly

mheritedhis distinctive thundercloud brow. Through Moleka's mother, exploration of the

periences of women as women is further revealed. In particular, she explores maternal

feeling for children as projected by mothers. Moleka's mother has no objection to his

reckless behavior. Her life is a continuous harassment of women, fighting for her son.

However, she puts up with it all, mainly because she herself had only borne one child yet

he possessed an enormous amount of maternal feel ing.
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pite this reckless lifestyle, Moleka's mother does not condemn him, she coddles and

pers him as ifhe were a three year old boy since after all; he is her only child. In this

y, Head evokes the woman's protective nature towards the object of her affection.

ite often she is able to tolerate even what may be considered as bothersome. At

other level, Moleka's mother's acceptance of the numerous children asserts societal

tity and attitude towards children. Apparently, the greater the number of children one

,the more respectable one appears thus her tolerance of her son's recklessness. Also,

ides Moleka's many children making up for her own deficiency since she herself had

Iy brought forth one child, it may be viewed as a survival strategy from a Darwinian

ccordingto Charles Darwin's theory of Natural Selection which emphasizes the idea of

survival for the fittest, the fittest does net necessarily refer to the strongest, biggest or

smartest and most cunning individuals. On the contrary, the fittest are those with the

combination of traits that allow them to survive and produce more offspring that in turn

surviveto reproduce. What makes an individual fit all depends on the environment at the

timeand the combination of traits that are most suited to flourish in it (O'Neil, 1998).

From a Darwinian perspective, we may deduce that Moleka's habit of carelessly siring

children with different girlfriends is a deliberate strategy for survival. It is a protective

mechanism to ensure the survival of his genes through diversity in procreation. His

mother tolerates this as an assurance of the continuation of her lineage. Her sole proof
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consolation is the physical resemblance between the children and their father. In

nee, it is the desire for survival that motivates Moleka's behavior. \
<C.

r the years, Moleka's mother had put a crease in her forehead to help her pretend

iety for all the women who fell in love with her son. Ironically, when Moleka falls in

¥e with Margaret and begins to stay home each evening, passing many hours in

ding silence, his mother becomes truly alarmed; in fact, the crease in her fore head

mes very real. This is a clear confirmation that she does not regret Moleka's

.2 he Woman in When rain clouds gather

Thewomen in the text are portrayed as subordinate to -the men. Makhaya's question to

lite hag who insists that he is a spy attests to this. He asks her whether in her country

womenwere taught to shout at men. The obvious implication of this question is that there

a particular mode of behavior towards men that is acceptable. A woman who shouts at

a man is therefore considered disrespectful. Makhaya is surprised at the fact that in

Botswanawomen shout at men. Makhayas encounter with the old woman clearly depicts

in the society. This being a patriarchal society, women are

tereotypical perceptions of women are revealed through the portrayal of the old woman

as opportunistic; she capitalizes on Makhaya's predicament to charge him ten shillings

for accommodation. As if this is not enough, she uses the small girl in her custody to
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rt money from male strangers in exchange for sexual favors. Instead of being a role

el by inculcating virtues in the chile!, at the age of ten, she has already initiated her
\

the sex trade. The little girl in turn has become a willing ~ccomplice, quite

octrinated in the woman's evil ways. In this way, women are portrayed as their own

enemies. They largely contribute to the moral decay in the society on their own

Iition.Makhaya's refusal to accept the offer and the woman's surprise at the turn of

nts is a mockery of the evil nature of the woman. In the old woman's perception,

menwere created to quench men's sexual desires.

inalization of women is depicted in the implementation of development programs.

The women of Golema Mmidi are agriculturists or tillers of the land. They are therefore

backbone of agriculture whereas the men on the whole are cattle drovers. Ironically,

when it comes to programs for improved techniques in agriculture, soil conservation, use

ofpesticides and fertilizers and production of cash crops, the lecture rooms are only open

to men. In as much as the women should be the rightful beneficiaries from this

mformation, they are relegated to the background. They are denied access to useful

mformationthat would help improve their iivelihood on the basis of their gender.

Despitesuch marginalization, Head's effort is geared towards reconstructing the image of

Africanwomanhood. This is evident from her attempt to assert the position of the woman

tn the society by painting a positive picture of them. For instance, the industrious nature

of women is revealed. They are capable of pitching themselves into the hardest and most

sustainable labor. The writer likens the zeal with wh ich they assert themselves with that
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periencedby women in other parts of the world when they organize tea parties. In

S offamily responsibilities, the author says:
<C.

No men ever worked harder than Botswana women for the whole burden of
providing food for big families rested with them. It was their sticks that thrashed
the com at harvesting time and their winnowing baskets that filled the air for
miles and miles around with the dust of husks and they often, in addition to
broadcasting the seed when the early rains fell, took over the tasks of men and
also ploughed the land with oxen (p 108).

In the same way, through Mma Millipede, a new picture of African womanhood is

painted.Unlike other women of her time who had had the opportunity to interact with

religionand even get a bit of missionary education yet remained totally unchanged, Mma

Millipededevelops a new personality. She is able to grasp the missionary education and

useit message positively. At Golema Mmidi, she is often visited by people who come to

seekher advice with regard to religion.

Duringher youthful days, her religious inclination made chiefs get attracted to her despite

the fact that her family was one of the poorest in the village. One such chief was

Ramogodiwho prided himself for being the most irresistible man in the village. Mma

Millipede's ability to resist Ramogodi's sexual advances sets her apart from all the other

village girls. For Ramogodi, this was a new situation since he believed that he vvas

sexuallyattractive to all women and indeed there were few women in the village who had

notbeen his bedmate at some time or other. She only succumbs to marriage to Ramogodi

as a result of coercion.
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is forced marriage, depicts women in society as restricted by a tradition which curtails

their freedom to choose that which is best for them. Mma Millipede marries Ramogodi
\

JUstbecause she is a helpless victim of tradition. Head, in this way, seems to assert that

for women to attain total liberation from the shackles of patriarchy, the tether of

retrogressive traditions must be dismantled. Noteworthy however, is the fact that despite

suchlimitations, the writer props up the character's potentials as a woman.

Thus Mma Millipede's entrepreneurial skills accord her a sense of economic

independence despite her advanced age. She trades in a variety of things; she purchases

skinsof wild animals which Dinorego then makes into mats and blankets. She also runs a

poultry project and always has eggs for sale. Her unique sense of generosity makes her

popular with the village children so that instead of being out in the forest grazing the

goats, they spend the day playing in Mma Millipede's compound. In Dinorego's words,

he had told Mma Millipede that she would one day become bankrupt from feeding all

thosechildren everyday.

Maria's wedding provides an opportunity through which her wisdom and organizational

skills are displayed. When Gilbert announces that his wedding is to take place the

following day, Dinorego sends Maria to inform Mma Mllipede about it. He is quite

certain that Mma Millipede would know what to do about the wedding regardless of the

short notice. Indeed, through the old lady's organization, the wedding turns out

successful.
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portrayal of Paulina Sebeso marks I-lead's attempt to delineate the experiences of

en as women. This is so in her exploration of the realms of womanhood, particularly,
may tickle a woman's self-esteem. Adopting a feminine perspective, she explores

psychological impact of the character's appearance and the challenges she grapples

in a manner that can only be understood by a woman. She says, 'Perhaps Paulina

not a very beautiful woman ... she was also flat chested and like all flat chested

men, this was a sore point with her' (p78). Evidently, a full bust is regarded as an

of a woman's beauty. Those who are not adequately endowed feel

social constructionist perspective, Culbertson (1998) argues that human identity,

both individual and interpersonal is the product of the social context within which we

have spent our lives. A social context teaches us what we are allowed to feel and how to

expressour feelings: which relationships are mandatory, preferred obligatory, optional or

undesirable:what we can dream and what we must never dream; which wishes are within

the realm of possibility and which ones are not; and the common standards of aesthetics,

virtueand common good. Social constructionism thus creates each of us. In this sense, by

teaching us how to see; what to value and !lOW to respond once we have seen and valued.

In essence therefore, it is the society that shapes the individual's views and aspirations.

Paulina's flat chest lowers her self esteem because it does not conform to the society's

perception of beauty.
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ulbertson's view echoes Dutton (1995) who posits that the human body can be

understoodonly in the context of social construction of reality: indee,d the body itself is
"-.

seen as a means of social expression or performance by which our identity and value for

ourselvesand others are created, tested and validated. It is therefore the society that

Imposesthe yardstick for assessing beauty. Paulina thus troubles to take her shortfall in

her stride; 'it was hard to find a suitable stuffed bodice in a country like Botswana

especiallyif one lived in the bush, so Paulina was in the habit of stuffing hers with

carefullycrumpled bits of paper' (p 78).

Thisaction lends credence to Culbertson (1998) who asserts that the human body is not

simplya blank page upon which words have not yet been written. It is more aptly a

textlesstext whose meaning is read by many readers whether they are invited to read or

not.It is a text which is almost always read from the outside but which always has the

potentialto be read from the inside in that the body bearer may at any point choose to

wrestcontrol over the text to interpret it as his or her own, making unique meanings and

givingthem primacy of place. The act of stuffing her bodice with carefully crumpled bits

ofpaper may be seen as Paulina's attempt to recreate her body artistically to conform to

publicexpectations of beauty and thereby redefine her identity.

Regardless of this weak point, Paulina's strong points certainly override her

inadequacies. She had lovely black eyes that stared at everything in a bold way, and her

longstraight black legs were the most beautiful pair of legs in the village. Paulina's

confidence is reflected in her walk, she Lad a decisive way of walking as though she
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ys knew where she was going and what she wanted. The breast, legs and beauty of

eyes seem to define the organs signifying sexual functionalit~ as prescribed by

iety. In contrast, her late husband is described as having been 'of a mild passive stay-

-home temperament' (p 77). Their marriage is described as having been unremarkable

d that her husband had been an unremarkable man whose tribal tradition was to commit

icidewhen his honor was at stake.

Unlikeher husband, Paulina's strength lies in her positive outlook to life. She is not by

temperament, given to brooding thus soon recovers the shock of losing her husband and

all their property and sets out to build a new life in Golema Mmidi. She is also very

sincere in her intentions. Part of her plan also includes a man, since she is a passionate

andimpetuous woman with a warm heart. For her, it does not really matter what kind of

manhe is or the magnitude of his faults a~d failings. It is just enough that her feelings be

arousedand everything would be swallowed up in a blinding sun of devotion and loyalty.

Asa woman therefore, Paulina seems to acknowledge feminine weakness, that feelings of

affection make it possible for an individual to be more accommodative especially if the

individual in question is the object of that affection. Thus from Paulina's experience thy

writer is able to explore the reality from a woman's point of view.

Paulina's first step towards the achievementof this objective comes when she notices that

every evening Makhaya stood outside her compound to watch the sun set. She sends him

a message through her daughter to try to attract his attention. Paulina's action can be

interpreted as Head's way of acknowledging the extremes to which women can go when
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gulfed by loneliness. In Paulina's case, loneliness compels her to overtly seek male

panionship in hope for both emotional and physical fulfillment, Unfortunately, in
<,

nse, Makhaya sends back a cruel message which sends Paulina running to Mma

illipede for consolation. This rebuff however does not stop her interest in Makhaya.

eronly fear is the possibility that Makhaya is interested in Maria. The news of Maria's

prospectivemarriage to Gilbert thus greatly excites her for it was proof that she still stood

a chanceof winning Makhaya.

On the occasion of Maria's wedding, she is unable to disguise her attraction to Makhaya

and sits staring at him in a still intent WHy. As Mma Millipede observes, 'so intent was

she on staring that she seemed to have forgotten herself completely' (p 101). Paulina's

plight, in this case, exemplifies the. dilemma of' a young widow craving male

companionship yet is restricted by societal prescriptions of what is construed as decent

behavior. She thus remains a helpless victim of her emotions, unable to out-rightly

confess her affection to Makhaya, the object of that affection. Only her unwavering gaze

gives her away. Paulina's predicament best depicts Head's commitment to the

exploration of women's experiences as women and subsequently the writer's own

commitment as a woman. When in the final run Paulina and Makhava strike up an

intimate relationship, Head seems to acknowledge the fact that patience and

determination always yield positive results for the strong willed as is the case with

Paulina.
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a separate situation, efforts to destroy stereotypical perceptions of women are revealed.

is evident in Head's attempt to assert the position of women as individuals who are
"-.

Yof equal space in society just as men. In essence, she challenges the woman to rise

andclaim her position next to the man as an equal partner. Makhaya is repulsed by the

of woman ordinarily offered as .a marriage partner with whom one is expected to

e children. In his view, to marry such a woman would mean that a man would be

ped for life by a dead thing' (p 13:). Dead here would imply that such a woman

'led to assert herself as a human being with potential, emotions and as worthy of

istence. She did not carry herself as a partner in marriage but as a servant. Her own

riority or submissiveness is so inscribed in her mind through her socialization that she

uldnot recognize an opportunity to come out of her cocoon if it were offered to her.

o remedy the situation, Makhaya proposes the option of a prostitute as a better bargain.

In his opinion, a prostitute laughed and .had established her own kind of equality with

men.Makhaya's choice does not necessarily uphold immorality, but rather, is a challenge

to the silent, resilient woman who would not rise up to take her position in the present

progressiveworld. In this regard, Makhaya appears to. be voicing Head's most personal

conviction,a commitment to the destruction of stereotypical representation of worrien as

Through the relationship between Paulina .md Makhaya, Head also examines the question

of gender roles. Allocation of tasks seems to recognize the difference between genders.

There were certain designated chores for men and women. A fire built by a man was
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erent from a woman's. Paulina is surprised at Makhaya's request to make tea. She

cautions him not to touch the fire since cooking was a woman's work. Makhaya, on
\
'-.

contrary, is beyond traditional inhibitions. In response, he points out the fact that men

lived on earth and were entitled to take part in all household activities

iscriminately, whether it meant making tea or sweeping the floor. Makhaya's view is a

llengeagainst socially defined gender roles. As it then emerges, men and women were

alike mentally. A man's fire is built with precision and is meant to serve a specific

ose. Thus Makhaya:

Treated each stick as a separate entity, and because of his respect for each stick,
he moved his hands slowly, with many pauses, placing the firewood down at
carefully calculated angles. This fire was set for a limited purpose. It was meant to
boil water for tea and burn beautifully, without smoke in a straight blue flame (p
146)

The fire is in total contrast to a woman's since a woman. worked differently:

She grasped a bunch of sticks in her hand, but it wasn't the tea only but a
thousand other purposes that the fire would serve. At one moment it had to burn
brightly but the next the flame had to be pulled apart and simmer the pot of meat.
A fire was only a rag bag to a woman, and because of this she threw the firewood
on the flame in haphazard confusion. In protest the fire smoked like mad and food
and tea and wood smoke all got mxed up together. (p 146)

This difference emanates from the fact that apart from cooking, the woman has other

demanding chores to attend to. From this fire episode, it is evident that men are generally

used to mono-tasking whereas the women can comfortably multi-task. This is

emphasized by Paulina's view when she wonders if people would ever eat and stay alive

if housework was so precise and calculated like the bright, smokeless, quick burning fire

preparedby Makhaya.
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'a, Dinorego's daughter is portrayed as sensitive. At a glance, she is able to notice

Makhaya has the tired look of one who has travelled a long distance. It also strikes

that Makhaya needed water to wash and is glad that she had kept a big water pot near

fire. Her sensitive nature is further revealed when she stops attending her English

s since Makhaya was also present on such occasions and Gilbert spent a lot of time

'scussingagriculture paying little attention to her. When she informs Makhaya that the

water is ready, her voice is described as 'a crisp clear voice of a busy preoccupied

If-absorbedwoman with an almighty air of neatness and orderliness about her. She had

seriousquiet face and her small black eyes never seemed to gaze outwards but inwards'

(p24).This description emphasizes her aloofness.

In her presentation of Maria's relationship with Gilbert, Head fails to bring out any overt

pressions of love on Maria's part. The reader is not exposed to her feelings for Gilbert.

Initiallyshe turns down his marriage proposal on claims that he would not be happy with

anuneducated woman. She is able to put Gilbert's advances at bay for three years even

thoughshe meets him for English classes every evening. Gilbert confesses to Makhaya

that Maria was hard to get since she made many little rules that one could not budge her

from. It is therefore surprising that when Gilbert goes to her father to inform him of his

intentionto marry her, she immediately agrees to marry him.

On her wedding day, she exhibits no excitement at winning the favor of a man who was

the envy of all the other village women. In fact one woman openly declares that Maria

waslucky since from then on she would Ii \Ie in comfort because white men knew how to
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make money, not like the black men who did not like work. Maria is thus cast in an

opaqueworld in which her emotions are not easily penetrable.

A similar treatment of the realms of love is depicted through Mma Millipede; she had

been betrothed to Dinorego but had been compelled to marry Ramogodi. When her

marriage to Ramogodi ends, Dinorego and his wife invite her to stay with them at

Golema Mmidi. With Dinorego's wife long dead, the two often find comfort in each

other's company. The author however does not explore Mma Millipedes present feelings

as a woman towards Dinorego, a man she would have married had Ramogodi's

selfishness not intruded on their plans.

2.4Commitment as a Third World Person

The concept of the Third World is a contestable fact, the debate being on whether it is a

geographical entity, an identity of color or a question of historical experience of a certain

kind.

According to Nazareth (1978), it is geographical in that it covers all the countries

suffering or emerging from colonial and neo colonial exploitation. However, exploitation

is not a preserve of the Third World only: it may be found in the' Mother' countries as

perpetuated by capitalistic structures. With' regard to identity, most of the exploited

peoples are colored, including African Americans, Chicanos and Amerindians In

America, but many Latin Americans are white and many white Americans are poor.
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To belong to the Third World is therefore to accept an identity with the wretched of the

earth spoken for by Frantz Fanon, to determine to end all exploitation and oppression'.
azareth, 1978), From Nazareth's view, people who do not accept their identity with the

wretchedof the earth betray and forfeit their citizenship of the Third World.

Indeed literature does not grow in a vacuum. The writer is affected by the world that he

or she lives in, The Third World writer thus portrays Third World reality. Literature

should help us understand ourselves and the reality around us. An examination of Head's

selected texts thus reveals the writer's. preoccupation with issues affecting the Third

world. Based on Ogundipe's (1987) the Third World writer's commitment, this implies

being politically conscious, offering readers perspectives and perceptions of colonialism,

imperialism and neocolonialism as they affect and shape lives and historical destinies.

Such commitment is in the interest of the postcolonial criticism employed in this analysis.

2.4.1The Third World Writer in When rain clouds gather

As a Third World writer, Head addresses issues pertinent to her environment as they

affect people within the society. Part of her preoccupation is the search for freedom, the

realization of a free society in which individuals operate without inhibition. Such

inhibitions are promoted through tribalism or ethnic prejudices. Africa is depicted as a

continent riddled with tribalism.

Makhaya, in When rain clouds gather, tells the old man at the border that his name is

Zulu in origin. However, he is quick to add that he is not a tribal ist. He blames the tribal
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e on his parents claiming that his parents are tribalists and that is why they had

dIed him with the foolish name. For him it would not matter if the old, man called him

uel or Johnson. In any case tribalism denied individuals a chance for mental

beration.In Makhaya's view, a tribal name is for one who stays at home. It is a wrong

e forhim because ever since it was. given to him, he had not known a day's peace and

Makhaya'sview reflects Head's statement against tribalism. In effect, it reflects the

writer'scommitment to the destruction of tribal ism, a vice that derails progress in the

Thirdworld. In Makhaya's view, tribalism imposes a lot of inhibitions on people thus

hindersfreedom yet freedom is the antidote to problems.

Besidestribalism, oppression and discrimination reign supreme. In the South African

context,this discrimination exists along racial lines. Perhaps if he had lived in a free

country,some of the evils in his life would correct themselves. He says:

Oh, papa I just want to step on free ground. I don't care about people. I don't care
about anything, not even the white man. J want to feel what it is like to live in a
free country and then may be some of the evils in my life will correct themselves
(p 4).

ThusMakhaya implies that oppression makes individuals susceptible to evil since they

are not accorded the chance to choose what is best for them. Makhaya's statement

emphasizes the impact of the disruptive experiences of colonialism on the African. White

domination gave vent to social evils that dehumanized the black race thus infringed on

theirrights as human beings.
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Education is seen as a tool for achieving such mental liberation. The old man to whom

Makhayaconfesses his dislike for the tribal name says, 'It is because of education, they
\

shouldnot have given you education. Take away the little bit of education and you will

onlybe too happy to say, 'Mama, please find me a tribal girl.' It's only the education that

turns a man away from his tribe' (P3),· A tribal name thus fosters a tribal identity, which

in the old man's view grounded a peson firmly in his roots thereby making him

authentic. From the old man's perspective, education is a tool of alienation. It makes its

beneficiaries outsiders, cynical of tribal ways as in the case of Makhaya. On the contrary,

Makhaya, regards education as a tool for liberation. In his view, to profess a tribal

identity, is to restrict oneself to the status quo. From the postcolonial perspective, the

African encounter with the West resulted in the imposition of foreign cultures upon the

Africans. This resulted in the Africans' alienation from their culture and subsequently to

their sense of false superiority.

Through Makhaya, the question of being and becoming also emerges. This is manifested

in the author's exploration of the journey motif. It is the quest for freedom and

subsequently, the search for identity that precipitates Makhaya's departure from his

homeland. This journey may thus be perceived, not just as physical relocation, but also as

a journey of discovery. It calls to mind the postcolonial concern with place and

displacement which addresses the special, postcolonial crisis of identity. Makhaya's

physical relocation is an attempt to dissociate himself from an oppressive past. His

journey to exile is thus a search for psycl.ic wholeness. This quest also assumes a global
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dimension. Makhaya is repulsed by the contempt that reigns on basis of the presumed

inferiorityof the blacks. In his view:

He could not marry and have children in a country where black men were called
'boy' and 'dog' and 'kaffir'. The continent of Africa was vast without end and he
simply felt like moving out of a part of it that was mentally and spiritually dead
through the constant perpetuation of false belief (p.ll)

The moral decay in the society is dramatized through the encounter between Makhaya

and the old woman who offers him accommodation on his first night in Botswana. The

little girl in the old woman's custody is used as sexual bait through which the woman

earnsextra income. The child, seemingly used to this practice, not only stares at Makhaya

in an 'unchildlike' manner but also sneaks to his bedroom and offers herself for his

pleasure on her grandmother's instructions. As if to strengthen her bargain, she declares

thather grandmother would not mind as long as Makhaya pays her.

Abashed and humiliated, Makhaya gives the child money and sends her away. Both the

child and the grandmother are surprised at the turn of events. So used are they to sexual

exploitation that in the grandmother's view, this is a miracle or rather, a pointer to

Makhaya's mental illness. 'You mean he gave you money for nothing? This is a miracle!

I have not yet known a man who did not regard a woman as a gift from God! He must be

mad! I knew it all along in my heart that he was mad! Let us lock the door and protect

ourselves from the mad man' (p 10). The old woman's reaction is ironical in the sense that

they prefer to lock themselves against a man who has refused to exploit them sexually yet

are willing to keep the door open for him if he is willing to exploit them. This depicts her

way of fitting into the world of men as defined by women. She has a defined perception

of men as sex maniacs so that any man who acts differently is considered mad.
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Contraryto the old woman's naivete, Heat:; seems to point out that even in men there can

be intrinsic goodness. In this way she offers a vision of hope for the purging of the'-.
society of such evils. It is ironical that uns goodness is denounced and repudiated. The

writer seems to acknowledge the fact that change in perception and action of mankind

onlycomes gradually. Makhaya is repulsed by the old woman's loathsome naivete in her

evil.He had seen many such evils in his life and had believed that they were inspired by

povertyand oppression. In his view:

It was the mentality of the old hag that ruined the whole continent - some sort of
clinging, ancestral, tribal belief that a man was nothing more than a groveling sex
organ, that there was no such thing as privacy of soul and body, that no ordinary
man would hesitate tojump on a mere child (p 10).

Makhaya, in this instance, is painted as impeccably moral. For society to achieve such

moral uprightness there must be a break from traditional beliefs or perceptions which

advanced such stereotypical perceptions as held by the old woman.

Gender based discrimination is also blamed on tradition. Makhaya advocates equality

between genders. As the eldest son in the family, custom demands that he be addressed as

'Buti' meaning' Elder Brother', and be treated with exaggerated respect. However, after

his father dies, he demands that his sisters address him by his first name and associate

with him as equals and a friend. In response to his mother's protest at this, he questions

why men should be brought up with a fal~ii: sense of superiority over women. In his view,

people could respect him if they wished but only if he earned it. In this way, Makhaya

echoes the writer's personal conviction, that is, a proposal for gender equity.
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Traditionis depicted as inhibitive; it defines an individual's behavior thereby making one

complacent. Makhaya is troubled by this condition since it prevents on~ from being his or

her true self. In his assessment, there seemed to be certain ancient ancestral lines drawn

aroundthe African man which defined his loyalties, responsibilities and even the duration

of his smile. Makhaya is only able to unchain himself from this restrictive bond after his

father's death, for it was then that he was able to come forward with his own strange

Makhaya smiles and originality of mind. The result is the creation of a new young man.

Makhaya's new outlook highlights a proposal for change and transformation within the

societal set up. In particular, it emphasizes the need for society to dismantle certain

discriminative traditions that still tether individuals to a retrogressive past. This is evident

in Makhaya's new feeling of freedom after he unchains himself from inhibitive traditions.

These traditions have a national implication. They perpetuate oppression of the black

man. Makhaya feels irritated at the black man's resignation to his oppressive state. To

understand the black man's plight, it was necessary to cut links with their taboos and

traditions. Makhaya's change of perception reflects the writer's political conviction,

particularly her stand against colonization. It is only after he shuns these taboos that he

finds the definition of a black man unacceptable to him particularly the reference to the

white man as Baas and Master. In this revolutionary attitude, he finds not just the

submission to white superiority irritating but several things as well:

There were things likc Baas and Master he would never call a whiteman, not
even if they shot him dead. But all black men did it ... But why? ... Why not be shot
dead than live the living death of l.umiliation? ... it was not just this one thing that
was wrong; it was a thousand others as well(p 130).
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Makhaya's sentiments may be viewed as the author's criticism of white domination

perpetuated by the apartheid system that prevailed in South Afrkc:. It reflects her

commitment to social justice. As a Third World person, she depicts colonization as

resulting in various social evils, dehumanization inclusive. The dehumanization of the

black person is revealed through their oppression, imposed by the apartheid system of

leadership that prevailed. Makhaya confesses working for a newspaper in Johannesburg,

claimingthat it was the only sort of thing where black people could see their faces on the

frontpage and read about their neighbor, but it was lurid. He confesses that people down

at the hovel were lurid. The blacks were subjected to unfair treatment by the system

which in turn had profound psychological impact on them as Makhaya puts it:

The only thing is, it's a law of life that they rise up but there are manmade laws to
keep them down there. After a time, it begins to. drive you crazy. You either drink
too much or you join underground sabotage movements which are riddled with
spies. You keep a paper in your pocket with a plan to blow up something and you
get thrown into jail for two years before you blow up anything (p30).

I

Malchaya thus expresses the bitterness of the black man in the face of oppression. The
-'.

black man's life in South Africa is also rife with insecurity, the future is riddled with

uncertainty and innocent men meet their death in unwarranted circumstances at the

pleasure of the perpetrator of such deaths. Makhaya reflects on how a man walked out of

his home to buy a packet of cigarette and never returned. Such senseless murder depicts

the violence that characterized the black man's life.

Reference is made to the sadistic nature of the South African authorities who persecuted

individuals merely because of their color. Head herself had been a victim of such

discrimination thus Makhaya's bitterness .towards the white man mirrors her own. The
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factthat the black man's life is centered in the slums further reveals his dehumanization.

He is subjected to so much oppression that his sanity may snap. Quite ofteQ.he is pushed

to the point of near murder stemming from his near explosive hatred. The alternative to

this is a monotonous routine - 'his prostitutes, his drink, his music, his warm happy

laughter'(p 130). The prostitutes andalcohol thus provide a means of escaping from the

realityaround. According to Young (1976), the traditional sense of escapism is the one

whichis most familiar with mass culture and the ethical judgment on it is made by them

throughthe apparatus of conventional wisdom. This type of escapism is the attempt by

the individual to escape the drudgery of the situation he finds himself in; an attempt to

providehimself with a personal utopia. The dehumanizing situation in the South African

slums is so traumatic that individuals seek solace in alcoholism and prostitution. These

probablysteel them against the naked reality.

The psychological impact of this discrimination is captured in Makhaya's reference to

himselfas a 'black dog.' This image brings out the bitterness bottled up in him. This dog

awakens only thrills in the rest of mankind. He is a child they scold in a shrill voice

becausethey think he will never grow up. This image brings out the contempt with which

the black man is regarded. His purpose is to entertain thus he is equated with lack of

seriousness. His inferiority and mental fixation is reflected in his likeness to a child. This

comparison also alludes to innocence, nai ..·ete and immaturity.

Nobody believes in the possibility of his evolution. The authorities prefer that the status

quo remains for in this way, they can continue subjecting him to maltreatment. Instead of

becoming human, the dog in reference becomes mad. This implies that as a result of
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dehumanization, so much bitterness and hatred has brewed but is bottled within the black

man. The madness of the dog implies coiled energy that is on the verge of explosion.,
Makhaya thus predicts a time when the black man will unleash his rage upon the

incessant oppressor. The oppressor on the contrary is oblivious of this possible turn of

eventsas reflected in his loud laughter. This in effect offers the author's vision for the

society.She foresees a time when the black man will revolt against the white oppressor.

The depth of the black man's oppressicn is vivified through Makhaya's psychological

torment. He is unable to come to terms with the treatment and perception of all men as

brothers as proposed by Mma Millipede. Oppression did not end with the colonizer.

Indeed, as advanced by postcolonial thinkers, there is a continuity of preoccupations

throughout the historical process initiated by European imperial aggression. The black

leaderswho take over from the colonizer perpetuate the trend. Matenge is the epitome of

such oppression 'Matenges everywhere &et themselves into a position over the poor'

(P136). Makhaya regards this situation with a lot of hatred as captured in his statement,

'chief Matenge is one lout, cheat, dog, swine' (p 136). The black oppressor actually

mirrors the white oppressor and is the object of all the oppressed people's fury as

articulated by Makhaya:

I say I have had enough of these tin gods called white men, too. I want to see
them blow up but I've run away, not because they are my brothers but because a
crowd is going to do the blowing up. I don't like crowds, I'd like to kill if I had to
but I'm not sure what I'm killing when I'm in a crowd. I'm not sure of anything
anymore, least of all who my brother is (pI37).

In as much as Makhaya's may be construed as a personal confession of his dislike for the

white man, this feeling is shared by others represented by the crowd. However, crowds
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Apart from one or two missionaries and Gilbert she had never known white
people. She had never had to live with a twisted perverted mentality which pinned
up notices all over town that said: This town is for white people only. Black Dogs
may only enter through the back door because they are our servants and we are
God, permanently, perpetually ... " (p139).

blur personal ambition. Individual intention should take precedence because oppression

affects individuals at different levels depending on the nature of personal encounter with

it. Mma Millipede fails to grasp why Mal.haya refers to himself as a 'Black dog' because

unlikehim, she had never come face to face with apartheid. As Head puts it:

Indeed, given the extremity of the racial discrimination, it was difficult for Makhaya to

regard the white oppressor as a brother. This deep and bitter hatred results from a

powerful accumulation of several years of silence. It is as though in all this time, black

men had not lived nor allowed themselves an expression of feeling, but they had watched

their lives overrun and everything taken away.

In the white man's view, they had no life apart from being servants and slaves. However,
.'

the strain was becoming unbearable particularly in view of the black man's desire to

assert his own manhood to stem out the: dehumanization and violence. Presently, the

white man's guns were pointed at millions of unarmed people. Nevertheless, Makhaya

envisions a time of the black man's revolt against the white oppressor. In his assessment,

the white man needed to know that one day all the millions of unarmed people would

pitch themselves bodily on bullets, if that was the only way of ridding themselves of an

oppressor. Makhaya's vision of the black man's revolt highlights Head's proposal for

revolutionary change.
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Incidentally, at the end of the text, Matenge, the black oppressor commits suicide. He had

summoned Paulina Sebeso to court but contrary to his expectation, ther~ ~ an insurgence

of'villagers in his compound. On seeing the swelling crowd, Matenge panics and opts for

the easiest way out, 'suicide.' Perhaps, the people of Golema Midi in a strange gathering

of wills had really killed Matenge. In.Head's words, 'it was as if they did not want any

evil to impose itself on them, and they 'iad quickly and silently decided to suppress it

(P192). Makhaya's suicide is the author's way of acknowledging the inevitability of

change. The elimination of Matenge reflects a change in black consciousness. He had

been an agent of oppression and exploitation, both of which were perpetuated by his

greed, selfishness and conservatism. His demise thus marks a wave of transformation and

liberation for the marginalized.

Makhaya is also cynical about religion which was merely used to hoodwink the people.

In his opinion, the Christian philosophy of love and peace had overlooked whoever was

in possession of the guns. Christianity itself had several inherent contradictions. For

Makhaya, it was preferable if Africa did without Christianity and Christian double talk.

Better still, people could do without religions and Gods who died for the sins of the world

and therefore left men without responsibility for the crimes the committed. In Makhaya's

interpretation, this meant that the white man could forever go on slaughtering black men

because after all Jesus would save him from his sins. Christianity is thus depicted as a

tool for entrenching white domination.
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Gilbert's attempt to revolutionize agriculture is symbolic of change and progress in the

Golema Mmidi. However, viewed through the postcolonial lens, such' efforts also bear~.
the stamp of imperialism. They are a testimony to the fact that the West still has a strong

say on the Third World's affairs. They fund projects geared towards the improvement of

lives in Africa. In this way, they enhance the Third World's reliance on them. Gilbert's

projects at Golema Mmidi for instance, are supported by a number of voluntary

organizations in England which were prepared to finance his schemes at no cost to the

country. In one instance, when sub-chief Matenge threatens to banish Pelotona, the

permit man, from Golema Mmidi, he fails due to the intervention of a white woman. As

Dinorego recounts, 'a white woman came over from England and said in a very loud

voice; 'Pelotona stays right here. We arc paying his salary' (p 22). This reflects the

imperial power's hypocrisy in the guise of philanthropy. Their seeming kindness to

Africa through giving donor aid is a way of creating donor dependency. In reality the

donor gains more from the projects than the recipient. Africa becomes their source of raw

materials. The high grade beef that Gilbert hopes to produce, for instance, is intended for

export.

Thus the presence of Gilbert in Golema Mmidi affirms the notion of imperialism. He

comes specifically to revolutionize farming and cattle rearing practices in Golema Mmidi

by means of superior techniques which challenge the primitive methods used by those

who engaged in subsistence farming. These methods always ended up ruining the land.

Besides this, the system of uncontroIled grazing far out into the bush was only producing

low grade beef. In Gilbert's view, if cattle were brought to the crop producing areas they
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beef for export. Gilbert thus imposes foreign ideologies on the people. This in turn

l

could be fed on the crop residues and grain surpluses and this would raise the grade of

impliesimposition of imperial culture.

Some of these imperial impositions however have positive intentions. The two hundred

and fifty acres allocated to him by Chief Sekoto is an experiment to try to prove whether

ifrun with modem machinery the place could produce crops under all but the most severe

drought conditions. When Gilbert first arrives at Golema Mmidi, all the ploughing is

done by oxen and these are always weakby the time the first rains fall and almost six

weeks have to pass by before the oxen, fed on fresh green growth, are strong enough to

plough. The challenge however was that in the meantime; all the rain needed by the crops

might fall in those six weeks. This created anxiety and often a man would harness his

plough team too soon only to have them topple over from weakness created by the long

walks in search of the scant grazing during the dry season.

To solve this problem, Gilbert introduces a thrift arid loan club which enables the

villagers to hire machinery from the farm so that they could take immediate advantage of

any rain. To ease this further, most of tl.e men in the village take their first lesson in

tractor ploughing at the farm. Gilbert's erforts are an attempt at rehabilitation of the land

and food security. The traditional practice of overstocking and overgrazing had resulted

in environmental degradation. This is evidenced by the disappearance of the much softer

sweeter type of grass paving way for carror seed grass.
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However, this attempt at environmental conservation is not an easy task. It brings him to

a head on collision with chief Matenge when he fences the land yet fencing of tribal land

wasnot allowed since ownership of the land was vested in the tribe as a whole. In Head's

explanation, "no man could claim that he had purchased a plot of tribal land and everyone

whoasked was merely apportioned a piece free of charge by the chief This system was

designed to protect the land from falling into the hands of a few rich people" (p.35)

Attempts at food security are also marred by strange prejudices that surround the people's

life. Research had proved that growing millet had several advantages and could

supplement the people's diet. The authorities had finally bred a type that could produce a

crop in only three inches of rain with a few most needed advantages such as resistance to

destruction by witch weed and the red- billed weaver bird. Despite all these advantages,

everybody still grew sorghum and maize .The reason for this being that certain minority

tribes had long taken a liking for millet and had always grown it as part of the season's

crop. As a result, other tribes who considered themselves superior would not grow it.

Identity in this context is defined by the type of crops grown. Ditmar (2008) observes that

one increasingly powerful context in which individuals construct and express their

identities is the material and consumer culture they live in. Having the right material

goods is vital to many, not so much because of the goods themselves, but because of the

hoped for psychological benefits such as moving closer to the ideal identity, creating the

desired social image and achieving positive emotional state. In Ditmar's view, having,

desiring and acquiring material goods has a profound impact on individual identity and
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eir well being. For the people of Golerna Mmidi, to grow millet, currently grown by

minority tribes, is regarded as demeaning since it would deny them their sense of
\

superiorityover the other tribes that ate millet.

As a Third World writer, Head is also challenges the nature of leadership in Africa. The

leadersare portrayed as exploitative, conservative and self -centered. Chief Matenge, for
"

instance, is depicted as a hindrance to change. He commands the largest following of

traditionalists, the ones who from generation to generation saw to it that they remained as

theywere. The writer describes him as insecure and tribalistic; 'it was he Matenge who

understood, that it was essentially the rule' of the illiterate man who, when he was in the

majority, feared and despised anything that was not a part of the abysmal darkness in

which he lived' (p 43) Matenge is thus depicted as conservative. Matenge's world had

always known two strict classes: royalty ~tnd commoners. His animosity towards Gilbert

is thus borne out of his fear of alteration of the status quo. In Head's view, he was the

epitome of this darkness with his long.vgloorny, melancholy, suspicious face and his

ceaseless intrigues, bitter jealousy and hatred. Extreme conservatism, in essence, hinders

progress for one remained tethered to the retrogressive past.

In Matenge's case, his conservatism largely stems from his personal greed. !-Ie is the sub-

chief yet he is unpopular with the people because of his overwhelming avariciousness

and unpleasant personality. Thus appeal cases from Golema Mmidi were always

appearing on the court roll of the paramount chief. These included appeals against

banishment, appeals against sentences for using threatening and insulting language to a
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subchief and appeal against appropriation of property by the sub-chief. The paramount

chief,being aware of his brother's charac.er, always sided with the appellants.
\

Besidesbeing greedy, Matenge is also exploitative. Through his cattle business, he

exploitsthe villagers with the aid of Pelot ona, the cattle speculator. His hatred for Gilbert

and subsequent desire to punish him stems from Gilbert's initiation of the cattle co-

operative which offers a fair price for the purchase of cattle from the villagers. The

deputationof old men sent to Gilbert was struck by Gilbert's truthfulness and sincerity.

Thiswas unique since as far as they could remember, everyone from the chiefs to the

colonialauthorities lived off the poor in on,e form or another and in the name of one thing

oranother like cow tax, hut tax, manhood tax and tax on not paying manhood tax. Chiefs,

forinstance, had always lived in mansions while the poor had always lived in huts.

Chief Sekoto is revealed as hypocritical. He attends all the funerals of the poor in the

village and even accepts responsibility to bury those who are too poor to bury

themselves. He has also built a school "here and a reservoir there." In spite of this show

of concern, he is uncomfortable with Gilbert's reference to the poor as though they were

hisblood brothers. Like the sub- chief, he is exploitative. By virtue of his office as chief,

he lives off the slave labor of the poor, his lands are ploughed free of charge by the poor.

He is also washed, bathed and fed by the poor in return for which he hands out old

clothesand maize rations.
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Thewriter satirizes the role of such leaders, Chief Sekoto is said to have three great

loves:fast cars, good food and pretty girls. These depict him as materialistic, gluttonous

andimmoral. He builds a palatial mansion two miles away from his official residence for

thepurpose of entertaining pretty girls. In one dramatic incident, his love for pretty girls

resultedin a confrontation with his eldest son which makes the young man leave home

for good. On another occasion, when his brother Matenge goes to report to him the

presenceof a refugee in Gilbert's farm, he does not treat the matter seriously. Instead, he

studiesthe picture of Makhaya on the front page of the paper Matenge holds out to him

and feels a stab of jealousy at Makhaya's good looks. For him, 'the man was too

attractive,he could steal all the women in the country' (p 53). Makhaya's handsomeness

alarmsthe chief so much because he did pot enjoy the thought of a competitor so near his

ownhunting grounds. He· imagines that like him, Makhaya would start seducing all the

girls in the vicinity. The leaders are thus depicted as preoccupied with trifles, such as

womanizinginstead of indulging in developmental issues.

In certain instances, they even subvert the progress of the subjects they are supposed to

serve.For instance, on returning to Golerna Mmidi after one month's absence, sub-chief

Matengefinds commoners busy like ants, building dams for themselves in preparation for

cash crop growing. This greatly infuriates him since it went against the tradition of

conservatism which he strongly holds to. Previously, the commoner had had to approach

a chief or sub chief and ask him for permission to progress even if it only meant building

a brick house since brick houses were for chiefs only. This was a strategy to deny the

common man autonomy for fear that if granted total liberty to decide and act, he might
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surpassthe chief in development and wealth. This in turn would threaten the chiefs

publicimage since as a ruler; he was supposed to be of a higher social status than his- ,
"-.

Matenge'smentality is predicated on the Marxist principle of materialism. It gives

credenceto their assertion that all human history can be explained and predicted by

competitionbetween antagonistic economic classes or as in Marx's summation, 'The

historyof all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggle' (cited in Trainer,

2010,para.l5).Put in political terms this-means that the social classes are competing for

controlof state or as in Marx's view, the class that controls the Mode of Production also
i.

controlsthe state. This thus accounts for the tussle between the commoners and the

chiefs.Indeed sometimes a man might desire to build a dam and would be granted

permissionto do so. However if the man prospered, soon afterwards he would be notified

bythe chief of an intended construction of a road in the pathway of the dam. This of

coursewas a strategy to get the man out of the way so that the chief would take

possessionof the dam. In Marxist formulation, the fundamental division in every society

is between the exploiters and the exploited, the owners and the means of production,

thosewho have to sell their labor to the. owners to earn a living. Exploitation is thus

depictedas an age old phenomenon. Those in positions of authority often take advantage

ofthese positions to enrich themselves. Besides offering a criticism of African leadership,

highlighting the exploitation of the commoners by the leaders also expresses a concern

with social justice, a proposal that commoners be treated with decorum.
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In a separate episode, Head's political commitment is exhibited in her criticism of the

whole political process, particularly the political parties and the nature of political

campaigns. These political campaigns are depicted as a battle of wits. Campaigners

spreadall sorts of propaganda so as to sway the masses. At other times, the rivals try to

hitbelow the belt so as to outdo their opponents. Such was the case with the Pan African

Nationalist elections. The politicians bombard the masses with political jargon whose

meaning they cannot decipher. They fail to 'perceive that the conference table terms

meant little to a people who never read a newspaper and were completely out of touch

with the latest trends' (p 63). This assertion implies that conference table terms were

geared towards conference table change, -vhich by extension emphasizes the maintenance

of the status quo. The people, on the contrary, would have preferred revolutionary change

since this was bound to bring significant changes in their lives. In this way, the politicians

aredepicted as being out of touch with theelectorate,

The electorate's indifference is also revealed. During the pre-election campaigns, the

politicians had to chase after the people who kept on moving back and forth to their cattle

posts and land seemingly unaware that destiny was about to catch up with them.

However, the blaring megaphones often forced them to pause in their tracks and listen for

a while only to end up not grasping the message being relayed. This lack of

comprehension resulted from the politician's use of terms unfamiliar to the people.

From the Third World perspective, mushrooming of political parties is depicted as a

common phenomenon. Joas Tsepe is the undersecretary of Botswana National Liberation

Party. Apart from Tsepe's party, there are four or five such Liberation parties with little
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i,'

or no membership among the people, but many undersecretary generals. Such parties are

thusdepicted as merely designed to serve the interest of a few individuals- the so called

As a Third World writer, Head advocates change and transformation. This is seen in her

quest for a perfect society, with perfect 'Characters who bear no malice towards each

other, but rather, are concerned with the ~eneral good of mankind. The main character,
,.~.

Makhaya, flees his country in search of freedom. In his view freedom does not only

imply freedom of movement but also enc(;';npasses freedom from all social evils which in
'.'

turnwill lead to total perfection.

To achieve this desire, Makhaya sets O\,1t to dismantle traditional barriers which he

considered retrogressive. This is fir.st manifested in his fight for equality when he insists

that his sisters should refer to him by his first name contrary to the dictates of tradition.

His resistance to sexual temptation by the child also marks a change from the traditional
,

view of men as upheld by the old word~n. In a conversation with Gilbert, Makhaya
....

confesses that there had been several women in his life prior to his exile. His refusal to

succumb to the little girl's invitation to sex thus marks his new outlook to life and the

determination perpetuate morality in society. In any case, he had spent two years in jail

believing that in some way a protest would, set the world right.

Makhaya's physical relocation may appear escapist in the sense that he is running away

from problems in his homeland. However, it could also imply transformation and a shift

from status quo. It could also be construed as an opportunity to test his revolutionary
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dencies. His new environment accords him the opportunity to discard previously held

itudes and adopt a new identity as exhibited in his ability to resist thr little girl's offer.
'-.

Iso, in a later encounter, when the police inspector George Appleby Smith asks him

whetherhe would quit politics he says, '~'~o I won't. I may have run mysel f into a dead

end.Imay be sick of everything, but the day I fix myself up; I'll do whatever I think is

the right thing for me to do' (p 61). This response impl ies that Makhaya's self exile is not

defeatistbut is a strategy to regain his foothold before plunging headlong into the war of

liberation.This would be in an effort to achieve perfection.

In addition, he had previously nurtured. a lot of bitterness towards the white man;

however, after his close interaction with Gilbert, he becomes more accommodative and

tolerant to the white race. As a person, Makhaya begins to feel a sense of belonging in
""

Golema Mmidi. His relationship with Paulina now accords him the opportunity to settle

down. Thus through Makhaya, Head advocates the recognition of value of individuals as

a recipe for a perfect progressive society. In particular, she advocates coexistence of

differences implied in hybridity, as a step towards such progress. Hybridity thus emerges

as strength and not a bane since it allows for renewal through constant negotiation of

identities. This is only achievable if tribalism is shunned and the tether of retrogressive

tradition broken. This proposal does not imply total disregard for indigenous tradition but

rather, a re-examination of specific traditions that create fissures among people through

marginal ization.
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Gilbert's vision of a poverty free society rei ies on the growth of tobacco as a cash crop.

The women who accept to take up this project at first feel uneasy in the presence of
\

'-.
Makhaya, their instructor, because they are unaccustomed to men speaking to them as

equals. It is only when they realize that Makhaya pays no attention to them as women,

andthey also forgot he is a man that they become absorbed in following his explanation.

The success of this project thus depends on gender equality. The involvement of the

women in this income generating activity marks the beginning of the dismantling of

patriarchal structures that previously relegated women to subordinate roles. The women

becomeself reliant and realize their potentials as people with ability. The tobacco project

thus provides a forum for the redefinition of identity in favor of a more progressive

perception of the world. In this way, the writer advocates a society free from gender bias

asa recipe for perfection.

Viewed from the postcolonial perspective, it mirrors the imperial exploitation of the

Third World by the 'mother' country. They emphasize production of cash crops for

export to sustain their industries back at home. Ideally what should have been of utmost

concern is the emphasis on production of food crops for subsistence to save the local

people from famine. Of note too is the fact that Gilbert emphasizes the economic benefits

bound to accrue from the tobacco project nut does not focus on the health hazards that

arisefrom it.

At another level, the village of Golema Mmidi may be viewed as Head's utopian solution

to the inhabitants' problems. None of the four hundred inhabitants were natives but were
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people who had come from different places and sought permanent residence there. In

Head's description, they were after all 'a wayward lot of misfits' (p I8). As the writer
\
'-.

observes, many factors had combined to make Golema Mmidi a unique place. For

instance, it was not a village in the usual meaning of being composed of large tribal or

famil), groupings. In fact, it consisted of people who had fled there to escape the tragedies

of life. 'Necessity, even in some cases, rejection and dispossession in previous

circumstances, had forced them to make the land the central part of their existence'

(p.17). To find permanent residence here thus presented hope for the inhabitants. It also

resulted in a gathering of people from ciifferent regions, for instance, Dinorego came

from the North, and so did Mma Millipede and Paulina Sebeso. Makhaya came all the

way from South Africa.

Despite the fact that all these characters are immigrants, at Golema Mmidi they all

develop a sense of belonging. Dinorego has become a full time farmer unlike all the other

men of the area who still stick to cattle grazing. His choice of career is inspired by the

harsh weather conditions that the cattle owners have to put up with. He thus does not

emulate the culture of the natives but opts for what he finds bearable - crop farming. His

only regret was that the world had decided to improve itself when he was nearing his end.

Paulina puts her painful past aside and is now intent on winning Makhaya for a husband

so as to finally settle down. Unlike Dinorego, she, like the natives, has heads of cattle far

out in the bush being taken care of by her son. Previously, she had abstained from being

involved in a relationship with any man because the Batswana men were generally
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miscuous. Makhaya strikes her as different because unlike other men, he nurtures a

i
nse of love for children. Makhaya too has finally applied for residence at Golema

Mmidi implying the possibility that his ~:earch for freedom had finally come to an end.,.'
t

The fact that he finally s~ccum~s to a rerionshiP Wit~ pauli~a emphasizes his desire to

finally Integrate himself Into his new J04nd home. This marriage thus symbolizes hope

Mma Millipede is no different; Golema Mmidi provides her with the kind of serenity

required to ease her mind of memories of a broken family. It is a space of healing and

love for her. This becomes possible as a result of the support she gets from Dinorego and

his wife from the time she first arrives at.Golerna Mmidi. The place also accords her the
~
J

opportunity to explore her entrepreneurial skills and' establish her own sense of

independence. Even for Gilbert Golema Mmidi offers a kind of escape. He says to

Makhaya, 'I'm running away from England. You know what England is like? It's full of

neat orderly queues, and everybody lines up in these queues for a place and position in

the world. 'I let all that go, hang and hopped out' (p 28).

Thevillage thus offers solace to individuals who at one point had encountered unbearable

misfortunes or had felt alienated from their previous environments. It accords them the.,

opportunity to explore their potentials to the fullest, each adopting what they.feel is most

convenient for them. Their unique combination does not stress adherence to any

particular culture but they take up what is construed as acceptable within their

environment. To reside in Golema Mmidi thus promises peace and a break from all
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hibitive traditions. The characters thus grow in perception and action. They develop a

sense of independence and enrich their potentials with new ideas that emerge as a result
l

of intercultural encounters within their new environment. They finally emerge new and

energizedas a result of drinking from the common pool of hybridity manifested in the

coexistence of differences. For thern., hybridity becomes a site for regeneration,

rejuvenation and social renewal. In this way the writer proposes the need for harmonious

existenceamong people.

Gilbert, upon reaching the gates of his farm says to Makhaya, 'This is utopia Mack'

(P27). Indeed, Gilbert's cattle cooperative and farm both promise a better life for the

inhabitants of Golema Mmidi. The projects call for the concerted effort of the inhabitants

to help throttle the exploitation of the cattle owners by Pelotona, who worked on behalf

of the sub-chief Matenge. To get a fair price, each is weighed on a scale and the owner is

paid the same live weight as would be given by the abattoir. This was a system alien to

thatwhich was previously practiced. Gilbert's presence in Golema Mmidi thus becomes a

welcome addition since his ideas help to boost the people's social status.

The introduction of tobacco as a cash crop, which if grown on large scale, could be

marketed cooperatively is a poverty eradication strategy. The cattle cooperative, on the

other hand, offers an attractive alternative to the nomadic method of cattle rearing,

particularly in view of the harsh climatic conditions. Gilbert's intention was to bring the

two, cattle production and crop production, together. The system of uncontrolled grazing

out in the bush, apart from ruining the land was only producing low grade beef. If cattle
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werebrought to crop production areas, they could be fed on crop residues and gram

surpluses and this would raise the grade of beef. This would be in (contrast to the
<,

traditional system, where in view of the present drought, as Dinorego puts it, 'cattle are

grazedwhere a little bit of grass grows but water may be found ten miles away ... you

grazecattle here one day; the next, you take them on a long search for water'(p 20). Most

drovers took care of their cattle at the cattle posts outside the village. This life is so

difficult that the likes of Dinorego give up cattle keeping in favor of crop growing.

Gilbert's utopia thus promises a permanent solution to their hardships.

The title of the text When rain clouds gather, seems to project the author's vision of hope

for South Africa. Clouds symbolize transition or change as reflected in their transient or

in-between state. They occur as a result of condensation of vapor arising from

evaporation of rain water. This condensation or cloud could melt and fall back as rain .

. Rain is a symbol of regeneration, growth, rebirth or new beginnings. Symbolically, the

South African state, like the clouds, is in the process of transition. Rain looms in the

horizon, awaiting the melting of the clouds. Likewise South Africa's independence will

soon be realized.

In the context of the story, ordinarily, ram clouds always gathered in September

irrespective of the fact that this was a country of two years of rain and seven years of

drought. However, on the September of the year of Makhaya's arrival at Golema Mmidi,

it did not rain. This severe drought resulted in the death of numerous cattle out at the

cattle post, forcing the cattle owners to drive the remaining heads back to the village.
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nfortunately, this was not the case with Paulina Sebeso's son who failed to come home

ith the rest of the men. Makhaya resolves to accompany Paulina to the cattle post the, .
followingday. It is on the night of this resolution that he finally acknowledges his love

for Paulina. In support, he spends the night in her house only to be confronted by the sad

realityof her son's death the followingday.

LaterMakhaya confides in Maria how, out at the cattle post, even the trees were dying

from the roots upwards. 'Does everything die like this?' (p 177). In response Maria says:

No, you may see no rivers on the ground but we keep the rivers inside us. That is
why all good things and good people are called rain. Sometimes we see the rain
clouds gather even though no cloud appears in the sky. It is all in our hearts
(p 177)

Makhayagrasps the deepest meaning of Maria's statement, 'there was always something

on this earth man was forced to love ant! worship by reason of its absence. People in

cloudy, misty climates worshipped the sun and people in semi desert countries

worshipped the rain' (p 177).

Maria's response implies that deep within every individual there is always an element of

longing,perhaps for what may appear to be out of reach. This longing represents a ray of

hopewhich makes them prepared to face the future with courage. The rain clouds that

ordinarily gather in September are a symbol of hope for the people of Botswana after a

prolonged drought. Naturally, the cattle keepers in preparation for this down-pour drive

theircattle towards the drinking pool because they are certain of the relief about to come.

Theriver and rain are thus a symbol of regeneration, cleansing and healing from previous
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unpleasantcircumstances. Viewed in the wider context, Head envisions a pleasant future

for South Africa, a time of peace and happiness for black people.

Mariautters this statement at a time when Makhaya and Paulina are beginning a new

relationship. Paulina loses a son who due to poverty had been made to bear a burden

beyondhis age. Makhaya hopes that he and Paulina would not bear children who would

be expected to bear burdens beyond their age. Makhaya's feeling may be viewed as

Head's statement against child labor. Poverty makes parents exploit children in ways that

canharm the children. Paulina's son was for her, a cheaper option of a cowherd because

shedid not have to pay him for his services. On a separate note, this death, much as it is

grisly, is an eye opener, for as a result of it, the future must be shaped in a more fruitful

direction. It is ironical that the death gives rise to a new direction in Makhaya and

Paulina's relationship as Makhaya thinks, 'What sort of man was he that only gave way

. to love under extreme pressure and pain?'(p 165).

This new relationship promises a brilliant future. Makhaya had sworn to make Paulina a

millionaire. As he sits waiting for Gilbert and the police to return, he realizes that he

could not go on thinking of the heap of bones that lay inside the hut because 'death was

like trying to clutch the air, and you had to let it be and slowly let it pass aside, without

fuss and dignity, instead you had to concentrate your mind on what was still alive and

treat it as the most precious treasure you had ever been given' (p 173). As a result:

Makhaya sat thinking of his new life with Paulina. Even ordinary things like cups
brooms, pots and houses were a pleasure ... they also strengthened his resolve to
be a millionaire, for many a future millionaire must have had a child in his life
who died from lack of proper food (p 173).
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akhaya, in this instance, seems to emphasize that for individuals to achieve economic

success;a lot of determination has to be exercised so as to overcome obstacles that might

stand in their way. The death of the child thus signifies the sacrifice that people must

make in order to achieve their ambitions. It emphasizes the hurdles that must be

combated in order shape the future in a more fruitful direction. This is reflected in

Makhaya's prayer that he and Paulina would have only those children that they can

comfortably take care of. The shift from meditation of death to meditation of the future as

amillionaire marks Makhaya's determination to shape their destiny.

Thus the title When rain clouds gather represents hope for an oppressed people. Hope for

Head's utopia where everything will be alright. It is this optimism that keeps the people

striding towards the future in hope of fulfillment. In this' way, the text characteristically

echoes a pledge relevant to all Third World writing- the pledge for independence, a

pledge against poverty and malnutrition that generally plague the Third world. It provides

Head's vision for her home country, South Africa. It emphasizes her conviction that one

daythe oppression in South Africa will co.ne to an end.

2.4.2The Third World Writer in Maru .

In the text Maru, Head is committed to challenging racial discrimination. Maru is an

exposition of human prejudice and racial discrimination. This is captured in the

exposition of Margaret Cadmore's experiences. Head seems to acknowledge that

prejudice may be learned by children from their parents. She says:

Children learnt it from their parents. Their parents spat on the ground as a
member ofa filthy, low nation passed by. Children went a little further. They spat
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on you. They pinched you. They danced a wild jiggle, with the tin cans rattling.
Bushman! Low breed! Bastard! (p 6).

Suchdiscrimination is thus depicted as cyclic in nature in the sense that i~ is handed down

from generation to generation. This cyclic pattern alludes to the continuity of this vice

and subsequently, the difficulty of rooting it out. Margaret Cadmore's experience is one

riddled with discrimination from a tender age. The kind of treatment she received when

shestarted going to the mission school made her realize that there was something wrong

withher relationship with the world. This was evident from the fact that she was the kind

ofa child who was slyly pinched under the seat, and next to whom no one wanted to sit.

Young Margaret is discriminated for no other reason than that she is a Masarwa. This

inflicts a lot of psychological torture in her since like all other discriminated people; she

is a helpless victim of her race. Her helplessness is reflected in the writer's description of

her:

What was a Bushman suppose to do? She had no weapon of words or personality,
only a permanent silence and a face which revealed no emotion, except that now
and then an abrupt tear would splash down out of one eye. If a glob of spit
dropped onto her arm during play time hour, she quietly wiped it away. If they
caught her in some remote part of the school bui lding during play time hour, they
would set up the wild giggling dance: since when did a Bushy go to school? We
take him to the bush where he eats meal ier pap, pap (p 13).

Head, at this point, emphasizes the injustices of racial discrimination. This thus highlights

her commitment to social justice. In Margaret's case, difference is treated as a crime, yet

the victim has no power to change her appearance. The irrational attitudes of man are

ridiculed. Discrimination imprisons the victim's personality. The young child adopts a

permanent silence and a face that reveals no emotion. The only expression of her torment

is an abrupt tear that would splash down out of one eye.
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Young Cadmore is thus a victim of circumstances. She is condemned to undergo the

samediscrimination her mother underwent. Being Masarwa, her mother was untouchable~.
so that at her death the nurses are reluctant to wash the body and when they do so upon

instruction of the senior Cadmore, they wear expressions of disgust on their faces.

Globally discrimination among races is depicted as an age old phenomenon, so that

members of different races discriminate against others which they feel are inferior to

And if the white man thought that Asians were a low, filthy nation, Asians could
still smile with relief- at least they were not Africans. And if the white man
thought Africans were a low, filthy nation, Africans in South Africa could still
smile- at least, they were not Bushmen (p 7).

them.As Head puts it:

The global scenario depicts a socially stratified world with the European at the apex and

the African at the bottom. The nature of discrimination in Maru is unique in the sense

that it is practiced among individuals of the same race. The Bushmen in particular are

placed at the lowest rung of the ladder so that of all things that are said of oppressed

people, the worst things are said and done to the Bushmen.

Jenkins (1996) views identity as the way in which individuals and collectivities are

distinguished in their social relations with other individuals and collectivities. To be at

the bottom rung of the identity ladder is equivalent to being equated to the scam of the

earth. To remedy the situation, Head proposes love for mankind as the antidote for such

discrimination. Her statement against racial discrimination is captured in Margaret

Cadmore's attitude towards the nurses. She takes an instant dislike for them based on the
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treatment they accord the dead Masarwawoman. This dislike of the nurses flows out of

herobservation of the manner in which they treat the dead woman. They let her lie on the,
stonefloor, still in the loose shift dress, more soiled than ever from the birth of the child

insteadof placing her on the stretcher.

The caption she scrawls at the bottom of the sketch she makes of the dead woman in

whichshe likens the woman's appearance to that of a goddess, is her way of emphasizing

her appreciation of the woman as a human being. In the white woman's estimation, the

dead woman ranked pretty high from the expression on her face. To ridicule the nurses

further, Margaret Cadmore sums up their hatred of the dead woman as the hatred of the

fortunate. She wonders how much more the nurses hated those of the woman's tribe who

were still alive if they so hated a dead body. Her sense of humanity is reflected in the

adoption of the dead woman's child.

By making the white woman appear better than the black nurses in their handling of the

Masarwa woman, the writer seems to satirize racial prejudice. It is her way of ridiculing

the false notion of superiority upheld by tne nurses against one of their own race. It may

also be seen as a way of acknowledging that death knows no bounds. This being the

ultimate end of all living things, it did not matter what race or tribe one ascribed to in

their lifetime.

Noteworthy, however, is the fact that young Margaret is intended for experiment as

indicated in the white woman's motto: 'environment everything; heredity nothing'(p II).
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In reality, Margaret Cadmore's interest is to see whether environment can create a

difference in man depending on nature ancllevel of exposure. In essence, she ignores the

factthat genetic makeup too is an ingredient for character formation. As a resul,t young

Margaret's mind and heart are composed of a little bit of everything she has absorbed

fromsenior Margaret Cadmore. This in<.liscriminate exposure that defies restrictions of

raceis an attempt to create a global identity. The end result ishardly African or anything,

but something new and universal, a type of personality that is be unable to fit into a

definition of something as narrow as tribe or race or nation. The creation of a character

thatdefies specific categorization thus results in a character of malleable identity.

This creation can be interpreted as a utop.an solution to racial discrimination. It presents

a universal vision of man. That is, beyond the skin color, individuals are basically the

inability to change his physical appearance, Margaret senior advices the young girl:

same. It is human prejudices that create differences among people. Yet ideally, human

beings are helpless in the face of nature, since nature gives immutable definitions of man.

The best they can do is to accept themselves as they are. As if to emphasize man's

'They are wrong. You will have to live with you appearance for the rest of your life.

There is nothing you can do to change it' (p 14). This ideally may be seen as the white

woman's acknowledgement of the fact ,that genetic composition also contributes to

character formation. Margaret's physical appearance for instance, is accounted for by her,.

heritage.
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And indeed the young girl had to bear with her situation no matter how intimidating. The

racialdiscrimination did not stop as signified by the tin cans that did not stop rattling.

Theonly alternative was to find out how to take the discrimination in her stride. This

depicts the difficulty of erasing racial prejudice. Thus the white woman's experiment

only succeeds halfway 'that if an environment provided stimulus and amenities of

learning,any human mind could absorb knowledge, to the limit of its capacities' (p 14).

Thevictim Margaret is however, conder.ined to remain at the fringes of society by the

humanprejudice that she is subjected to.

Head further presents a paradox surrounding the myth of racial discrimination. This is

evident in the assertion that those who spat at what they thought was inferior were really

the low, filthy people of the earth, because decent people could not behave that way. The

author thus implies that absolute perfection is elusive. Even those who regard themselves

as great, have peccadilloes thus the best option in the treatment of each other is to

exercise tolerance. This voices a criticism of racial discrimination, a vice that seems to

characterize Margaret's life all the time.

Through Margaret 'and her foster mother,the relationship between the colonizer and the

colonized, which ideally is a major post colonial concern, is dramatized. Colored resulted

from interaction with the West. It implies a relationship of dominance of one culture over

the other. Thus Head's narrator says of the missionaries:

When no one wanted to burry a dead body, they called the missionaries, not that
the missionaries really like to be involved with mankind, but they had been
known to go into queer places because of their occupation. They would do that
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but they did not like you to walk into their yard. They preferred to talk to you
outside the fence (p 8).

The missionaries in this instance, are projected as being above the petty prejudices and

superstitionheld on to by the natives. Margaret Cadmore's racial distinction for instance,

placesher above the irrational attitudes and contempt exhibited by the Africans. To bury

anuntouchable as defined by the African taboos is for her, part of execution of her duty

tomankind. However, even in such circumstances, the social distance between the races

is maintained. This is reflected in the fact that the missionaries preferred to talk to those

reportingsuch incidents outside the fence. instead of admitting them into the compound.

In postcolonial terms, the fence is symbolic of compartmentalization in the society with

regardto racial differences. It marks the boundary between the whites and the black thus

heightens the notion of 'insiders' and 'outsiders'. Only those who truly belong are

allowed into the compound. The distance between the colonized and the colonizer thus

remains unresolved. The colonizing culture is the dominating culture. This is further

emphasized by the fact that the white woman who adopts the baby intends to use her as

anexperiment. The end result is an alienated person of malleable identity.

The nurturing process is characterized by oppression stemming from the restricted

options at the child's disposal. This is evident -frorn the fact that 'there was nothing the

child could ask for; only take what was given, aware that she was there for a special

purpose'(p 12) because now and then the woman would remind her that she would one

dayhelp her people.
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Thus,having shaped her candidate in her own way, the child was to be entrusted with a

messianic role. This messianic role is depicted as achievable only if a difference is

created in identity. This difference may be seen in terms of independence from racial

prejudiceas in the case of Margaret. This is necessary if the individual is liberated from

the tether of prejudice. This role is emphasized in the post-card she receives from her

adopted mother, a month later, in which there is a declaration that she had to remain

behind for the sake of her people. Margaret thus occupies a liminal meditative position.

She cannot lay claim to a white heritage because she does not belong there, at the same

time she cannot fully identify with her Masarwa background because she is out of touch

with this culture by virtue of her upbringing. She thus remains cast between the two

cultures, grappling with issues of being ar.d becoming.

Her years at the teacher training college had passed by with little torture. This was

. attributed to the regular appearance of the white woman and the unashamed kisses on the

cheeks. She had thus been mistaken for a colored. 'Is that your relative?'(p 15). They

asked curiously.· And she had replied in the affirmative. The assumption that she was

colored had granted her a little more respect though as an individual, "she had grown

beyond definition" (p IS).

This growth implies that Margaret, by virtue of her upbringing, had transcended racial

prejudice. She had been subjected to so much discrimination in her lifetime that she had

finally reached an emotional equilibrium and had accepted herself as she was. Like her

mentor, Margaret Cadmore, she recognized people for their worth as human beings and
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noton basis of race. Her helplessness in the face of discrimination had made her realize

that basically people were the same and that one could not change their ~atural identity ..
Margaret's maturity and likeness with her foster mother is aptly summed up in the

writer's observation that she was a little bit of everything in the whole universe, because

thewoman who had educated her was the universe itself.

In a separate incident, when she reveals to Dikeledi that she is a Masarwa, Dikeledi

draws in her breathe with a sharp hissing sound due to surprise. She then advises

Margaret not to reveal her true identity to anyone else. Based on Margaret's appearance,

she could be easily mistaken for a colored. Evidently, there was a little more respect

granted to a half caste than to a Masarwa. In Dikeledi's view, disowning her true identity

would better Margaret's prospects. Dikeledi's hiss of surprise depicts the uniqueness of

Margaret's situation. By rising to the level of a teacher, she had become the 'other' of her

race. Thus both her academic achievement and her tribe alienate her from mainstream

society. Individuals should thus be defined by their ability and not their ethnic

affiIiations.

The encounter with Pete, the school principal emphasizes the depth of racial prejudice.

On learning that Margaret is a Masarwa, he i~ extremely shocked. As Head puts it, 'the

shock was so great that he almost jumped into the air' (p 35). He is shattered by the

prospect of being the sensation of high society circle for the whole week as a result of

having a Masarwa in his staff. He thus frets the whole day, hardly able to wait for the

school to close. He is incensed by the seeming friendliness of Dikeledi towards the
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Masarwa and wonders whether to warn Dikeledi that she was talking to 'it'. 'It' surely

had the appearance of a colored' (p 35). In desperation, he goes to the office\of Seth, the

education supervisor and complains of chicanery. The reference to Margaret by use of the

inanimate pronoun 'it' marks the height of Pete's contempt for her and her tribe. In my

view, it is a criticism of ethnic prejudice, a vice dehumanizes individuals unnecessarily.

To Seth, the presence of a Masarwa teacher is bound to raise hell among the Totems.

According to Merriam Webster dictionary, the term totem refers to an object serving as

Etymologically, totem comes from the Ojibwe word 'dodaem' and means brother or

the emblem of a family and which often serves as a reminder of the family's ancestry.

sister kin. It is the archetypal symbol, animal or plant of hereditary clan affiliations.

In most African communities, people of the same clan have the same Totem and are

considered immediate family. The feeling of oneness among a people that occupy a vast
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territory is based not on economic, political or religious considerations but on totemic

symbols. This means that men and women belonging to the same Totem regarded one

another as brother and sister having kinship obligations to each other.

There are taboos against killing clan Totems since humans are kin to the animal whose

Totem they represent. Totems thus helped in the conservation of the ecosystem. It was

also a taboo for people under the same Totem to marry. In this way, Totems strengthened

the moral code in the community. In certain cases, Totem spirits are clan protectors and

the centre of religious activities .. Totemism is a religious belief that is frequently



associated with Shamanistic religions. Hulton (200 I) describes Shamanism as a practice

that involves the practitioner reaching altered states of consciousness in order to
"-.

encounter and interact with the spirit world.

The Totems in Maru thus serve as. an emblem of reverence. They are the highest

authority in the land and are bestowed with the responsibility of resolving disputes and

charting the way forward for the community by making appropriate decisions. The

confusion arising out of Margaret's posting as a teacher at Leseding School is considered

so great that it can only be resolved by the Totems. To preempt that Margaret's

employment at Leseding is bound to raise hell among the Totems is to acknowledge

racial discrimination as deeply entrenched in the community. It is a practice that is

propagated by the very organs of authority whose position is also emblematic. Seth's

sentiments therefore emphasize the depth of marginalization on basis of ethnicity within

the community.

Unfortunately for-Margaret, there was no ,requirement for anyone to define race or tribe

when seeking employment. In any case, she had topped her class through and through.

This in Seth's view was not easily achievable unless there was someone important

pressing the buttons. The matter was thus to be left to the Totems to resolve.

In Pete's assessment, Margaret was mysterious. He says, 'There's a real mystery about

the one at the school. They don't look YOIl in the face and say, I am a Masarwa' (p 39).

Margaret's confidence in her race is viewed as a deviation from the norm. Like all
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Ramelb (1989) states that despite differences in their perceived level of value to society:

Both Bushmen and coloreds share the experience of marginalization in twentieth
century South Africa, where racially mixed children fall under the heading of
colored and are often exiled socially, economically and culturally by both white
and black people and are forced to stay within colored neighborhoods and
communities.

Masarwa, she is expected to be docile since she has no space in ordinary society. In

Pete's view, her acknowledgement of her Jv1asarwa identity was like a slap in the face. He

had given her a loophole which she could have exploited by exclaiming that she was

colored but she had not. In Pete's opinion, to be colored was equally trash but at least

Margaret could have passed as one and saved them a lot of brother. Margaret's

confidence in her tribe thus depicts a challenge to ethnic prejudice. She is aware of the

contempt with which her tribe is regarded yet is not cowed by this. This show of

confidence ends up embarrassing Pete instead.

To brand Margaret as mysterious is to .acknowledge her as profoundly inexplicable.

Indeed, this is the case with Pete since this was his first encounter with a Masarwa

teacher. His world-view had so far been limited to interaction with those of his tribe.

Ordinarily, the Masarwa were associated with servile roles. Margaret, as a Masarwa

teacher, is therefore a baffling phenomenon too complex to be deciphered. Her

confidence and pride in her tribe upsets Pete's world for it threatens the status quo. Pete's

reaction to Margaret's revelation of her true identity emphasizes the binary distinctions

that arise out of prejudice. It may also be construed as testimony to the fact that

knowledge is not the preserve of any specific tribe and that if given equal opportunity

everyone can excel, tribe notwithstanding.
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Pete's reaction thus exemplifies this marginalization, His plot to humiliate Margaret

howeverends up humiliating him instead, thanks to Dikeledi who goes into, Margaret's

"-.
classand restores peace. Pete, who had been halfway to Margaret's class, is forced to

retreatto his office in humiliation. The teachers of the senior classes laugh at him thus

addingto his embarrassment.

ThroughDikeledi, criticism of racial discrimination is highlighted. She was royalty itself,

had two Masarwa slaves in her custody and like all royalty, was aware that the Totems

kept numerous slaves in their household to serve their interests. However, she does not

hesitate to come to Margaret's aid. She shouts, 'Stop it! Stop it! I'll smash you all to

pieces! She is your teacher! She is your teacher' (p 41). Dikeledi's screams echo the fact

that individual values should be placed above ethnic prejudices. Later, she comments

about the pupils' behavior, 'Poor little swine. They have been taught to be brave and

laugh about the wrong things. Someone will have to teach them decency because their

parents won't' (p 42). Dikeledi seems to point out the fact that the mode of socialization

of individuals always impacts on their perception of others. Prejudicial attitudes are often

inculcated in children by their parents. At another level, Dikeledi's statement also implies
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a proposition for change. That in order to dismantle the cycle of prejudice, external

intervention was necessary so that the children would imbibe from an expansive pool of

perceptions that defied the bounds of triba I identity.

Likewise, Moleka's encounter with Margaret depicts Head's statement against racial

prejudice. It may be interpreted as a quest for social justice. For the first time in his life



Moleka, meets a woman who has a profound effect on him. He had had several sexual

excursions but in each instance, was indifferent and unfeeling. On each occasion, he was
(

theonly one to emerge unhurt and smiling. Rumor in the village had it that 'he 'had taken

his heart out of his body and hidden it in some secret place while he made love to all the

women in the village' (P 22). His encounter with Margaret on the contrary makes him

reflect on his past and realize that he had come to a turning point in his life. He declares

human beings were the same thus results in a more honest and truthful assessment of

that he had come to the end of one road and was now taking another. He acknowledges

the fact that he had kept his heart for Margaret alone. The realization that basically all

one's feelings. Through Moleka's transformation, the binary distinctions are crushed.

Like Dikeledi, Moleka is royalty whereas Margaret belongs to the lowest category

possible. Moleka's attraction to Margaret thus emphasizes the idiosyncrasies equated to

ethnic prejudices. This attraction further results in revolutionary tendencies. Moleka

invites all the slaves in his compound to sit at table with him during meals; he even goes

to the extent of sharing a spoon with one of them. This is testimony to the fact that

basically, all people are the same and share similar emotions irrespective of race or social

status.

The attitude of the parents who enroll the.r children at Leseding School also highlights

the baselessness of prejudice. On learning that the new mistress is a Masarwa, they laugh

and say, 'The eye is a deceitful thing. Ifa Masarwa combs his hair and wears modern

dress, he looks just like a colored. There is no difference' (P 48). This reaction may be
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construed as a warning against presumption. It emphasizes the idea that it is often unwise

to make judgment on basis of appearance since appearance may be deceiving. As a final

acceptance of the situation the parents say, 'Prejudice is like the old skin of a snake. It

has to be removed bit by bit' (P 48). This implies that change is a gradual process. In

turn, it may be seen as a proposal for a transformation of individual attitude from a

prejudicial to a more accommodative one.

Like in When rain clouds gather, Head in Maru is preoccupied with the quest for a

perfect society, free of social evils. This is exemplified by the main character Maru. His

marriage to Margaret Cadmore is geared towards the attainment of a perfect society in

which all people operate on the same plane, irrespective of race or social status. Margaret

is a Masarwa, an inferior individual by virtue of her down-trodden community. The

Masarwa were mainly slaves. Maru's marriage to Margaret thus signifies the liberation of

all Masarwa people. As Head puts it:

When the people of the Masarwa tribe heard about Maru's marriage to one of
their own, a door silently opened on the small dark airless room in which their
souls had been shut for a long time. The wind of freedom, which was blowing
throughout the world for all people, turned and flowed into the room. As they
breathed in the fresh, clean air, their humanity awakened (p 122).

The fulfillment of this marriage implies an attempt to dismantle all racial barriers. The

fusion of royalty and a low breed is an attempt to dismantle all class barriers or rather an

attempt to erase all binary distinctions. For the Masarwa, it was a step towards

achievement of liberty and equal opportunity for all mankind as signified by the door that

silently opened on a small, dark, airless room in which the souls of the Masarwa had been

shut for so long. The smallness, darkness and airlessness of the room from which the
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Masarwa emerge signify the oppression and dehumanization to which they had been

previously subjected. Their emergence from the hut thus illustrates the pursuit of freedom. \

inthe society.

Their recognition by the rest of mankind as human beings deserving of equal opportunity

and dignified treatment is emphasized by the fact that the wind of freedom which was

blowing throughout the world for all people, turned and flowed into the room. As a

natural phenomenon wind refers to air that moves quickly by natural forces. Though

invisible, its impact is always felt wherever it passes. It has the ability to bend or even

blow off objects in its path. At the sarr,e time, being amorphous, it has the ability to

occupy the space available no matter its size thus to liken the sense of freedom to wind is

to acknowledge the inevitability of change. A sense of awareness dawns on the people as

reflected in the fact that as they breath in the fresh clear air, their humanity awakens. This

also implies that the Masarwa realize their worth and claim their dignity as human

beings. The extent of the injustices that had for so long been exercised against them now

dawns on them. With their consciousness awakened, the Masarwa adopt a revolutionary

spirit swearing not to fall into the snare of oppression again. This may be viewed as the

final mark of maturity. The Masarwa are now ready to take up their position in the

society and shun all possible manner of evil against them.

At a wider level, the final liberation of the Masarwa alludes to the liberation of the

vulnerable. Such liberation is only possible with the dismantling of racial prejudice. In

this way, Head voices for the voiceless. She proposes a scenario where everybody is
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accorded equal opportunity regardless of race or ethnic affiliation. This ideally captures

herdesire for equality and freedom for all mankind.

ot only does Maru bridge the gap between the royalties and the downtrodden but his

leadership promises several positive elerr.ents which are absent in a dystopian society. He

thusopts to renounce his heritage and marries a wife loathed by everybody. He says:

Three quarters of the people on this continent are like Morafi, Seth and Peter -
greedy, grasping, back-stabling, a betrayal of all good in mankind. I was not born
to rule this mess. If I have a place it is to pull down the old structures and create
the new. Not for me any sovereignty over my fellow men. I'd remove the blood
money, the cruelty and crookery from on top, but that's all (P 63).

Maru thus expresses his dissatisfaction with the present state of affairs. He would prefer a

society devoid of all manner of evil. To consider all evil people symbolized by Morafi,

Seth and Pete as traitors of all that is good is to exonerate himself from this negative

clique. His declaration that he was not born to rule that kind of mess emphasizing his

. desire for perfection and subsequently, may be viewed as Head's own desire for a perfect

society. Maru would not be a partner in evil but would be an agent of cleansing. This is

implied in the possibility of pulling down old structures to create new ones.

This, in my view, reflects a desire for the realization of a society in which there is good

human relationship, a world in which people are sensitive to others' feeling and express

genuine love. Above all, it should be a society in which sex, race and the color of one's

skin are not parameters for judging human value or competence. As envisioned by Maru,

'There was a world apart from petty human hatreds and petty human social codes and

values where the human soul roamed free in all its splendor and glory. No barriers of race
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or creed or tribe hindered its activity' (p 62). Apparently, this is the world of Head's

choice.

The mental destruction and subsequent fleeing of Seth, Pete and Morafi signifies the

purging of a society initially riddled with all manner of social evils. It is a symbol of

cleansing. The three friends had been vehicles of oppression, discrimination,

backstabbing and greed. Their evil deeds had placed them on the wrong side of Maru,

and being intelligent, they knew that life was not worth living if one was on the bad side

ofMaru. Maru thus becomes a symbol of purity and perfection. Head, in this way, strives

towards a perfect society in which everyone has the space to exercise their freedom so

longas they desist from evil.

2.4.3 Conclusion

Bessie Head's commitment as a writer, as a woman and as a Third World person is

generously articulated in the discussion. With reference to Ogundipe's (1987)

prescription for the female writer, she champions the rights of the oppressed and

marginalized. As a woman, she is concerned with delineating the experience of women as

women. She destroys male stereotypes of women by attempting to dismantle patriarchal

structures that previously relegated women to subordinate roles. This is done through

creation of female characters that emerge as assertive, independent and not subordinate to

men as in the case of Paulina Sebeso in When rain clouds gather and Dikeledi in Maru
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As a Third World writer, her art serves a useful purpose. It is not a case of art for art's

sake. In line with Killam (1970), it expresses a special commitment of formulating the

basic value of the society and it is both & reflection and criticism of those values. This is

seen in her statement against racial discrimination and criticism of bogus leadership that

saddle Third World nations as depicted by sub-chief Matenge and chief Sekoto.

To use Kehinde (2010), Head's writings are an illustration of how the 'word' has

decidedly intruded into the 'world'. In this case, the Third World to address issues of

oppression, racial discrimination, bad leadership and most importantly, to chart a way

forward for the Third World nations by providing a vision of hope and the creation of a

perfect society. Most significantly, hybridity is viewed as strength and not a bane. It is

Head's utopian solution to racial discrimination.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE PLACE OF lfOENTITYAND HYBRIDITY IN

LITERARY COMMITMENT

3.1 Introduction

The chapter is a discussion on how identity influences the writer's commitment. Being

multicultural, Head's commitment is articulated in the Third Space - a point of

intercultural encounters where the hybrid is emphasized over the pure. The nature of her

commitment thus reflects hybrid syncretic crossings that characterize the commitment of

such writers. Bhabha (1994) looks at hybridity from a postcolonial perspective and

argues that hybridity subverts the narratives of colonial power and dominant cultures.

The series of inclusions and exclusions on which the dominant culture is premised are

deconstructed by the very entry of the formerly excluded subjects into the mainstream

discourse. The dominant culture is contaminated by the linguistic and racial difference of

the native self.

Indeed, as a result of Head's in-between position, identity emerges as a kind of unsettled

space, or as an unresolved question in that space, between a number of intersecting

discourses (Hall, 1989). Until recently, identity has been thought of as a kind of fixed

point of thought and being, a ground of action that implies the logic of something like a

'true self. On the contrary, with regard to the multicultural writer as in the case of Bessie

Head, identity is a process; it is split, and is not a fixed point but an ambivalent one. It is

the relationship of the other to oneself (Hall, J 989).
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This ambivalence is reflected in the hybrid syncretic crossings that characterize the

choice and development of characters as well as the author's treatment of pertinent

issues. In most cases the characters are thrown into the in-between position that is

characterized by collision and translation of cultures as a result of hybridity. They shuttle

between points of inclusion and exclusion which in certain instances echo the writer's

own personal experiences. This chapter, in particular, is an exposition of the hybrid

syncretic crossings evident in the selected texts. It begins with an exploration of how

identity influences commitment in When rain clouds gather then moves on to examine

the same concept in Maru before drawing to a conclusion

3.2 Identity and Commitment in when rain clouds gather

The main character in When rain clouds gather, Makhaya Maseko crosses the

border from South Africa into Botswana. This, in his view, is a measure to help

him rebuild his shattered life. So firm is he in his resolution that he spends a whole

day holed up in a small hut built very close to the barbed wire fence that
.

separated Barolong village frum Botswana. His intention is to wait for darkness to fall

so that he may try to spring across the Butswana border to whatever illusion of freedom

that lay ahead.

Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (2002) observe that the dialectics of place and displacement

is always a feature of postcolonial societies whether these are created by the process of

settlement, intervention or a mixture of both. Incidentally, this is the motif around which

the text When rain clouds gather is woven. This thus is in tandem with the deployment of
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postcolonial theory as the lens through which to examine the text as will be the case in

this study. In the three scholars view, it i~ in the concern with place and displacement that,
the special postcolonial crisis of identity comes into being particularly the concern with

the development or recovery of an effective identifying relationship between self and

place.

The quest for a redefinition of identity is visited right at the onset of the story.

Symbolically, the in-between location of the hut in which Makhaya is holed up at the

border of Barolong village and Botswana alludes to the element of fluidity in identity.

Presently, Makhaya is at the point of transition. Within the confines of this hut, he is a

fugitive. His intention is to discard this present identity and attain freedom. The hut and

the caution with which he departs from it is what will determine the identity he will adopt

thereafter. This hut, besides being a physical manifestation of the precariousness of

Makhaya's current position in the in-between world, may be seen as an agent of

transformation of identity, not just for Makhaya, but for several other fugitives who stop

there over time .• Its circular wall that stretches up to the barbed wire fencing depicts a

continuous preoccupation with the search and redefinition of identity. Identity is thus

depicted as fickle, fluid and unstable. This by extension depicts the writer's

preoccupation with transformation.

Indeed, Makhaya's plunge into the ur.known IS an effort at constructing a new

identity. Already, the shattering experience he has undergone In his home country

has destabilized his composure. The exploration of the journey motif which entails
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crossing borders emphasizes the process of change. Crossing borders reflects defiance of

territorial confinement. The quest for a new identity is however revealed as threatened by

insecurity and uncertainty that surrounds the people's life. This is highlighted by the

patrol van of the South African border police that sped past every half hour with

its sirens wailing. Its impact is reflec.ed in the unpleasant sensation it causes in

Makhaya's stomach.

Through the construction of Makhaya, Head finds a vent through which she

expresses a personal experience. Like her protagonist, she too had quit South

Africa on an exit permit to seek refuge in Botswana amid tumultuous challenges.

The description of Makhaya's appearance brings out a sense of ambivalence, 'his long

thin falling away cheekbones marked nim as a member of either Xhosa or Zulu

tribe'(pl). Again like her protagonist, Head's appearance as a colored also cast her in an

in-between position, at one point she is even discriminated against by fellow coloreds

who found her a bit too dark for their liking. In Makhaya's case, the old man in whose

hut he seeks refuge screws up his face when he tells him his name since the sound

and meaning of the name were unfamiliar to him., He then declares his inability to

peg the name to any particular ethnic community, all the while shaking his head in

confusion. Makhaya finally solves the puzzle for him by revealing that he is of Zulu tribe.

Contrary to the proclamation that he is a Zulu, Makhaya speaks Tswan very weli. This

difficulty in pegging him to a specific ethnic community based on his physical

appearance gives him a malleable identity thereby reflecting the instability of identity.
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Physical appearance emerges as quite deceiving. By way of explanation, Makhaya says,

'Yes we Zulu are like that. Since the days of Shaka we've assumed .that the whole

world belongs to us; that's why we trouble to learn any man's language'( p3).

However, he goes further to blame his name on his tribalistic parents, 'I'm no tribalist.

My parents are - that's why they saddled me with this foolish name. Why not call

me Samuel or Johnson, because I'm no tribalist' (p3). In Mahkaya's view a tribal name

accorded one a tribal identity and by extension defined the opportunities at one's disposal

as dictated by the tribal expectations. This perspective gives credence to Hogg and

Abrams (1988) who view identity as a people's concept of who they are, of what sort of

people they are, and how they relate to others.

In as much as Makhaya denounces tribalism as a social evil that results in exclusion in his

effort to define a new sense of belonging, he acknowledges this new effort as originally

tribalistic. It is a culture that was inculcated in the people during Shaka's legacy and is

therefore tribal in nature. To proclaim his connection with Shaka is to authenticate his

rootedness in the eribe. It concretizes his link with his roots. It is therefore ridiculous for

him to try to dissociate himself from his tribe. The other option proposed - to be referred

to as Samuel or Johnson, which for him an. typically non tribal names, reveals his naivete

since the two names are in fact tribal. The name Samuel is Jewish whereas Johnson is

European in origin. Adopting the foreign names would therefore result in the mimicry of

a foreign culture. In this way, Makhaya shuttles between a sense of belonging and

exclusion.
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He imagines that to adopt non-African names would make him non-tribal yet in reality he

would be suppressing his own cultural identity. The old man blames education for,
contributing to Makhaya's alienation. Without education, Makhaya would have easily

fitted in the traditional lifestyle by simply' marrying a tribal girl and participating in daily

communal activities without feeling discontent. Education thus alienates one from his

tribal identity. The victim finds himself thrown in an in-between space professing a tribal

identification tag expressed by the name but at the same time resisting conformity to a

tribal perception and lifestyle.

This challenges the notion of hybridity. Instead of blending cultures, victims are

threatened with obliteration. This in essence emphasizes the domination of the foreign

culture over the native self. The victim glorifies the exotic as opposed to the indigenous

thereby reflecting the extent of his naive.e. He is trying to run away from himself yet

imagines that this reflects his mental liberation

Further hitches are encountered in the quest for a sense of belonging. For Makhaya,

Botswana had belied a promise of serenity if only he could reach this safe haven.

However, the state of insecurity also pervades this territory thus mistrust reigns. The old

woman whom he approaches for shelter irr.rnediately labels him 'spy'. She burst out in a

loud jarring voice questioning why anyone who was not a spy would wander at night. In

her view, all the spies in the world were coming into her country thus her insistence that

Makhaya was a spy. This proclamation authenticates a notion of 'Otherness' perpetuated

by ethnic difference.
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Even though Makhaya is among people of his race, he is still excluded from them by

suspicion. This is testimony to the fact that even within an ethnic community, dissenting

voices may arise. The author thus contributes to creating cultural representations that

challenge the view of a homogeneous African society. By extension, highlights the view

that immigrants' efforts to integrate themselves in their new-found homes, do not always

meet with total acceptance. In most instances, they may meet a rebuff from the natives of

the host country who view them as intruders. The quest to belong is thus always

encumbered with challenges.

Makhaya's experience with the old woman is reminiscent of Head's personal experience

in exile. Initially, she had been naive enough to believe that because she was eager to be

part of the village life believing that she had at last found a place where she could settle

and build up her life, and that the villagers also wanted her to be integrated with her

dictating the terms. She was shocked to realize that they regarded her as an outsider since

unlike them, she appeared quite sophisticated.

The depiction of moral disintegration in the society IS characterized by a double

imperative. Previously, Makhaya had blamed it on the dehumanizing conditions imposed

on the blacks by the oppressor. 'He thought that they were created by poverty and

oppression, and had spent the last two years in jail in the belief that, in some way, a

protest would help to set the world right'(p 10). As a result, the old hag's mentality jolts

him out of his reverie. He realizes that greed too pushed individuals to commit evil. The

blame could be cast upon the oppressor as well as the oppressed. The old woman for
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instance, uses the small girl in her custody to extort money from male strangers in

exchange for sexual favors. The small girl is so used to this procedurt that she readily

complies. Makhaya is first surprised by the unchildlike stare she gives him. As if this is

not enough she is reluctant to leave him alone when he asks her to do so emphasizing the

fact that her grandmother would not mind as long as she got paid.

From this encounter, Makhaya is awakened to the shocking realization that it was not

only the external oppressive forces that 'Stripped individuals of the moral fabric but the

traditional code too. He is repulsed by the perception of a man as nothing more than 'a

groveling sex organ, that there was no such thing as privacy of soul, and that no ordinary

man would hesitate to jump on a mere child' (pia). Yet such mentality was so inscribed

that to change them would be difficult. The old hag for instance, is so surprised that any

virile man would turn down such an offer unless they were mad. She exclaims, "This is a

miracle! I have not yet known a man who did not regard a woman as a gift from God! He

must be mad (p 10). Makhaya thus finds himself at crossroads. His reason for leaving his

home had been- to find a part of the African continent that was not mentally and

spiritually dead through the constant 'perpetuation of false beliefs. Ironically, his
/

confrontation with the hag revisits the same mentality.

Makhaya's in-between position is emphasized in his confession to Dinorego. Asked

whether he is stranded, he says, 'Well educated men often come to the crossroads of life,

One road might lead to fame and importance, and another might lead to peace of mind.

It's the road of peace of mind that I'm seeking' (p IS).This is a confirmation that
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education broadens horizons and levels of interaction for individuals. It casts the victim

in a realm of intercultural encounters with an array of pursuits to choose from due to

extended interaction. Such characters operate within the Third Space; a space of mutual

borrowing when cultures meet, intersect and blend though the cultural differences may

not be completely erased. Makhaya, for instance, wrestles with his conscience, debating

between peace and fame.

The choice of Golema Mmidi as the stage of action is a deliberate attempt by the author

to explore issues of identity. This becomes Makhaya's haven, as well as a haven for

several other individuals who had fled there to escape the tragedies of life .The

uniqueness of the village stems from the (act that it is not a village in the usual meaning

of being composed of large tribal or family grouping. Its name also marks it out from the

other villages which are named after important chiefs or important events. Instead it

acquires its name from the occupation of the villagers, that is, crop growing. To live in

Golema Mmidi thus pegs no definite identity to the inhabitants. The village, by virtue of

its diversity, may. be construed as a Third Space- a space of hybridity convenient for

cultural translation and blending.

The choice of such a village as a scene of action of the story is a conscious attempt at

establishing points of intercultural encounter. In this space, individuals of various ethnic

divides encounter and attempt to make meaning of life. This choice may also be seen as

the writer's attempt to relive her personal experience as a refugee since Gilbert's farm in

the text is reminiscent of the Bamangwato Development Association farm at Radisele
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whereshe had worked for some time. This, by extension, is a proposal for cultural fusion.

Blending, characteristic of hybridity, gives individuals a sense of rejuvenation as a result,
<,

of borrowing and translation of cultures. It allows the individuals a taste of new

experiences that helps them recreate their lives through exposure to new stimulus.

At Golema Mmidi, the inhabitants' strengh lies in their diversity. As a result, the arrival

of Gilbert, a white, creates no tension arr.ong the villagers. They find his unique ideas

fascinating. Perhaps this is so because they too had come from far off lands. He is

depicted as the chief proponent of change through his entrepreneurial skills. He advocates

corporative farming and cattle rearing. This would be a reasonable alternative to the

nomadic way of cattle rearing which demanded a lot of space particularly in view of

harsh weather conditions. Within this space, difference is regarded as a resource from

which all other parties can reconstruct their lives, and by extension, reconstruct their

identity. This reflects the dynamism of fusion. It results in a process of continuous

transformation. Identity is thus depicted as defiant of fixity. It is in a perpetual process of

becoming, always mutating and transforming to give way to new creations ..

The portrayal of Gilbert also demonstrates an attempt to establish a common ground

between cultures and subsequently attempts at hybridity. He is white and comes all the

way from England because of what he had observed during his previous visit to

Botswana. On his return to England after this visit to Botswana, he takes a Diploma in

agriculture with the intention of going back there to help in agricultural development and

food production. To him, the country presented overwhelming challenges not only
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because the rainfall was poor but because the majority engaged in subsistence farming

wereusing primitive techniques that ruined the land. Based on his knowledge of modem

agricultural techniques, he is portrayed as the destined savior of a community stricken by

hardships. These hardships were attributed to the harsh weather conditions as well as the

people's ignorance.

Gilbert's interest in improving life in Botswana despite his Western descent is an attempt

to bridge differences by uplifting living standards of the natives. However, his race and

supposedly superior knowledge places him at a position superior to that of the natives.

This is because the natives' ignorance stands in the way of their own progress. It takes a

foreigner to help them solve problems that af~ect them within their own land. Viewed

connotatively, this implies domination of one culture over the other. The supposedly

inferior culture is 'swallowed up' by the foreign culture. This presents challenges to

reconstruction of identity. Instead of paving way for blending through syncretism, the

result is the overpowering of one by the other. This makes differences starker since the

fault lines are made more prominent.

At another level, attempts at syncretism are revealed when instead of being alienated

from the natives on the basis of his race and knowledge; Gilbert is depicted as friendly

and down to earth. In Dinorego's opinion, Gilbert was different since he could eat goat

meat and sour milk porridge which Dinorego had not known a white man to eat before. In

addition, Dinorego has a lot of respect for Gilbert's ideas all of which for him portend

progress. Noteworthy too is the fact that Gilbert seeks advice from Dinorego whenever
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there is trouble. In this regard, knowledge is portrayed not as a preserve of any particular

race since in Dinorego, Gilbert recognizes wisdom and Dinorego in turn regards Gilbert,
~

as a son. The distinction between the two however lies in the fact that each is a master of

his own world which in each case is foreign to the other. This in turn challenges the

prospect of absolute syncretism. Gilbert's relationship with Dinorego thus highlights the

benefits of cultural tolerance.

The close interaction between Gilbert and Dinorego may be seen as the writer's design to

blur cultural boundaries. However, Gilbert's superior knowledge alerts us to the difficulty

of erasing such boundaries. The fault lines will always remain. Dinorego is wise in the

African way of life yet he almost worships Gilbert because in his perception, progress by

the African can only arise from knowledge derived from the Whiteman as represented by

Gilbert. He is therefore ready to draw as much knowledge as possible from Gilbert to

blend with his own so as to as to progress. Hybridity thus confronts and problematises

boundaries, although it does not erase them.

Maria's marriage to Gilbert is an attempt at syncretism through fusion of the black and

white race. This may be construed as Head's utopian solution to cultural differences

through miscegenation. However, it emerges that cross-cultural relationships do not

always imply a total merging of cultures. This is exemplified by Maria's answer to Mma

Millipede in response to why she had delayed her marriage to Gilbert for three years. She

says:

Gilbert is a man with many strange ways. A person has to get used to these
strange ways. For some time now he has kept a Iizard in the house whom he treats
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as a person and which is now accustomed to being spoken to. Its name is skin.
Each night it is put down beside the lamp to have a meal off the insects that gather
there. Also I have often seen. it asleep on the pillow like a child, with its legs
spread out. Gilbert does not live in this world but in some world, about which I
know nothing (p 91).

Maria's statement is a confirmation of the difficulty of erasing cultural differences. She

has related with Gilbert for three years but is still unable to fully comprehend his strange

ways. To treat a lizard as a person and even talk to it is alien to Maria's world. On the

contrary, her father Dinorego finds Gilbert acceptable, unlike other white people because

to some extent, he has adapted to the ways of the native people particularly their eating

habits. The concept of hybridity thus allows for cultural crossings without necessarily

erasing the underlying culture. It may well imply tolerance of differences. Thus within

the new transcultural zones, individuals acquire new characteristics borne out of new

experiences without necessarily dismantling the underlying culture. Maria's acceptance

of Gilbert's marriage proposal does not amount to total syncretism but is a union based

on mutual understanding of differences.

Cultural syncretism also presents a lot of chailenges. Maria, for instance, likes all things

modern. In an attempt to achieve this modernity, she also takes lessons from Gilbert in

English. She even goes further to curve shelves in the mud walls of the kitchen 111

imitation of the shelves she had seen in a picture book given to her by Gilbert. In

addition, she now cooks goat meat with curry powder to improve its taste. Despite all

these attempts to bridge the cultural boundaries, she stil I acknowledges the fact that

Gilbert lives in a world that she knows nothing about. Her efforts at inclusion thus result
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to exclusion since she cannot completely immerse herself into Gilbert's world. Their

marriage is thus based on coexistence of differences.

This sentiment is emphasized by Mma Millipede. Earlier on she had suspected that there

was more than met the eye in the relationship between Maria and Gilbert. The only thing

that had prevented her from voicing her suspicion to Dinorego was the fact that 'Gilbert

was a foreign man and foreign men were a fearful unpredictable quantity in an otherwise

predictable world' (p73). To sum up foreign men as a fearful unpredictable quantity is to

confirm the impossibility of absolute syncretism.

The relationship between Maria and Gilbert is thus constituted in the Third Space; it

oscillates between points of inclusion and exclusion. Maria in an attempt to embrace

change mimics a foreign culture which however, she cannot fully embrace. Likewise,

. Gilbert's effort to bridge the gap demands that he shifts his cultural position to meet the

natives halfway. However, this shift does not guarantee total acceptance.' He is

confronted by the African oppressor Matenge who sees him more as a competitor and

sets out to make his life as difficult as possible. This throws him off balance and results in

many sleepless nights. In particular, he is unable to 'understand the workings of an

extremely cunning and evil mind, a mind so profoundly clever as to make the innocent

believe they were responsible for the evil' '(p 26). This presents itself in the person of

Matenge, the sub chief. Absolute syncretism thus remains an illusion. Identity remains

unsettled, unable to succumb to a specific definition.
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The association between Gilbert and Makhaya and their complimentary predisposition

marks an attempt at cultural hybridity. In the three years Gilbert had spent in Golema
\
'-.

Mmidi, he had realized his own limitation in putting his ideas across to people. Most

important, he had learnt that 'change if it was to take place at all, would in some way

have to follow the course of a people's life rather than impose itself in a sudden and

dramatic way from on top' (P26). In addition, he had realized that he did not have the

kind of personality that could handle people because everything in him was submerged to

the work he was doing. He also lacked sympathy, patience and understanding thus a

complimentary personality that would make up for his deficiency was necessary. This is

realized through Makhaya who unlike Gilbert, had the ability to make people feel at ease

and was therefore a more effective teacher. This complimentary relationship between

Makhaya and Gilbert emphasizes the need for harmony and mutual respect in

relationship. In essence, hybridity emerges as the coexistence of differences.

Also, in as much as the two characters' complimentary nature symbolizes hybridity, the

paradox to this coexistence is presented in the symbolic reference to Gilbert as 'the sun'.
in recognition of white superiority. Just like the 'sun knew why the clouds formed and

why the wind blew and why the lizards basked in its warmth and all this immense

knowledge made the sun gay and bright, full of trust and affection for mankind,'(p 83) so

did Gilbert pride himself on being an unusually well-informed man. Makhaya's world, on

the contrary, is likened to the 'shut away worlds where the sunlight never penetrated,

haunted worlds full of mistrust and hate, and it was about this world that Makhaya was

particularly well-informed' (p 83). The glaring contrast between the two characters'
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worlds may be symbolic of the two continents from which the two hail. Gilbert is of the

First World whereas Makhaya is of the Third World. The Third World thus relies on,
assistance from the First World to salvage it from total darkness by shining its light upon

it. The association between the two characters thus metaphorically depicts interplay of

power relations between merging poles.

From the postcolonial perspective, the juxtaposition of Gilbert and Makhaya is the

writer's way of affirming the notion of imperialism in Africa. The colonial powers

inscribed the inferiority of the colonized by imposing their foreign cultural values and

perceptions on them. They perpetuate the Third World's dependence on them on the

pretext of assisting them through grants. In return, they exploit the resources of the

African continent. The reference to Gilbert as the sun acknowledges white superiority.

Africa, on the other hand, is designated the 'dark continent' equated with backwardness

and barbaric practices. On the contrary, just as is the same with the daily alternation

between light and darkness to create a full day, in the morning, light swallows up

darkness to give room to day whereas in the evening, darkness swallows up light to pave.
way for night. The two situations, light and dark are essential components of day. This

metaphorically, strengthens the bargain for a need for coexistence between cultures.

This total contrast in their world views calls for a compromise to which Makhaya agrees.

Such a compromise is necessary for positive development in their activities. Their

relationship thus dramatizes a conscious choice to coexist. Initially, Gilbert had been

fearful of being critical of the African way of life which seemed to him a deadly chilling
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society which kept out anything new and strange. In his view. the people's greatest fear

was to be different from the next person. For Gilbert thus, Makhaya was a bridge
\

between the native and the exotic. In particular, Makhaya's proclamation "-that his was just

a tribal name and that Gilbert could call him Mack if he liked had immediately caught his

attention. In Gilbert's judgement, their handshake thereafter may be construed as a

moment of bonding. For Gilbert, Makhaya's was 'the first real hand clasp he had

experienced in the loneliness in which he found himself in tribal Africa' (p 25). This

feeling is attributed to the fact that Makhaya unlike the rest is not bound by tradition.

Head in this way seems to stress the need to break from the bounds of tradition if one was

to achieve freedom and success.

To ensure the success of his projects, it muttered very much to Gilbert to have 'as a friend

a man who looked as black as everyone else and yet was not at all a part of these chilling

group attitudes' (p I 04). Makhaya's personality was ideal since it radiated a gentleness

that communicated itself as strength and gave peace to others. He also had 'a complete

lack of fear and ~ background of persecution which made it so easy for him to identify

with the rugs and tatters of the poor' (p I04). Makhaya thus complements Gilbert. Indeed

it is through him that Gilbert is able to achieve his objectives. His ability to make people

feel at ease is particularly instrumental to the establishment of the tobacco project. The

small group of women he addresses at first feels a little inhibited for they are

unaccustomed to a man talking to them as an equal. They stand back awhile, with uneasy

expressions. It is only when it strikes them that Makhaya paid no attention to them as

women that they also forget that he is a man and become absorbed in his explanations.
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Respect between genders thus blurs boundaries creating a possibility for mutual

interaction.

Makhaya's interaction with Gilbert also changes his opinion of the white man. Ordinarily

the relationship between the blacks and the whites was highly polarized. Thus like other

blacks he had been accustomed to reacting in only one way to a white man and that was

with a feeling of great unease yet with 'Gilbert, he felt completely at ease. As Head

observes:

... few black men in their sane mind envied or cared to penetrate the barrier of icy
no man's land which was the white man and his world. The black man preferred
to retreat to his own world among the garbage and f Ith and worse, where a lot of
people will be real and familiar and to whom your reactions would be such as to
fill you with a sudden flood of relaxed warmth (p 129).

The white man's world was something completely incomprehensible to the black man.

As a result, the black man opted to operate within familiar territory among the garbage

and filth. Within this territory there are no pretensions for it is here that the black man

enjoys a sense of belonging. Makhaya's contrary feeling towards Gilbert owes largely to
.

Gilbert's 'generosity, of soul and mind. Theirs is a friendship that is constructed in the

Third Space in the sense that Makhaya's bid to attach meaning to life involved attempts

to construct for himself an identity that is largely in conflict with the desires of his own

people. Everything he desired and needed seemed to be needed by no one else in his own

environment, among his own people or clan. It is this sense of alienation that makes him

reach a compromise with Gilbert. Negotiation of identity thus begins with a kind of

fission - a split or severence from essentialist definitions of identity. This is exemplified
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by Makhaya's defiance of essentialist formulations of identity defined by the tribe to

create a unique image of himself.
"-.

This desire to break from traditions, maps out his new identity. It was only once his father

had died that he was able to come forward with his own strange Makhaya smiles and

originality of mind so that the end result was 'a new young man who stood there quiet

and dignified, gentle and relaxed'. Makhaya's attitude thus undermines essentialist

formulations of identity. His craving for difference is recognition of the need to reach out

and unchain himself from purist ideologies. The fact that there was nothing in his own

environment to account for all the secret development that had taken place in him can be

viewed as a criticism of tribalism and adherence to unfounded prejudices. Such practices

denied individuals space for independent decision. The clamor for conformity as

emphasized by tradition only emphasizes a tribal identity yet Makhaya prefers to chart

his own unique path towards freedom.

The quest for a aew identity thus casts JVIakhaya in the Third Space. He operates at the

border of his society. Shuttling between a deep hatred for the white and respect for

Gilbert. His reference to himself as a 'black dog' in a conversation with Mma Millipede

reveals that deep within him. He nurtures a deep and bitter hatred for the white man and

foresees a time when the black man will revolt against the white oppressor. The Christian

view of salvation meant that the white mall will forever go on slaughtering the black man

because Jesus Christ will save him from his sins. In Makhaya's view, Africa could do

without such a religion. His relationship with Gilbert however thaws part of this
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bitterness, for it is only through Gilbert that he discovers in himself a compassion for the

whole great drama of human history. Hybridity is thus depicted as a site for social
\

renewal. It exposes individuals to new and progressive ideas outside '-their own world

view. In this way, hybridity creates space for a wider understanding of mankind as well

as the need to improve oneself. Above all, it thrives on mutual understanding of

differences.

Makhaya's scrutiny of Gilbert's culture also reveals to him gaping holes in his own

culture and how impossible it would be for Africa to stand alone. This deduction

emphasizes the need for coexistence of differences, implied in the hybrid conception of

the world and subsequently, the globalization of culture. He is dissatisfied with his

African cultures which, in his view, lacked almost entirely this love and care for the earth

and instead directed its interest towards people. Makhaya does not fit within this

framework because he has an inclination for his own company thus Gilbert's scientific

outlook is a welcome alternative to him. He finds himself beginning over this time to

combine the two cultures- the good in Gilbert and the good in his own society. The

attempt to blend the two cultures is an effort to blur binary distinctions. This in itself

points towards cultural syncretism, and by extension, a preference for cultural fusion.

The relationship between Makhaya and Paulina is also constructed in the Third Space.

This is so because the two characters hail from different backgrounds. Paulina is a

Northerner whereas Makhaya is South African. Paulina adores Makhaya but Makhaya

deliberately respects the social distance between them. This is a strategy to .keep all
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admirers at bay. Thus Paulina's first attempt to draw Makhaya's attention is rebuffed by

him. He is careful to keep himself the 'homeless foreign alien' (p147) though he is aware,
of Paulina's feelings for him. In his view, this emotional detachment is e~sential to real

love and respect. Through this relationship, the need to exercise caution before engaging

in binding relati.onships is emphasized.

Besides his aloofness, Makhaya is also bent on breaking traditional barriers whereas

Paulina has a traditional outlook. In one instance, Makhaya offers to make tea and goes

about implementing his wish. To Paulina, making tea is a woman's job. For a man to

cook as Makhaya does is thus alien to Paulina's world since this violated the boundaries

of traditionally prescribed gender roles. Earlier on, he had instructed his sisters to call

him by his name and to treat him as an equal contrary to tradition. When their

relationship finally takes root, Makhaya instructs Paulina not to slosh tea on the saucer

and to wash the little girl, Lorato every day. 'Even homes of mud must run like a hotel

with everything spick and span and the small girl ought to be bathed from head to toe

every night' (p 182). These instructions definitely imply a sophistication that Paulina is

unaccustomed to.

Ironically, Makhaya still observes the African custom of just coming and staying with a

woman first without marrying her and then being indefinite about the date of marriage

which might take place even after two or three children have been born. Much as this

may be seen as an attempt to identify with his roots, Makhaya is set apart from other

African men by the way he loved his wife. Love in this context implies sticking to one
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woman. As Head highlights, 'African men, liked the woman who stayed up the hill, and

the one in the valley and the one in the next village, all in the same nice indiscriminate

way" (p 181 ). Yet to all this Makhaya is an outsider.

Makhaya's ideals thus depict a merging of two worlds. He thus shuttles between the

exotic and the traditional outlook. At one point he appears to be completely alienated

from his culture yet in the next instance, we find him tethered to tradition as is the case

with regard to his view of marriage. His attempt to combine the best of both worlds is

thus geared towards fusion, which in essence epitomizes hybridity, but at the same time,

results to fission, reflected in his spl it with the indigenous tradition. Identity is thus

depicted as being in a constant state of flux, thereby unstable.

Cultural fusion however, emerges as a way of enhancing individuals' lifestyle. It allows

people to improve themselves by adopting elements of both lifestyles. At the same time

fusion is only possible after fission or in certain instances, after a shift from essentialist

perceptions of self image. Construction of identity thus implies an endless interplay of

fissions and fusions dependent on the individual's encounter and reaction to new

experiences.

Through Mma Millipede binarity results in hybridity. In this case, differences meet, mix

and tolerate one another. This is projected through her religious convictions. Ordinarily

women lived idly in the village during the dry season while the men were busy with cattle

the year round. In order to fill in the dull round of the day many women drifted to church
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where they also obtained a bit of missionary education. However, despite having this

advantage over the men, majority of the women remained unchanged. \They remained

their same old tribal selves, docile and inferior' (p68).

Mma Millipede on the contrary turns out differently. Her contact with rmssionary

education results in the redefinition of her identity. She is able to grasp the religion of the

missionaries and use its message to adorn and enrich her own originality of thought and

expand the natural kindness of her heart. This transformation offers a challenge to the

conservative image ordinarily projected by women. In this way, Mma Millipede's

interaction with missionary education results in the formation of a hybrid identity

considered to be more progressive and essential for combating challenges. Hybridity is

thus reflected as a site for social renewal.

3.3 Identity and Commitment in Maru

Like in when rain clouds gather. the text Maru centers on the dialectics of place and

displacement which is a major feature of postcolonial studies. It opens up to the character

Maru in his new environment having relocated there from Dilepe so as to live his life

with Margaret, away from public view. A year earlier, Margaret had arrived at Dilepe in a

bus to take up a teaching post at Leseding School. The journey motif is symbolic of

attempts at reconstruction of identity within the characters' new environment.

Thus the text reflects the writer's commitment to change and transformation in society.

This concern is evident right at the beginning of the text as captured in the recurrent
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exploitation of images of rain and clouds at the beginning of the story. The rains are said

to be so late that year. Rain is an agent of transformation. It is a symbol.pf regeneration

and growth. In the absence of rain, black storm clouds clung in thick folds of brooding

darkness along the horizon. The shift from rain to clouds presents a cyclic pattern. Clouds

result from condensation of vapor arising from the evaporation of water from the earth's

surface. Clouds, in turn, thaw to fall as rain which then collects in pools on the earth's

surface. This pattern is bound to repeat itself indefinitely. The cyclic pattern of rains and

clouds depict identity as unstable, it is fluid thus defies fixity. It is bound to change as

dictated by condition and circumstance.

Of note, however, is the fact that the clouds at the onset of the story do not promise rain

but are described as prisoners pushed back in trapped coils of boiling clouds. The

inability of the clouds to change status brings in the concept of being and becoming. As a

natural phenomenon, the appearance of clouds raises the people's expectation of a

downpour. Being objects of transition, clouds are only useful if they change their present
.

state to fall as rain. Thus as long as they remain trapped in their current mould, man too

remains trapped in drought and subsequently trapped in famine.

From a different perspective, identity is seen to influence the writer's commitment in the

choice of characters and the treatment of pertinent issues. The character Maru, for

instance, is destined to be the paramount ch ief. On the contrary, he renounces h is heritage

and opts to marry Margaret Cadmore, a Masarwa. This union presents a merger between
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the tribes thus is reflective of attempts at possible syncretism through cultural fusion.

Fusion, in this case, emerges as the antidote to social stratification in the society.
l

Margaret may thus be seen as a strategy to blur distinctions accentuated by race or class.

Traditionally, the Masarwa were merely destined to be slaves. Maru's marnage to

It is thus symbolic of the destruction of racial or ethnic barriers among individuals.

This marriage is testimony to the fact that all human beings are basically the same,

sharing the same feelings, differences of color notwithstanding.

The choice of Margaret as a character is symbolic of the writer's own experience. Being

hybrid - the product of a white mother and black father, Head is cast in the in-between

space. Likewise, Margaret is Masarwa yet defies easy categorization because though

African, she looked Chinese or could pass for a colored. The creation of a character that

defies easy categorization, like in Margaret's case, pegs no particular identity to the

character. In this way, the writer appears to advocate a society with no racial borders, a

society in which identity is fluid allowing cultures to crisscross so as to make up a global

identity.

This marriage is also a gateway to freedom. This is seen from the fact that when the

other Masarwa hear of Maru's marriage.They realize that their oppression has

come to an end. 'They started to run out into sunlight, then they turned and

looked at the small dark room. They said: We are not going back there' (p 123). The

sunlight in this case, implies freedom and by extension, a break from previously
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oppressive conditions. The experience of freedom is so blissful that the Masarwa swear

not to go back to the small room from which they have emerged. The suddenness of this
\

freedom is reflected in the fact that those who did not know that the wind of

freedom had also reached people of Masarwa tribe were In for an unpleasant

surprise. This is further emphasized by the assertion that it would no longer be possible

to treat Masarwa people in an inhuman way without getting oneself killed. The

marriage had been planned in secret thus its accomplishment had caught the people by

surprise. For the Masarwa, this was an opportunity at construction of a new self

image. Their vow not to go back to the small room in which they had been imprisoned

implies their change in personality resulting from a changed consciousness.

Likewise, Maru's marriage to Margaret constructs for him a new image. As the destined

paramount chief, he turns out to be a rebel because he defies the status quo prescribed by

tradition. This implies that for individuals to make significant changes, they have to shun

inhibitive traditions. In certain instances, they have to sacrifice lucrative opportunities

just like Maru sacrifices chieftaincy in order to dismantle racial barriers. On the contrary,

Maru's positive intention does not result in positive results. When the people of Dilepe

hear about the marriage, they begin to talk about him as if he had died. In the

people's view, he shifts from being royalty to being an outcast. Identity is thus depicted

as fickle and unstable. Maru's noble effort rather than elevating the people's perception

of him ends up increasing their contempt fur him.
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For Margaret, the situation is no different; the people's contemptuous attitude towards

her prior to the marriage remains the same even after the marriage.jShe only finds

acceptance from Maru and not the people. It is as if her relationship with Maru only ends

up dragging him away from mainstream society to join her on the fringes of the society.

Maru's attempt at inclusion thus results in further exclusion. Put differently, attempts at

fusion results in fission. The people's reaction emphasizes the difficulty of erasing

cultural barriers imposed by racial prejudice.

Maru's marriage to Margaret also casts him with a sense of ambivalence. His insistence

that Margaret should return the bed given to her by Moleka makes him appear stead-fast

in discriminative traditions and thus like everyone else, acknowledges the fact that the

Masarwa are an inferior lot. He criticizes Moleka's generosity to Margaret, declaring that

he had several Masarwa slaves who maintained his cattle and cattle posts. He

wonders what they would do when they heard that a certain Masarwa in his village was

being treated as an equal of the Batswa.ia and had even been given a bed from his
.

office. Lending Margaret a bed would complicate issues since he would not be able to

find enough beds for all the other Masarwa out in the field.

He maintains this stand even when Margaret herself goes to the head office to

request for an extra day or two to enable her acquire a bed of her own. Through

this despicable act, Maru speaks for all the Totems who were the custodians of

the society's norms. Having acted in concordance with the customs, it is therefore

shocking that behind the scenes he is laying strategies that would lead to his marriage to
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Margaret. Maru's intentions and actions thereby conflict resulting to his being cast in an

in between space.

In an earlier episode, the realization that Margaret was a Masarwa had thrown Pete, Seth

and Morafi off balance. They had left the matter to be resolved by the Totems. Maru's

stand against Margaret thus echoes their greatest desire and indeed boosts their ego.

Unknown to everyone else, this was Maru's plot to isolate Margaret and make her

an easy prey for him as Moleka later discovers.

The character Maru is himself given a god-like poise. He is at times in communion with

the gods, has the ability to see right through people and in Margaret's case, is

able to communicate to her through dreams. As the writer observes, there had never

been a time when he had not thought a thought and felt it bound to the center of the earth

then bound back to his heart again with a reply. Also, in his superhuman mould as Tladi

- the invisible godlike being, Maru punishes Pete, Seth and Moraft for their evil deeds.

The author's creati-on of a character that is human, but occasionally operates in the realm

of the gods, casts Maru in the borderline space. In the same way, the writer herself, by

virtue of her mixed race, is in an in-between space. This borderline stance gives Maru a

fluid identity, combining godlike and human elements. It is this hybrid nature that allows

for syncretic crossing in his actions - appearing to be representing the Totems yet at the

same time he is preparing to marry the Totems' object of derision.
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Besides emphasizing the difficulty of dismantling cultural boundaries, the people's

complete failure to recognize the marriage between Margaret and Maru also seems,'.
to emphasizes the fact that change is easier to embrace if it comes gradually instead of

being suddenly imposed on the people. Contrary to Maru's noble action in recognition of

human value, the people pretend he had died; his attempt at dismantling racial barriers

instead comes to a roadblock. The people's indifference to his efforts is reflected in the

fact that village life, including the oppression of the Masarwa remains unchanged in the

community. In their view, Maru had descended from royalty to become an outcast in the

society.

At another level, the marriage between Maru and Margaret would be seen as an attempt

to dissolve individual prejudice on the basis of race differences by accepting each other

as partners on equal terms. However, this does not come to be, the marriage only serves

to cement Margaret's voicelessness and powerlessness. Maru had dictated the course of

her life behind the scenes all along, communicating to her through dreams. His

instruction that th~ bed be retrieved had sealed her marginal position in the community

since this was also in compliance with the prevailing contemptuous attitude towards her.

Unknown to her, he had provided canvas and paint on which she had expressed her

innermost desires yet even these had been taken away from her and given to him except

for the very last painting which he had rejected. Even the marriage was Maru's idea and

she was powerless against the decision. .ln any case, it had come at a time when her

whole world had crumbled. Dikeledi's impending marriage to Moleka, who all along had
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of discriminative tradition.

been the object of her adoration, had completely shattered Margaret's composure. Her

acceptance of Maru had thus been as a last resort as Head puts it, 'What could, she say

except that at that moment she would have chosen anything as an· alternative to

the living death into which she had so unexpectedly fallen?' (p 120). The portrayal of

Margaret's helplessness depicts the writer's commitment to exposing the injustices

exercised against women in the society. They are accorded no freedom of choice, not to

mention the fact that no regard is given to their feelings as in the case of Margaret.

Moleka's inability to openly declare his love to Margaret points to the difficulty of

breaking ethnic barriers. This reveals the difficulty of totally erasing the cultural

differences. Even Maru does not out-rightly declare this love for Margaret but

largely manipulates her through his spies who smooth the way for him behind the

scene. His decision to live in a house far away from the populace is testimony to

the fact that this marriage has resulted in the marginalization of Maru by the

people. It confirms his new identity as an outcast in the community. At a wider level, this

marriage can be viewed' as an attempt at miscegenation. It may also imply an attempt

at the construction of a new identity and this is true since Maru has relinquished

his leadership position to unite with a non-entity. Viewed differently; Maru's marriage

portends the destruction of all binary distinctions in favor of a global identity that

recognizes people for their worth and not their races. This is only achievable by people

who brave the odds to design a distinct identity for themselves by defying the inhibitions
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Through the choice of Margaret as a central character, Head finds a vent through

which to express her personal dilemma. She is colored born of a white mother
\

and a black father. As a result of her mixed-blood status, she ismargi~alized just like

Margaret who suffers discrimination because of her race. Like the protagonist, Bessie

was raised by a foster family and sent to mission school. Echoes of childhood are

reflected in the fact that Margaret is named Margaret Cadmore after her foster mother. In

the same way, the only link Bessie had with her mother was her mother's name given to

her at birth upon her mother's insistence.

Through Margaret, Head creates a character that defies easy categorization by virtue of

the character's proximity to a white woman and her skin color. The near perfect English

accent and manners did not fit her looks. In fact, not one thing about her fitted another

and 'she looked halfas a Chinese and halfas an African and halflike god knows what' (p

19). This creates a sense of ambiguity in the character and she is most often mistaken for

a 'colored', the racial designation in South Africa for mixed blood children of

white and black parentage. The fact that Margaret's identity cannot be fixed easily.
indicates the fluidity, fickleness and instability of beings or entities. It proves the futility

of tribal or ethnic labels that conceive pe~ple as beings. Instead, people are depicted as

cast in a perpetual process of becoming, mutating or changing into something 'Other'.

This otherness occurs in the in-between or Third Space.

As a result of this mistaken assumption concerning her identity, Margaret's experience

thus merges aptly with the author's. The bottom-line, being that members of one group
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are physically indistinguishable from those of the other. Both Head and her protagonist

are thus marked by events of miscegenation. Margaret's in -between position as well as,
'-.

her adoption into a white family are projections of her liminal, meditative position.

She cannot lay claim to a white heritage because she does not belong there, at the same

time, she cannot profess her true identity as an African because her upbringing has

alienated her from her roots. She thus remains at the threshold.

This in-between position often presents the character with loopholes which she can

exploit to her advantage. However, the young girl has grown above petty prejudices.

She confesses to Dikeledi, 'But I am not ashamed of being a Masarwa'(p 20). Her

childhood experiences were such that they had hardened her against racial injustices.

Above all, she had realized that man is helpless in the face of nature - a notion that had

been drummed into her by her foster mother who always reminded her that there was

nothing she could do about her appearance but had to live with it.

The drama of Margaret thus becomes the drama of cultural denigration as a result of

colonization of the African continent. This ideally is the drama of domination of one

culture by another. The dominating culture in this sense implies a supposedly superior

one. Margaret had been adopted by a white woman at birth upon her mother's death and

this implied a total immersion into a different cultural experience. As Head puts it,

'There seemed to be a big hole in the child's mind between the time that she slowly

become conscious of her life in the home of the missionaries and conscious of herself as
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a person(p l l ). This big hole is attributed to the fact that 'unlike other children she was

never able to say: 1 am this or that my parents are this or that' (p J J).
"-.

This dilemma derives from total alienation from her culture. In this way, the white

woman creates a child of ambiguous identity. A bushman on the outside, but an English

woman inside. As a child, Head too had been raised by a foster family. She neither had

the opportunity to interact with her white mother nor her black father. Her ideals were

those acquired from the Heathcotes and the mission school she attended.

In Margaret's case, this total immersion into the English culture renders the child out of

touch with the Masarwa, and subsequently, her own culture. Within the home of her

foster mother, she is also sheltered from the sense of racial inferiority that bushmen are

subjected to in Botswana. In fact, as a child, her encounter with oppression had been

. limited to the wild jiggling dance: "since when did a bushy go to school? We take him to

the bush where he eats mealie pap, pap, pap' (p 13). This was performed whenever other

children caught her in some remote part ofthe school building during play-time hour.

However, despite being sheltered from racial prejudice, her relationship with the white

woman was never that of a child and a mother. It was as though she was a semi servant in

the house yet at the same time treated as an equal by being given things servants did not u

get such as kisses on the cheeks and toes at bed time, bedtime stories, long walks into the
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bush to observe the behavior of birds as well as lots of reading material. In this way

Margaret shuttles between points of inclusion and exclusion.

It is only in later life that she is confronted by discrimination based on her identity since

there is no one in later life who does not hesitate to tell her that she is a bushman, mixed

breed, half bred, low breed or bastard. As a teacher at Leseding school for instance, she

finds herself in the full glare of discrimination. This discrimination is however based

on her appearance and not her expression of the Masarwa culture for in the real sense she

is out of touch with this culture by virtue of her foster mother's way of nurturing her.

Margaret Cadmore's experiment thus results in the creation of a border line character.

The writer acknowledges that it was hardly African but something new and universal, a

type of personality that would be unable to ascribe to a definition of something as narrow

as tribe or race or nation. The final product of this creation seems to reflect the writer's

most personal conviction - the commitment to a race free society in which everybody

projects a global identity. However as reflected by Margaret's experiences, this dream is

encumbered with a lot of challenges. The text thus offers a bridge that bonds though it

does not obliterate cultural oppositions. This further cements the notion of hybridity as

coexistence of differences.

3.4 Conclusion

From this discussion, it is evident that Head's commitment is largely influenced by her

identity. Being multicultural, her characters are often thrown into the in-between space.

They shuttle between points of inclusion and exclusion. The quest for a universal identity
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that defies definitions of race or tribe is shrouded in shackles of prejudice enshrined in

discriminative traditional outlook which in my view, must be dismantled to attain total
\

liberty.

Essentialist formulations of identity are undermined by defiance of territorial

confinement which allows for cultural fusion, but in the process also results in fission. At

the same time, fusion is only possible after fission or more precisely, after a shift from

essentialist perceptions of self image. Construction of identity thus implies an endless

interplay of fissions and fusions dependent on the individual's encounter and reaction to

new experiences. People are thus cast in a perpetual process of becoming, mutating or

changing into something 'other'. Identity is. therefore depicted as fickle, fluid and

unstable

Thus as Grobman (2007) asserts texts by writers of color are multiply inflected hybrids

that blur but do not erase cultural differences (sic). Hybridity thus confronts and.
problematises boundaries although it does not erase them (Ang, 2003). It implies an

unsettling of identities so that the characters constantly grapple with issues of being and

becoming in their quest to redefine their identity,
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CHAPTER FOUR: OF HYBRIDITY, TIME AND SPACE

4.1 Introduction

Literature abounds with description and exploration of spaces. The writer maps the world

combining representations of real places with imaginary spaces of fiction (Tally, 2009).

The activity of narrating a story correlates with the temporal character of human

experiences. Thus time is articulated through a narrative mode while the narrative

acquires its full meaning when embedded in temporal existence (Ricoeur, 1984). On the

other hand, a literary text always testifies to a certain space. The text itself occupies a

place; it is a presence thus spatial in nature.

This study takes cue from Miller ( 1995: 10) who asserts that 'every narrative without

exception, even the most apparently abstract and inward ... traces out in its course, an

arrangement of places, dwellings and rooms joined by paths or roads.' Millers' assertion

recognizes space not as subordinate to other elements of literature such as plot, character

and point of view, but as a determining feature of a literary text.Miller, however, focuses

on well known literary figures such as Hardy whose use of place is implicit rather than as

a theme in itself. Of course, space as a concept is quite elusive. The investigation of space

however becomes highly productive because of its very ubiquity.

In writing about space, I begin from the premise that 'space has a history' (Burgin,

1996:40). The statement suggests two things; first, an evolution in the conceptualization

of space or rather, a history of spatial thinking and secondly, an evolution of space and

spaces, that is, the geographical, economic, cultural among others. Coates (200 I)
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recognizes that both phenomenon are interconnected; thus, thought 'produces' space and

vice versa. In effect, this thesis is about the mutual contamination of 'real' and
l
'-.

'imaginary' space referred to by Tally (2009), about the conception that space changes

and can be, in its turn changed or produced. This interactive view of space I shall be

presenting is a feature of the 20th century thought. Space, in this context, is seen as non-

absolute, susceptible to change. In this thesis, I focus on the active, rather than the

'neutral nature' of space.

The 19th century debates on the relationship between time and space was dominated by

the view that space was immobile whereas time was dialectic. The primary emphasis at

this time was on the supremacy of time over space. Recent revival of spatial thinking in

critical theory seeks to address this imbalance. Thus, there is assertion of spatial thinking

as an antidote to temporal linearity which powers History and progress, ideas targeted

both by postcolonial theory and the writer I am studying.

The kind of space, either representational or represented, that I am interested in, which~

features so highly in Bessie Head's texts but also among exponents of postcolonial

theory, can be seen to correlate with the notion of the Third Space as a site of resistance.

As a result, this thesis focuses not just on space per se but specifically on the Third

Space. According to Bhabha (1994), the Third Space is created when the colonial

demand cannot be fully translated from its original place of articulation to another place,

but instead splits to give something else. As an image of hybrid in- betweenness, Bhabha

deploys it to undermine essentialist representations of identity. As Bhabha (1990)
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observes, all fOnTISof culture are continually in the process of hybridity. In his view, the

importance of hybridity is not to be able to trace two original moments from which the
\
'-.

third emerges; rather hybridity is the Third Space which enables other positions to

emerge. This Third Space displaces the histories that constitute it and sets up new

structures of authority, new political initiatives, which are inadequately understood

through received wisdom.

The view of hybridity I want to expound here, likewise treats in- betweenness as a

concept which refuses absolute categories in the first place rather than just fusing the

existing ones into comfortable synthesis. The indeterminate spatial terms such as Third

Space, in-between or interstice -with their resistance to philosophical categorizing- can

be related to more tangible spaces as is the case in this study.

The inclusion of Bhabha as a spatial theorist raises questions with regard to the choice of

postcolonial theory and literature as a major focus of this thesis. In essence the focus is

on what it is about this theory that necessitates a spatial approach. Of note is the fact that

the socio-political conditions from which postcolonial theory springs are seen as

inherently spatial or as Said (1993 :5) puts it, 'territory and possession are at stake,

geography and power. Everything about human history is rooted in the earth.'

As (Coates, 2001) observes, the history of colonialism in particular is necessarily spatial,

because it has to do with territorial expansion, with the occupation, division and control
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of territory. If colonialism functions in terms of spatial domination, then postcolonial

theory seeks to provide a critique in the same terms, it operates within t~e system that is.

Conceptions of identity are more often than not articulated in terms of spatial metaphors

and such metaphors arise not merely out of convenience but rather because there is an

indivisible connection between space/place on the one hand and the conceptual ization of

identity on the other (Coates, 2001). Hybridity should be seen as a spatial concept. This is

because in-between or hybrid thinking emerges as resistance to binarism. The hybrid

perspective is not only a feature of postcolonial thinking but also characterizes a spatial

approach. In this regard, the chapter investigates how hybridity influences the interaction

of time and space in the selected texts by Bessie Head.

4.2 Hybridity, Time and Space in When rain clouds gather

The story opens with Makhaya holed up in a small hut in Barolong village. The time is

June and winter and very cold. The little hut in which Makhaya sits is cast in the Third

Space. It is situated at the border between Barolong village and Botswana thus it is a

stopping point for refugees on their onward journey to exile. Hybridity is reflected in the

diverse ethnic origin of the refugees who over time seek refuge within the particular hut.

The hut thus becomes a spot for intercultural encounters given its permissive nature. It

welcomes visitors indiscriminately. To borrow from Plato (cited in Coates, 200 I), the in-

between position of the hut and Makhaya's precarious position in it depicts space as

occupying an intermediate position between the twin realms of being and becoming. For

Makhaya, this hut represents the last ray of hope. It is only as long as he is in it that the
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he may elude the police thus the hut guarantees his security. However, the hut is so small

that to stay in it makes him extremely uncomfortable since he was a tall man and his legs
\

were too long to allow for pacing in the crumpled space of the hut.

Makhaya's situation in the hut mirrors the situation in the world outside. The police try to

impose binarism by segregating offenders from non offenders. However the refugees by

wit and guile practice fusion by defying borders. Ordinarily individuals find themselves

pushed to the wall as a result of a repressive regime against which they have no choice.

Only those who make themselves as insignificant as possible avoid confrontation with the

police since insecurity reigns outside the hut. The patrol van of South African border

police sped past every half hour with sirens wailing. This alludes to the lack of freedom

and the prevalent suspicion that characterizes the situation. The people at the border are

kept under tight security. Makhaya has been sitting in the hut since the early hours of

dawn yet despite his discomfort; he has to wait until darkness falls before he can spring

across the half mile of no man's land to Botswana border fence and then to whatever

illusion of freedom that lies ahead. It is his conviction that away from South Africa he.
will find a more friendly and accommodative environment in which to rebuild his life.

The prolonged period of discomfort that Makhaya has to bear is symbolic of the sacrifice

that individuals must make in order to attain freedom for in reality nothing comes

cheaply. The struggle for freedom is often characterized by hurdles some of which must

be borne patiently. Makhaya, for instance, experiences an inner jumble of chaotic

discord. The periodic wailing of the siren does not ease the situation either; it causes an
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unpleasant sensation in his stomach. Yet for all his discomfort, the only indicator was the

manner in which he slightly averted his face as though no man was worthy of trust.

Makhaya's predicament reflects the oppressive nature of the South Af-rican regime. It

denied individuals a sense of belonging forcing them to seek refuge elsewhere, thereby

always grappling issues of being and becoming.

The space outside the hut on the other hand has multiple implications. At one level, it

portends insecurity. From the old man's judgment, Makhaya cannot leave the hut because

it is not certain who may notice him. The outside is teeming with spies and it is not

certain who is and who is not a spy. His being seen emerging from the hut would make it

unsafe for all those who come later on. The old man in turn would be sent to jail. From

this perspective, the hut is regarded as a refuge for troubled people trying to evade the

law. However, to stay in the hut is itself risky since should anything go wrong one would

have to go to jail. Thus the hut, as a Third Space, also emerges as a contested space.

At another level, freedom lies outside the hut. To reach this freedom, the cover of

darkness is a necessity though even in darkness, one risks running into the police.

Ironically, ordinary life goes on outside the: hut. As the old man closes the door to go and

buy brandy, Makhaya hears a dog bark nearby, women's chatter fills the air and there is

music and singing. Makhaya is surprised that a whole village can live in the wail of sirens

which have tied his stomach into tight notes. For the villagers, the situation outside the

hut presents no alien experience. The wail of the siren is an everyday phenomenon. This

portrays the human ability to adapt to any condition however formidable, particularly if
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the condition persists over time. In Darwinian thought, adaptation is a survival technique,

a better option to perishing which often threatens the South African citizen given the

persistent state of insecurity in which they live. '-.

For the old man, besides the hut being a temporary refuge for fugitives, it is a room of

unburdening. As soon as the fugitives taste brandy, they become more talkative and pour

out stories of their past. The old man in tum stores up the stories in wait for a time when

he will surprise his villagers with his vast store of information on fugitives. The hut thus

becomes a space for enhancement of knowledge. It enhances the old man's perception of

people and their experiences and puts him in a position superior to that of the rest of the

villagers. The hut welcomes fugitives indiscriminately thus bears resonances of hybridity

as characteristic of the Third Space. The hybrid or interstitial space, in this case, is

created by a plurality of claims on identity as a result of the diversity of the fugitives and

their experiences. The indiscriminate accommodation of fugitives in the hut no matter

how risky may be construed as a wish for compassion and a desire to be of assistance to

people in need irrespective of where they come from.

Within the hut, the fugitives' past unfolds to explain the present in preparation for the

future. Chronological time thus comes to play. However, this time appears to function in

a cyclic manner. This is reflected in the fact that the tongue, loosened by brandy, makes

the characters revisit their past to explain the present and highlight their future

aspirations. Time thus stretches and condenses at the same time. Makhaya, for instance,
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has been in prison for the past two years; he has just come out of jail and is on his way to

search for freedom.

The territory across the border portends freedom for Makhaya. In his anxiety to get as far

away from the border as fast as possible, he hardly feels the intense, penetrating cold of

the frosty night. For almost half an hour he speeds oblivious of everything else but his

main fear - the fear of being caught by the pol ice. It emphasizes a preoccupation with the

quest for freedom. Makhaya's arrival in Botswana however opens his view to a totally

new experience, 'the air was suddenly filled with the sound of bells tinkling with a

purposeful monotonous rhythm yet there was not a living soul in sight to explain where

the sound came from' (p 5).

To grasp the situation, Makhaya draws a link between the 'unearthly sounding bells in an

apparently unlived wasteland' (p 5) and the horrifying stories he knew about the tribal

societies and their witchdoctors who performed their ghoulish rites by night. In his

summation, 'witchdoctors were human and nothing however odd and perverse need be

feared if it was human' (p 6). It is this hybridized perception of the bells that restores his

balance and gives him the impetus to plough on to freedom. It is only later that he learns

that these were merely cow bells.

The old woman's hut in which Makhaya spends his first night is a space of redefinition of

identity. It is here that Makhaya is labeled 'spy'. He had anticipated some level of

hospitality but is confronted with hostility and suspicion. Thus Makhaya finds himself
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cast in an interstitial space, negotiating a new identity among fellow Africans. This

affirms Derrida's notion that the hybrid nature of space is not a static in-between one but
\

rather a' Thirding', an otherness that supersedes binarity (cited in Coates 200 I). It is

within this space that he is confronted with the sad reality that it is not only external

forces that deprive individuals of the moral fabric but that even tribal perception result in

moral erosion. It thus becomes a point of negotiation of perception which however does

not result in a unified outlook. The fault lines remain apparent. The old woman is

shocked at Makhaya's inability to succumb to her granddaughter's offer for sex.

Makhaya, on the contrary, is disgusted at the turn of events. The three characters, the old

woman, Makhaya and the young girl represent different generations thus symbolize the

interaction of different time spans. The old woman is conservative in her outlook. In view

of the present political situation that has resulted in the infiltration of strangers into her

country and her hut in particular; her hut has become a spot of exploitation in the guise of

hospitality.

This exploitation is manifested both at monetary and sexual levels. She has tutored the

young girl in her custody to entertain male strangers at a cost. She thus exploits both the

girl's naivete and the strangers' predicament to throw the two together so as to earn extra

income. Her defense is tradition, which apparently props the woman as a sexual tool

intended for the sole purpose of making men happy. The girl thus becomes the victim.

She is the bait upon which the success of the woman's callous behavior relies.
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In her confrontation with Makhaya, she encounters a different set of values. So sure is

she of her conquest that she is surprised at Makhaya's rejection. Even her excuse that her

grandmother would not mind does not change the situation. Both she and her

grandmother are surprised that Makhaya gives them ten shillings for no service delivered.

Makhaya, by virtue of his wide scope of experience has a mature perception of things. He

advocates both the physical and mental liberation of people. His encounter with the

young girl and the old woman is an opportunity for the negotiation of identity. Makhaya

is to choose between morality and immorality. His refusal to succumb to the little girl's

offer emphasizes the importance of chastity in the society. This choice results from

resistance to a comfortable synthesis proposed by the old woman and her granddaughter.

The police station to which Makhaya reports is presented as a spot of censorship. It

determined the sense of identity that an individual adopted after a stint in jail. Makhaya is

expected to register here and apply for political asylum. His quest for freedom does not

thus guarantee him complete freedom. He is labeled 'refugee', an alien, someone not

eligible to assume the status of the native. In this space, colonial power still reigns

supreme. The police commander's superiority is captured in the fact that all along he had

been aware of Makhaya's whereabouts. H;: claims to have delayed his tea in order to wait

for Makhaya and had been on the verge of going to get him.

The police, through the media, circulate intelligence information about people. Makhaya

is tagged as a dangerous saboteur fleeing banning orders. The print media is thus used to

curtail individuals' freedom. By virtue of this label, Makhaya is put under surveillance.
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He has fled from South Africa to claim personal space but finds that he is still within

police radar thus freedom for him is still elusive. This emphasizes the oppressive nature

of the South African regime. ,c.

Before being acquitted, Makhaya is subjected to routine questioning. The confession of

his dislike for Nkrumah marks the severance of ties with the Pan African Movement.

This implies that white governance preferred continued suppression of the black man.

The police station is thus a tool for entrenching white domination. Even at the police

station Makhaya's past is dragged into the present to determine his future.

It is only outside the police station that Makhaya finds total acceptance in the person of

Dinorego. He has sauntered out of the station uncertain of what to do next when he

notices Dinorego seated outside the fence and approaches him. The meeting with

Dinorego becomes a turning point in his I,ife. On Dinorego's invitation, he accepts to go

home with him. In his confession to Dinorego, he is merely looking for peace of mind.

For Dinorego, meeting Makhaya promises a solution to some of the problems they

experience in Golema Mmidi. He nurtures the hope that in Makhaya he has finally found

a suitor for his daughter, Maria. He is impressed by Makhaya's good looks and

education.

Dinorego's reference to South Africa as a terrible place when he learns that Makhaya

comes from there reveals a negative perception of the place. It is a dystopian society

characterized by all manner of evil. In contrast, Botswana is referred to as God's country.
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free from evil. As Dinorego expounds, there is no theft or violence in Botswana.

Dinorego's acceptance of Makhaya is a step towards hybridity. Makhaya is bound to
\

bring in new ideas that will enhance progress in the society.

The journey from the station to Dinorcgos home provides a forum through which

Dinorego fills Makhaya in on what had been going on in Golema Mmidi. In this way, the

past is dragged into the present. The journey thus becomes a space of acquaintanceship. It

establishes a sense of intimacy between Makhaya and Dinorego thus can be viewed as a

space of bonding. This in turn emphasizes the need for peaceful and harmonious

relationships among people.

Golema Mmidi is depicted as a point of convergence of cultures thus may be construed as

a Third Space. It offers a sanctuary for people who have fled from the tragedies of life

thus can be construed as a space of reconstruction. Individuals here seek to rebuild their

lives, for in the past, they had suffered rejection and dispossession. It thus portends hope

as well as an opportunity for the redefinition of identity for individuals. The place is also

a space for change and progress thus equated with the perpetual process of

transformation.

In Golema Mmidi, Gilbert experiments with new ideas to revolutionize agriculture which

is meant to improve the people's lives. It is also in this space that he stumps out the

exploitation of the people by chiefs. At the same time, it is in this place that conflict is
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played out at different levels. Matenge, the sub-chief, by virtue of his greedy and

malicious nature, is always in conflict with the inhabitants. He nurtures a deep hatred for

Gilbert for it is Gilbert who throttled his exploitation of the people. He does not hesitate

to report Makhaya's presence to the chief as well as impose conditions to go with the

report - either the refugee leaves or he, Matenge would leave. Golema Mmidi thus

becomes a contested space in which the battle for supremacy reigns. Matenge never tires

of imposing his domineering presence on the people. The portrayal of conflicts that

prevail in Golema Mmidi thus offers a challenge to bad leadership.

For Chief Sekoto, Golema Mmidi had provided a vent through which he could rid

himself of a bothersome brother. When Gilbert walked into the paramount chiefs office

requesting for land, Chief Sekoto had readily allocated him a piece in Golema Mmidi. In

his view, if Gilbert survived a year or more in the bedlam of his brother, that would be

proof of Gilbert's sincerity. The chief however, was certain of one thing, either Gilbert

would be completely destroyed orhe would completely destroy Matenge. Secretly, he

hoped that Matenge would be destroyed to pay for the family feuds and intrigues he had

instigated. For Chief Sekoto, Golema Mmidi thus becomes a spot for vengeance.

Dinorego's house is a space of hospitality. He never seemed able to step out of his village

without bringing back a stranger. As a result, his daughter Maria is quite used to

entertaining guests. The frequency of their. arrival has made her sensitive to their needs.

At a glance she notices Makhaya's tired look and offers him water to bathe and even tea.



This hospitality results in Dinoregos interaction with strangers and gives him a chance to

strike a common cord with them. This had been the case between him and Gilbert. From
\
'-.

Gilbert, he acquires new knowledge which he is able to blend with his own experience.

Gilbert in turn regarded Dinorego as a patch of cloth that had grown on him (p 110). This

alludes to the near permanent bond that links them. Hybridity thus emerges as resulting

from mutual understanding of differences.

Likewise Maria's interaction with Gilbert has also resulted in an attempt at syncretism. It

exposes her to a new culture related to housekeeping. From the picture book Gilbert gives

her, she builds shelves in the wall of the kitchen in imitation of those she sees in the

picture. She also cooks goat meat with curry powder to improve its taste. This has in turn

been copied by other women in the village. The family's interaction with Gilbert thus

signifies progress. Hybridity thus becomes a site for social renewal. Dinorego and his

daughter adopt new practices to improve their lifestyle. This in essence, emphasizes the

need for cultural fusion. It is testimony to the fact that individuals should be open enough

to pick the best out of all cultures so as to enhance themselves.

For Gilbert, Dinorego's house is a space of encouragement, arbitration and counseling.

Whenever there was trouble, Gilbert would go to Dinorego's house and ask him whether

it was wise for him to continue staying in Golerna Mmidi. In turn Dinorego would advice

Gilbert. Their relationship is thus one of mutual respect and understanding since
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Dinorego cherishes the knowledge he get from Gilbert whereas Gilbert relies on

Dinorego's wisdom for his continued survival in Golema Mmidi.

In this relationship we find the mergmg, not just of different races but of different

generations and by extension, different aspects of time. Dinorego is of the past, trying to

resuscitate his present by acquiring new knowledge that will lead to a progressive future

whereas Gilbert and his progressive ideas are intended to improve the present to enhance

comfort in future. In this way, the past, present and the future are inextricably

intertwined. Dinorego's only regret is that life has decided to improve itself just when he

is nearing his end. The harmonious relationship between Dinorego and Gilbert

irrespective of their different races highlights the importance of harmonious existence

among individuals. Diversity enriches the lives of individuals through borrowing and

blending.

Gilbert's farm, designated 'Utopia' by him is a space for intercultural encounters and

bonding. In essence therefore, it may be construed as a Third Space. In it, Makhaya and~

Gilbert immediately strike up a friendship. It is also a space for the reconstruction of

identity. Gilbert had run away from England because he detested the obsession with

neatness and order that prevailed there. Golema Mmidi thus gives him the opportunity to

be his own man, to be in charge, to chart the direction towards progress. Makhaya's

acceptance to be part of Gilbert's utopia marks the end of his search for freedom. It is at

this farm that he begins the process of rebuilding his life.
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Gilbert's confession to Makhaya about his relationship with Maria establishes a bond

between them by dismantling possible barriers that would have stood in the way of a

possible friendship between them. Initially, Makhaya distrusted and disliked white people

but in Gilbert, he finds himself confronted by 'a big man who allowed himself to be

bullied by a small woman' (p 29). This confession marks a turning point in Makhaya's

perception of the white man. Their relationship, however, is marked by interplay of

power relations. This is seen in the fact that Gilbert, by virtue of his knowledge in

agriculture assumes a superior position. It is he who offers Makhaya a job. In addition, it

is he who has the lectures in agriculture that Makhaya is supposed to impart to the

women.

Also, for the first time, through Gilbert's iJ:movations, the women of Go lema Mmidi were

going to participate in commercial agriculture. In this way, they acquire a new sense of

identity as a result of being in the forefront of economic empowerment. New identities

are negotiated as a result of assumption of new roles. The women's venture into the

world of economic independence is thus a resistance to dominant appeals to purity. Also,

their close interaction with Makhaya marks the dismantling of discriminative ethnic

barriers. Previously, there was no merging between the men and the women's world. It

was a world in which the men were in the forefront whereas the women were relegated to

subordinate roles. Thus within this current space of negotiation, constructed in the in-

between world, there is resistance to binarism, which in effect, recognizes the need for

gender equity.
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follow the natural course of the people's life rather than impose itself in a sudden and.

In the subsequent interactions the women are freer with Makhaya. The tobacco growing

project initiated by Gilbert thus offers the women of Golema Mmidi a chance to redefine

their identity. It helps them build their confidence. They realize their potentialas women

in their struggle towards economic independence. The interstitial space in which the

women are cast as a result of the opportunity offered to them by Gilbert's farming project

emerges as an active one, giving vent to constant negotiation of new identities.

As a result, a new portrait of African womanhood is realized. This is occasioned by the

debunking of stereotypical portrayal of women as passive and dependent. As a physical

manifestation of space, the farm itself is constructed in the Third Space. In it, the women,

having redefined their identity, are able to acquire new knowledge in agriculture. The

farm thus becomes a space of progress and hope. It is a space of enlightenment and

enhancement as well as an assurance of prosperity. It is a point of intersection marked by

a confluence of cultures, gender, age and knowledge. However the fault lines are not

totally erased for, as Gilbert realizes, 'if change was to take place at all, it would have to

dramatic way from on top' (P26). Gilbert, in this case, seems to recognize the fact that a

unified outlook or perception of life among all the inhabitants of Golema Mmidi was a

long way coming.

The greatest challenge to Gilbert's utopia comes in the person of Matenge. Matenge's

woes against Gilbert are instigated by selfishness and jealousy. Unlike other inhabitants
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of Golema Mmidi, he is perpetually in conflict with Gilbert, first over the fencing of the

land and later over the cattle business. Presently, he is up in arms against Makhaya's

presence in the village and his employment at the farm. By virtue of his vi~dictive nature,

his house, a cream painted mansion surrounded by a cluster of mud huts belonging to his

servants, is painted as a space for hatching malicious schemes intended for the

destruction of perceived enemies. It is a spot for exploitation and degradation. His

servants are paid no wage since they art slaves he had received as part of his heritage.

Being a sub-chief, Matenge is the epitome of bad leadership that riddles the African

continent. The leaders who took over from the colonizer are oppressive and exploitative,

they perpetuate neo-colonialism.

The position of Matenge's mansion in relation to his servants' quarters brings out his

tyrannical and exploitative nature. He is satisfied with the status quo for chiefs had

always lived in mansions while the people had always lived in huts. In any case, 'his

world had always known two strict classes: royalty and commoners' (p 43). He is thus

satisfied with the master-servant relationship that prevails in his domain. This thus.
becomes a spot for the interplay of power relations with Matenge always at the top.

In addition, he is selfish, judgmental and myopic. He fails to see that the colonists were

withdrawing and that change was the outcome of the natural growth of a people. As a

result, he engages in his favorite spot- the transfer of hatred from one person to the other.

The victims of this hatred are people he views as threats to his own superiority. It began

with his hatred for his brother Chief Sekoto since he felt he had a greater right to the
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throne than the chief. His next victim was Dinorego who declined to sit on the sub-chiefs

advisory council. When Gilbert arrived on the scene, Matenge's hatred had been

transferred to him. The result had been an endless tug of war which in turn had slowed

down Gilbert's progress. The condemnation of Matenge's leadership and its negative

impact on development further exhibits a desire for change and progress in the society. In

her view, good leaders should lead the people towards social and economic development

thereby improving their lives.

In Matenge's case, the belief that he was royalty was so ingrained in him that in order to

bolster the image, he had acquired 'a high backed kingly chair and a deep purple tasseled

and expensive gown in which he paced in his porch every morning, lost in a Napoleon-

like reverie'(p62). Matenge, by nature thus wallows in insecurity. His defense mechanism

is to destroy all that he believes is a threat to his superiority. His mansion thus aids him in

hatching out egocentric whims. He is a victim of a failed marriage. His wife had retained

the two children of their marriage. Matenge's intolerance is thus reflected in his inability

to share his personal space even with those who are supposed to be closest to him - his

immediate family. Thus, through the portrayal of Matenge, Head appears to advocate the

need for tolerance as a recipe for harmonious living. She seems to assert that for

happiness to prevail in households there is need for people to be accommodative since

selfishness only results in bruised feelings. '

Indeed, the only person who finds comfort in Matenge's company is Joas Tsepe, the

undersecretary general of the Botswana National Liberation Party. Like Matenge, Joas
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thrives in controversies. In his political career, he is always in the opposition, supporting

the disgruntled section of the country. Matenge and Joas are thus depicted as birds of the
\
'-.

same feather. They are united in their sadistic predisposition. They gloat over other

people's misfortunes. For instance, when Joas discovers that Makhaya is staying at

Gilbert's farm, he bursts in on Matenge, excited at the fact that he had finally got Gilbert

on the wrong foot for harboring a refugee. This reaction, in turn, catalyses Matenge's

desire to avenge himself on Gilbert.

Inspector George Appleby Smith's home may be seen as a space for cultural syncretism.

As a police inspector with no other officer in a position superior to his, George is his own

boss. In the same way, Sekoto is the paramount chief. As a result, the two relate on an

equal plane. Their close relationship is constructed in the Third Space since it thrives on

negotiation of differences. Hybridity ill this case, emerges as the coexistence of

differences. The two share hunting as a common interest and in the five years they had

known each other, they often went hunting for game in the bush together. Much as game

hunting was George's chief passion, he was terribly scared of snakes. Chief Sekoto in

turn made up for this deficiency, his gun was often reserved for shooting snakes. The two

also always shared many droll jokes whenever they were together.

George's house thus offers a kind of refuge to Chief Sekoto. It is here that he runs to

escape from Matenge's demand for the immediate removal of the refugee. In Matenge's

car, he had felt suffocated by the oppressive air imposed by his brother's demands.

Naturally, the chief abhorred 'intense, demanding, vicious people' (p 54). To him, such
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people had the 'power to trap him into a dark airless tunnel when all he wanted was the

casualness of free air and the silly chatter of a pretty, painted up woman' (p 54). George's
\

house is therefore depicted as a space of relaxation and comfort. In it,"'Chief Sekoto

lapses into a carefree state. Both he and George 'were casual, freedom loving men' (p

55).

However, this association does not result in absolute syncretism. The two parted ways on

their ideas on women and food. Chief Sekoto often ate roast leg of mutton for dinner

whereas George, being a bachelor, ate terrible food. Their age difference also marked

them separately. George was twenty years younger than chief Sekoto. Their union thus

may be construed as a union of two different generations and subsequently of different

times. Their attitude to work also sets them apart. George loved work as proclaimed by a

poster on the wall of his office 'work fascinates me; I can sit and watch it for hours'

(P14). Unlike Chief Sekoto, he does not linger over lunch beyond the stipulated time.

Despite such differences, race and age are collapsed to create a merger between thereby

acknowledging the fact that common interest is what should count and sustain a

relationship.

In a separate episode, as Dinorego and Makhaya walk to Mma Millipede's house,

Dinorego recounts to Makhaya the tribulations of Mma Millipede. Conceptions of Mma

Millipede are thus constructed in the abstract mental space invoked by Dinorego and in

turn shared by Makhaya. The walk thus gives incentive for exploration of spaces of

revelations of the past. It is in the course of it that Makhaya learns of the genesis of
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Dinorego and Mma Millipede's relationship. He also learns of why this relationship had

not culminated in a marriage as was initially intended. Though at this point Makhaya has
\
'-.

not yet met Mma Millipede, the revelation gives him an insight into the kind of person he

is about to encounter. This prepares grounds for bonding between the two. The walk thus

brings the past into the present and in turn, becomes an avenue for interaction. The image

of Mma Millipede, as painted by Dinorego, prepares ground for bonding between the

two.

When they finally meet, Makhaya is fascinated by the expression of habitual good humor

and kindness in Mma Millipede's face and this evokes a spontaneous smile in him.

Makhaya takes an instant liking for the olel woman. The old woman's declaration that she

had to gather eggs to send to Gilbert reminds Makhaya of an earlier revelation by

Dinorego of how Gilbert had advised Mma Millipede on how to construct a chicken

house. Through such recollections, the past merges with the present to clarify the present

situation. The revelations of Mma Millipede's background, and her ability to take her

misfortune in her stride is a reconstruction of a positive image of African womanhood.

Mma Millipede is able to rise above the patriarchal structures that relegated women to

subordinate roles. She has buried her sat! past behind her and is presently independent

and in control of her own affairs.

Makhaya's encounter with Mma Millipede arouses mixed feelings in him. At first, he is a

little repelled by the generosity of the strange old woman which he feels is too extreme

for it allowed a complete invasion of one's life by others. He feels he was not built to
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face any kind of invasion yet the isolation he treasured so much had often been painful

since he too felt the need to share the best and worst of Iife with others. He therefore
\

thinks that Mma Millipede's life might provide him with a few clues on ho'w to undo the

complexity of hatred and humiliation that had for so long dominated his life. His

encounter with Mma Millipede thus triggers a new outlook to life in him as reflected by

the desire to change in pursuit of emotional fulfillment. This new desire thrusts him in the

Third Space, an intermediate position characterized by the constant negotiation of

conceptions of being and becoming. The relationship thus thrives on hybridity as a result

of resistance to binarity. For Makhaya, the encounter allows for self re-examination and

redefinition ofresolutions. The comradeship that emerges allows for his sense of renewal

and rejuvenation as a result of imbibing from the source of goodness- Mma Millipede.

For Paulina Sebeso, Mma Millipede's horne is the spot of consolation. It is here that she

runs for advice after her advances are rebuffed by Makhaya. In turn, Paulina is energized.

She soon recovers from her initial embarrassment caused by the incident and even.
gossips for a little while. Mma Millpede is thus credited with wise counsel. This is further

highlighted by the instance when Dinorego sends Maria to Mma Millipede on the eve of

her wedding. For in his view, Mma Millipede would know what to do about an

impromptu wedding. Dinorego's recognition of Mma Millipede's organizational skills is

testimony to the fact that a woman's presence in the community is vital and should not be

taken for granted. This is because she is q,uick thinking and has the ability to take charge

of emergencies.
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The juxtaposition of Dinorego and Paulina's view of life elicits the cyclic nature of time.

Dinorego sits staring pensively into the fire thinking about the twists and turns of a long,
life that was likely to end any day soon. Such thoughts are triggered by the fact that his

last and youngest child Maria was about to get married. Paulina, on the contrary, thinks

about life and how to have it more abundantly, the bright cackling flames of her fire

dancing upwards into the sky. For Dinorego and Paulina, the fireside is a space for

contemplation. The soothing warmth accords them both the physical and mental

relaxation which affords them an opportunity for self reflection.

Paulina, on her part, is seeking male companionship as part of her strategy for emotional

fulfillment. The vigor with which her fire bums thus reflects her optimism in her quest

for fulfillment. On the other hand, with the impending marriage of Maria, Dinorego

envisions the end of his life. Maria's marriage thus marks Dinorego's total fulfillment of

his obligations as a parent. The implication would be that this marriage assured Maria's

future security. Having accomplished his obligations as a parent, Dinorego now has to

pave way for his daughter to complete the cycle. Maria's life thus begins at a point where~

her father nears his end. In this way, time rhus flows in a cyclic manner.

The occasron of Maria's wedding depicts Mme Millipede's home as a point of

convergence. It brings all the women of Golema Mmidi together so that each of them

asserts herself under leadership of Paulina to make the wedding a success. The cooking is

done to the accompaniment of an endless chatter by the women. The women's sense of

communalism is revealed by the fact that everyone had brought a little something to put
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realization of the intended outcome. Indeed Maria's wedding succeeds.

into the pot. The women's generosity and willingness to assist on this occasion

emphasizes the fact that unity of purpose always leads to a positive and speedy

At another level, this occasion, not only marks a turning point in Paulina's life but also in

the life of all the women of Golema Mmidi. In Head's words, 'Mma Millipede's spur of

the moment wedding party for everyone drew together the first few strands, which were

to draw in hundreds of other strands, affecting the whole future pattern of Iife in Golema

Mmidi' (p 98). Maria, for instance, appears quite a different person the following day. As

the women note, she seemed quite changed and not one of the women could ever recall

when Maria had ever looked anything but pensive' (p 109). The wedding thus becomes a

turning point even for Maria. It does not just mark a shift in her status but also in her

personality. The past is thus discarded in favor of a favorable present through the

blending of two cultures as reflected by Maria's marriage to Gilbert. The interstitial space

in which the marriage is constructed thus accords the character the opportunity to

reconstruct her identity.

With Paulina's perceived rival married, her hope of catching Makhaya's attention is

rekindled. The opportunity to achieve her objective comes by way of Gilbert's plan to

initiate the women into cultivation of Turkish tobacco as an income-generating activity.

He requires an individual who can persuade the women to attend the lessons at the farm

on how to cultivate the crop and how to build a curing and a drying shed. Makhaya is to

see to the lessons. Mma Millipede's proposal of Paulina for this post presents the
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later blossoms into a love affair with prospects of permanent bonding. Choosing Paulina

opportunity for her to be as close as possible to the object of adoration. This proximity

l

as an organizer of the women also marks an opening chapter for women leadership. It

foregrounds the hidden potentials of women. If granted space, they too can lead others.

For the other women, Gilbert's project marked their initiation into the world of economic

independence. Boundaries that dictated the limits in male-female relationships are broken

as depicted by the thawing of the relationship between Makhaya and the women when

they realize that Makhaya talked to them as equals and not as women. The building of

farm. This accords the women an opportunity to work at a closer level with Makhaya.

curing shed takes the party to Paulina Sebeso's compound for it is the nearest to Gilbert's

During the lunch break they crowd around him curious to know what it is like in his

country. This thus becomes an opportunity of interaction and acquisition of knowledge.

Paulina being astute realizes that the brotherly poise adapted by Makhaya is his way of

keeping a distance between him and the women. The encounter thus provides her with an

opportunity to rationalize until she reaches emotional stability.

For Gilbert, the construction of the shed means the 'difference between having no money

and the capital to set up a network of boreholes in Go lema Midi. It implies all sorts of

development like water for every household, for vegetable gardens, for irrigation

schemes, for cattle grazing grounds in the village and for improved methods of crop

production' (p 118). It thus portends a whole world of progress. Gilbert's project and the
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change it promises for its beneficiaries reflect a preoccupation with to social and

economic development.

As they walk into Paulina's compound, Makhaya inquires about the little girl whom

Paulina had sent to him. This surprises Paulina because Botswana men no longer cared

about children. In fact, a love-affair that resulted in pregnancy was the surest way of

sending away a man. Makhaya thus differs from other men. As Paulina contemplates, he

still 'had tribal custom which forced him to care about children" (p 124). Indeed, his love

for children is depicted in how he assists in putting trees and grass in Paulina's daughter's

miniature village. He turns up one Saturday afternoon with a box containing strips of

rubber, parking, glue and green paint and together, he and the child worked the whole

afternoon 'painting straw like two children of the sa~e age who took life very

seriously'(p 145). The duality embraced by Makhaya depicts a resistance to purist ideals.

The composite is propped up thus challenging the supremacy of essentialist formulations

of identity.

In a later incident, when Makhaya visits Mma Millipede upon Mma Millipede's request,

he finds her reading the Tswana version of the bible. This moment becomes a moment of

revelation and rejuvenation for Makhaya. He pours out the deep hatred that had all along

been bottled within him as depicted in his reference to himself as 'Black Dog'. Mma

Millipede who hoped that this meeting would be an opportunity to chat about little things

like Makhaya's work and whether he wanted a woman is surprised at the deep hatred that

Makhaya had bottled up in him. However, the discussion helps to change Makhaya's
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perception of who his brother is. From Mma Millipede he learns that generosity of mind

and soul is real for Mma Millipede, practiced this "at a pitch too intense for him to
\

endure," (p 137). "-.

By the end of the discussion Makhaya rises up a renewed person. In Head's words, "he

stood up soon after that with all Mma Millipede's treasures in his pocket (p 138).Their

relationship from then on becomes one of give and take and whoever took and whoever

gave and how and when was never counted. For Mma Millipede, this was one of the most

exciting conversations in her life. Ordinarily her 'thoughts on life, on understanding was

always hesitant, tentative' (p 138). On this evening, however, 'she spoke with calm

authority on truths she was unaware of having thought about deeply' (p 138). At the end

of it all she was left with a feeling that rich treasure had entered her life.

This relationship thus becomes one of mutual sharing in which the individuals involved

complement each other. The juxtaposition of these two characters however is significant

of the emerging ~f two separate worlds governed by different ideals but which seem to

find a common ground for operation. Mma Millepede's life philosophy is influenced by

the teachings derived from the black bible she constantly reads. Makhaya on the contrary,

shuns Christianity, for it is a tool intended to perpetuate the misfortunes of the blacks.

Unlike Mma Millipede, he has a background of persecution and evil thus the bottled up

hatred in him. Their age also sets them apart. Mma Millipede is an old woman whereas

Makhaya is young. Their relationship thus signifies the merging of different world views

and time spans. It thrives on tolerance of differences which in my view, results in
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hybridity. This occasion results to the merging of the past and the present. Makhaya

revisits the hatred attributed to his past experience. Through Mma Millipede, he is able to

redefine his present in preparation for a better future. In this way, between the realms of

being and becoming, the cyclic nature of time is emphasized.

The cattle post is revealed as a hardship zone. It is at this place that the herdsmen and

their cattle face untold torture. They live in roughly built huts and feed on a diet of plain

porridge with salt and water with no milk. The persistent drought only serves to

accentuate this suffering. The cattle drop dead forcing the herdsmen to return home with

the animals left from their herds. The harsh condition also makes the people vulnerable.

Paulina's son dies from malnutrition as proclaimed by the doctor. Prior to his death he

had displayed all symptoms of tuberculosis, that is, he coughed blood. It is the

information that Paulina was to go to the cattle post to find out her son's fate that finally

cements the relationship between Paulina and Makhaya. Sensing her need for moral

support, he offers to accompany her. Later when Gilbert offers to drive them to the cattle

post in his landrover and Makhaya goes back to Paulina's home to give her this.
information, he ends up spending the night in her house thus marking a new direction in

their relationship. This union is a resistance to binarism since both Paulina and Makhaya

have different outlooks to life. In essence, i~ is a proposal for coexistence of differences.

Isaac's death at the cattle post thus marks a turning point in Makhaya's life. He adopts a

more realistic view of life. All along, he had craved some kind of utopia, and in his life,

had rejected a world full of ailments and faults. Ironically, he now turns and faces all that
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commitment to love and sharing. Love strengthened individuals in their resolve and gave

he had been running away from. Loving Paulina brings him to the realization that only

people could bring the real rewards of living and that it was only people who gave love

and happiness. The new direction in Makhaya and Paulina's relationship marks the cyclic

nature of time Makhaya is forced to discard a past characteristically carefree so as to

make resolutions in the present that will govern his future with his new found love. This

new relationship and the promise of fulfillment that comes with it reflect the author's

them the impetus to face the future with courage as is exemplified by Paulina and

Makhaya.

4.3 Hybridity, Time and Space in Maru .

The story Maru is presented in a cyclic manner thus marking the cyclic nature of time in

the Third Space. The marriage of the two characters, Maru and Margaret, as presented at

the beginning of the text actually marks the end of the story. This marriage itself is cast in

the Third Space by virtue of its hybrid composition emanating from the coexistence of

differences. Maru is royalty; he is destined-to be the paramount chief of Dilepe. Margaret,.
on the other hand, is a Masarwa, a tribe considered as specially meant to be slaves. The

marriage therefore depicts an attempt at blending through the merging of two worlds-

royalty and the downtrodden. It is an attempt to collapse boundaries not just between

social classes but also between tribes.

The farm on which Maru settles with Margaret may be construed as the Third Space by

virtue of the diverse composition of its occupants. Hybridity, in this sense, is created by a
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shifts to highlight the continuous activity of Maru as one long accustomed to living in

plurality of claims on identity. The farm itself is isolated from the rest of the populace

and is set up as a final refuge for Maru when he finally denounces his heritage and
\

marries Margaret. Within this farm, the cyclic nature of time is emphasized-The rains are

said to be so late that year. Time thus stretches to draw a link between the past and the

present situation, through comparison of the differences in the weather condition. It then

harmony with the earth, thus was continuing to prepare his fields for the seasonal

ploughing.

In this way, time in the past is invoked in an attempt to explain the present activities in an

effort to highlight future ambitions. Maru's present preoccupations, for instance, are

geared towards the fulfillment of future aspirations. One such aspiration is to have a

flower garden of yellow daisies because these are the only flowers that resemble the face

of his wife, the sun of his love. For Maru, the farm therefore represents a space of

freedom and fulfillment. Within this farm, he is able to chart his own way towards

success without upnecessary inhibitions of culture or the pressure to conform to tribal

expectations. It is also depicted as a space of tranquility. As the writer puts it, "there was

little to disturb his heart in his new environment. He had at last found a place where he

could communicate freely with all the magic and beauty inside him" (p 3).

At another level, this cyclic time as reflected by the change in seasons, symbolizes

continuity and perpetual process of change. The alternation between rain and drought

further emphasizes this change. During the period in reference, the rains were late or
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rather did not begin at the expected time. This reflects the instability of nature and

subsequently of human existence. Maru, for instance, has had to relocate to a new

environment to make a fresh start in life. This implies that just as nature evolves, so does--.
man.

At a wider level, the cyclic presentation of time and events may be perceived to reflect

the prospects of change and transformation in the society. Maru's marriage to Margaret is

a challenge to the forces of status quo. The society's effort to enforce binarism is futile

since society is dynamic and subsequently, evolution is inevitable. For Maru, marrying

Margaret is a fulfillment of his ambition to impose change. His ambition to have a flower

garden of yellow daisies, because these are the only flowers that resemble the face of his

wife and the sun of his love reflects his desire to nurture the change already began to

maturity. Yellow is the color of ripeness thus symbolic of maturity. It is reflective of

Maru's resolve to remain steadfast in his role as an agent of change.

For Margaret, the marriage turns out to be a source of contentment and joy. Quite often

she walks around with joy etched on her face. It is a space of cleansing and healing in the

sense that the days of malice and unhappiness are few and far overbalanced by the days

of torrential expression of love. However, in as much as the marriage may be viewed as

an attempt at blur binary distinctions, total syncretism is not achieved. Occasionally,

Maru would rub in the fact that he had only married Margaret because she was the only

woman who had not wanted to be important. This utterance would in turn foul up

Margaret's otherwise happy mood. In this way, space emerges not as a static in between
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position, but rather, an active one, perpetually evolving to pave way for creation of new

conceptions of identity.

Apart from this, Margaret's dream in which Moleka appeared trailing a broken leg and

blood dripping from his mouth may be seen as Head's way of acknowledging the fact

that the marriage was tainted with evil. On the occasion of this dream, Margaret would

cry with deep heart rending sobs but on waking up, she had no mental impression of the

dream. Maru, on the other hand, by virtue of his godlike nature was often aware of the

reason for Margaret's tears. Thus, within the mental space of sub-consciousness,

Margaret's suppressed feeling are evoked, a form of wish fulfillment that reflects

attempts by the unconscious to resolve conflict related experiences in the recent past.

In light of Margaret's recent experiences, this dream is her attempt to come to terms with

her loss of Moleka, the true object of her adoration to her best friend Dikeledi. Though

married to Maru, memories of Moleka still linger in her mind. The broken leg trailed by

Moleka and the blood dripping from his mouth allude to the injustices he had suffered at

the hands of Maru. He had been a victim of Maru's skillful manipulation so that he ended

up marrying Dikeledi.

Within this marriage space, time in the past affects the situation in the present as reflected

in the recurrence of Margaret's dream. She had been physically attracted to Moleka in the

past, presently, she is married to Maru whereas Moleka is married to Dikeledi. Despite

the present circumstances, memories of Moleka are still invoked in a dream. Through the
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dream, therefore, the past and the present are intertwined. Maru remains the helpless

victim of the dream. He is the only one who understands its implication but is unable to,
totally erase it.

Through authorial intrusion and shift of narrative point of view, the writer creates a

merger between past and present experience. For instance, the impact ofMaru's reference

to Margaret as 'My Sweetheart' is contrasted to the discrimination she had suffered as a

child based on her in between position. Her childhood experience within the Third Space

was characterized by' discrimination and contempt as exemplified by the wild jiggle

danced by the perpetrators of the discrimination. This discrimination assumes a cyclic

perspective since the children learnt it from their parents. It further assumes a global

perspective since it permeates races. Whether white, Asian or African, people tend to

discriminate against those whom they feel are inferior to them. In this way, the past is

invoked to clarify the present and explain future aspiration. In essence, this offers an apt

criticism of social injustices, particularly, the vice of racial discrimination. Those who

practice it have no-logical reason to do so but are merely aping popular perceptions of the

time.

Maru's acceptance of Margaret marks an attempt to break away from a restrictive past. It

finds likeness in the white woman's acceptance to adopt Margaret as a baby. She

recognizes Margaret's mother as a human being, deserving of a descent burial. The

hospital may thus be viewed as a Third Space since it accepts all people indiscriminately

irrespective of race or creed. The missionaries buried even people that the Africans
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contemptuous as seen in their reluctance to handle the Masarwa woman's corpse. The

themselves considered untouchable. The attitude of the African nurses at the hospital is

contrasted with that of the white lady. The nurses are depicted as proud and
\

white woman, on the contrary, handles patients indiscriminately. The hospital thus

becomes a space of intercultural encounters. The black nurses have no option but to go

against their cultural prejudice and do as instructed by the white woman. The black

nurses' contemptuous attitude as contrasted to the white woman's compassion for the

dead woman, irrespective of their race differences, offers a criticism of ethnic prejudice.

The white woman's house which provides refuge for the orphaned child may be viewed

as a space of acceptance. This is because Margaret Cadmore had no qualms about

adopting a baby who by virtue of her Masarwa lineage would not have been accepted by

anyone else. However, the white woman's reason for adopting the baby is questionable.

She intends the child for an experiment to see whether environment actually creates a

difference in man. Immersed in this alien environment, the house may be viewed as a

space of alienation. The child loses her sense of identity as a result of exposure to a

culture totally alien to her own. The white woman's mode of nurturing the child and its

impact on the victim alludes to the impact of colonization on the colonized. It results to

cultural denigration, rendering its victim rootless.

Margaret, in turn, is never able to define herself as a person with a specific identity. She

thus emerges as a borderline character, permanently cast in the Third Space. The house is

also a space of brain washing in the sense that 'there was a big hole in the mind of the
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child between the time she slowly became conscious of herself in the home of the

missionaries and conscious of herself as a person'(p II). From a positive perspective the,
house may be viewed as a space for social and mental liberation. The child turns out to be

an individual who defies racial categorization. Her mind and heart are composed of little

bits of everything she had absorbed from her foster mother. As a result, the outcome is a

personality that can not fit into the definition of something as narrow as a tribe or race or

nation. The white woman therefore, creates a universal identity that traverses all barriers

of race or nationality. From this perspective, racial boundaries are destroyed to pave way

for a society inwhich all people are treated as equal.

In addition, for the young girl, her foster parents' home allows for intellectual growth.

Besides being taken to school, her foster mother is also her educator. The child is

exposed to varied content ranging from Plato to W. B. Yeats. Young Margaret thus

always emerges at the top of her class. Besides this, she also learns to sketch just like her

foster mother- her mentor. The plurality of constructions of identity as a result of her

upbringing by her .foster mother depicts space as being in a constant state of flux,

allowing for a perpetual process of negotiation of being and becoming.

Through the white woman's way of bringing up her adopted daughter, the past, the

present and the future are intertwined. The child, previously designated the Masarwa

woman's child, is presently cast in an in- between position and is expected to fulfill the

messianic role of liberating her people in future. In this way, the white woman envisions

a situation whereby people can move away from a past shrouded in prejudice to adopt a
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universal identity in the present which will be essential for redemption of the society in

future. This captures the writer's vision for the society, a society in which unfounded
\

'-.0
prejudices perpetuated by certain discriminative traditions have been dismantled so that

individuals operate without inhibitions.

The mission school to which the child IS sent is a space of realization and

acknowledgement of difference. It is at this point that Margaret becomes conscious that

'something was wrong with her relationship with the world' (p 13). It is in school that she

is rudely confronted with discrimination by the other children who automatically labeled

her the 'other.' This display of discrimination merges the past with the present. The

children display the discriminative attitudes previously learnt from their parents. Thus,

time within the Third Space flows in a cyclic manner. The cyclic nature of events is a

manifestation of a continuity of preoccupation with discrimination.

The teacher training college which she attends confirms her in-between status. The

regular appearance .of the white woman and the unashamed pub Iic kisses on the cheeks

make the other students mistake her for a colored. When she affirms that she is a relative

of the white woman, they regard her with a little more respect. The college thus becomes

a place of redefinition of identity. However it is notable that no fixed identity is pegged to

Margaret, the people's assumption that she is colored by virtue of her association with the

white woman confirms the fickleness of identity and affirms her position as a borderline

character.
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Leseding School where she takes up a teaching post may be construed as a Third Space

since it is a point of intercultural encounter. Margaret is automatically labeled the 'Other'

when it is discovered that she is a Masarwa and not a colored. The pri-ncipal, Pete is

shocked upon discovering Margaret's true identity. He contemplates warning Dikeledi

not to associate with 'it' referring to Margaret. For Margaret, the school thus becomes a

space of exclusion. The choice of 'it' as 8 pronoun with which to refer to a human being,

points at the false sense of superiority and pride nurtured by the principal. This further

depicts the school as a space for the interplay of power relations. The supposedly superior

tribe to which the principal belongs has the right to teach there as opposed to the inferior

one to which Margaret belongs. Pete's position as principal also accords him the liberty

to contemptuously refer to Margaret as 'it'. Thus the school, an avenue for molding of

character becomes a venue for character assassination as evident in Margaret's

experience at Leseding. It may thus be viewed as a contested space.

In particular, Pete is humiliated at the confidence with which Margaret proclaims her

Masarwa identity. He had hoped that she would take advantage of her resemblance to a

colored and claim to be one but she had not. Seth, the education supervisor, is equally

incensed. He falls short of ejecting Margaret from the school just because her grades are

very good and he is not sure who her sponsor is. This episode mirrors the author's

mockery of ethnic prejudice. This is exhibited from the fact that Margaret's ethnicity did

not stand in the way of her academic achievements. Her maturity is emphasized by her

confidence in her identity as a Masarwa unlike Pete whose scope of perception of

dignified human beings excluded the Masarwa.
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Seth's office was a point of convergence for Pete, Seth and Morafi all of whom were
<,

united by their sadistic predisposition. Margaret's presence spices up their prejudice. In

Morafi's view, the Masarwa were the only milestone for their country which was

presently moving forward in all other circumstances. In any case, 'there was no space for

people who couldn't think for themselves but always needed others to feed them. Worse

still they seemed quite contented with their low animal lives' (p 39). For the three friends,

Margaret is cast in the Third Space. Her quest for integration into the school community

results in further exclusion on the basis of her Masarwa identity. This further emphasizes

the writer's mockery of ethnic prejudice. It is ironical that Morafi should consider the

Masarwa as the only milestone in the country and even claim that they could not think for

themselves yet Margaret, a Masarwa had recorded exemplary performance in her

academics.

To spite her further, they hatch up a plan to humiliate her before her class by inciting the

pupils to turn against her. The children's outright reference to Margaret as a bushman

maps out the school as a space of exclusion. She is the outsider with no right to belong.

The question of being and becoming is thus called to mind. Previously, the children had

taken it for granted that Margaret was a teacher just like any other. With incitement from

Pete, she ceases to be of any importance to them. She is the 'Other' a kind of non - being

whom they too feel superior to. Her effort to belong ironically turns to rejection by the

children. The classroom though intended as a site for molding, is challenged by

retrogressive perceptions held on to by bad role models like Pete, the principal.
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In the same way, Seth's office is represented as a space for hatching up malicious

schemes intended to destroy unsuspecting victims. Such schemes portray the perpetrators
\

as tethered to a retrogressive past that thrived on racial prejudice. Resistarice to hybridity

thus results in the stagnation of time. This is reflected in the characters' conservative

outlook towards issues as in the case of Seth, Pete and Morafi. Such resistance also opens

up a space of dehumanization, degradation, unfounded prejudices and discrimination.

This retrogressive view is counteracted by characters like Maru, Dikeledi and Moleka, all

of whom embrace hyridity as a site for social renewal thereby projecting a more

progressive view of events.

Moleka's relationship with Margaret may be said to be constructed in the Third Space.

Like Maru, he is the son of a chief. His attraction to Ma:garet thus belies an attempt at

erasing the notions of polarity. Though he does not out-rightly confess to Margaret his

liking for her, his encounter with her, marks a turning point in his life. It gives him reason

to reflect on his past life and make new resolutions to guide him in the future.

The personal confession that he has come to the end of one road and is now taking

another, signifies a break from a conservative past in favor of a more progressive present.

This progress is seen in terms of acknowledgement of all human beings as worthy of

existence alongside each other irrespective: of race or class. This is emphasized by his

attraction to Margaret, a Masarwa, naturally regarded as a low breed, not worth of

anybody's attention, much less a royalty like himself. In this way, hybridity in the present

is depicted as struggling to free itself from a past which stressed ancestry and a
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This is reflected in Moleka's act of inviting the slaves to his table and even sharing his

plate and spoon with one of them. From then on Moleka discards his recklessness. For

the first time, he experiences true love as expressed in his confession that he kept his

heart for Margaret alone e, Likewise, for Margaret, the encounter with Moleka opens up a

new world of experience for her. At first, the sight of Moleka had frightened her deeply

but by the time he leaves the library which was to be her new home, she was physically

attracted to him. Engulfed by this new feeling, the initial feeling of loneliness she had

been experiencing vanishes.

conservative outlook of issues. This is evidenced by tolerance of differences or rather, an

emphasis on the coexistence of differences. The composite is propped up as opposed to

purist perceptions that emphasized essentialist formulations of identity. Hybridity thus

transmutes time in the past in favor of a present which stresses acceptance on equal

terms, tribe or status notwithstanding.

The library thus marks a space of emotional bonding for the two characters. Moleka is

transformed from the hateful arrogant man who at first frightens Margaret to 'the most

beautiful person on earth' (p 25). He also makes her feel as though she is the most

important person on earth. Previously, no one had really cared whether she was alive or

dead. Margaret's encounter with Moleka emphasizes the author's commitment to love

and a harmonious existence among people. She seems to frown upon racial prejudice and

sees it as a way of undermining human value. This is highlighted by Moleka's

experience, whereby, love defies the bouncs of tribal prejudice.
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For Margaret, Dilepe village was a space of seclusion and exclusion. Her Masarwa

identity denies her complete integration into village life. The old library-in which she

resides does not ease the situation either. It is secluded from the village and only adds to

her loneliness. Her association with Dikeledi accords her a new identity. She is referred

to as the friend of Mistress Dikeledi. Indeed, no one apart from Dikeledi visits her. The

total disregard for Margaret by the villagers and the agony of loneliness that goes with it

emphasizes how prejudice suppresses character and value of human beings.

With the acquisition of the painting material from Dikeledi, Margaret's house turns into a

realm of emotional unburdening. Through painting, Margaret displays her talent as a

painter. Her themes are chosen from common everyday happenings in the village.

Through the pictures she also establishes a kind of telepathic communication with Maru

in the sense that three of the pictures were actually projections of Maru's dreams about

his future. In her confession to Dikeledi she acknowledges the fact that all the pictures are

painted by her as seen in her mind.

Through the three pictures, the present and future are merged. Maru's dream is captured

in a picture in the present and is geared towards a fulfillment of his future aspirations. Of

note, however, is the fact that in order for Maru to eventually marry Margaret, he must

break his link with his past. Fusion is thus only possible after fission. Hybridity thus

requires dismantling of the past embedded in prejudice in favor of a more progressive

present that will lead to an equally progressive future.
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At another level, the relationship between Margaret and Dikeledi is constructed in the

Third Space. Being the daughter of a chief, Dikeledi is royalty. Margaret on the other
~

hand is a low breed whose tribe is destined for slavery only. The two '-take an instant

liking for each other right from the time Margaret is posted to Leseding School as a

teacher. The lunch break for them becomes a moment of bonding for it is then that the

two share experiences. In addition, each prefers the snacks that the other carried for their

lunch to their own. As a result, they always swop their meals. They also always seem to

agree on their feelings about various issues. Dikeledi readily comes to Margaret's aid

when the children revolt against her. Through this relationship binary distinctions are

blurred. Between the two friends, differences in status and tribe are collapsed to give rise

to a mutual relationship that emphasizes the need for oneness and acceptance among

people.

However, unknown to both of them, the)'; are also in love with the same man, Moleka.

The relationship between the two also helps to shape Margaret's destiny. Dikeledi is the

bait that Maru use.s to get Moleka out of the way so as to have Margaret for himself. It is

she who delivers the canvas purchased by Maru to Margaret and later takes the finished

paintings back to Maru. Much as this relationship does not amount to total syncretism, it

projects hybridity as a site for social renewal and regeneration.

Dikeledi, for instance, acknowledges the fact that her relationship with Margaret had

made her a more sincere person. As the two work on the final painting of Dilepe, the

writer notes that 'Dikeledi becomes more like Margaret whereas Margaret becomes more
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like Dikeledi' (p I05). The closeness between the two characters thus seems to diminish

the differences between them. Dikeledi becomes more pensive and silent, a poise,
ordinarily adopted by Margaret. Margaret on the other hand, grows in strength of purpose

and personality.

This transformation is attributed to consrant communication and affection between the

two which has in turn assisted the sub-conscious change. In this way, love and acceptance

is acknowledged as the recipe for true happiness. It is possible that it is 'Dikeledi's love

brought to the forefront, the hidden and more powerful woman who dwelt behind the

insignificant shadow' (p 105).The positive impact of this relationship depicts hybridity as

a site for social reconstruction. Within the Third Space in which Dikeledi and Margaret's

relationship is constructed, linear progression of time is emphasized. Individuals must

break away from retrogressive tradition in order to achieve positive results. This is

emphasized by the shunning of racial prejudice as in the case of Dikeledi.

4.4 Conclusion •

From the discussion above, it is notable that the characters in both novels interact within

spaces that are permanently contested. To borrow from Plato (1965), space in Maru and

When rain clouds gather, occupies an intermediate position between the twin realms of

being and becoming. The hybrid or interstitial space results from a plurality of claims on

identity. It thrives on the mutual understanding of differences as reflected by the diverse

ethnic origins of the characters as well as their different age brackets. Thus hybridity

emerges as coexistence of differences. It is the resistance to binarism.
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Time is reflected in the flow of events within the contested spaces, as well as in the,
interaction of characters of different generations, Within these contested spaces, time

condenses to invoke past episodes so as to clarify the present scenario then stretches to

highlight future aspiration of the characters. The characters' present actions are thus

influenced by their past experiences and actions and are geared towards a fulfillment of

their future ambitions. In this way, time operates in a cyclic manner; space and time are

thus depicted as inextricably intertwined.

Resistance to hybridity reflects stagnation of time. This is depicted in the characters'

conservative outlook towards issues which results in the creation of spaces of

discrimination, degradation and dehumanization as reflected by Matenge in When rain

clouds gather and Pete, Seth and Morafi in Maru. On the other hand, hybridity is

presented is as a site for social renewal and reconstruction. This is seen from the fact that

characters who allow for coexistence of differences emerge as progressive and free from

the tether of discrimination tradition and ethnic prejudice. Thus, to echo Harris (1983),.
hybridity in the present is constantly struggling to free itself from a past which stressed

ancestry, and which valued the pure over its threatening opposite, the composite. It

transmutes time in the past in favor of a present which stresses acceptance of each other

on equal terms irrespective oftribe, race or social status.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND

AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

5.1 Introduction

This chapter includes a summary of the research findings, the conclusions drawn from the

various research objectives as well as recommendations by the researcher. It then goes

further to highlight the areas for further research that could be exploited in future.

5.2 Summary

The study was guided by three objectives as follows: First, to interrogate Bessie Head's

commitment as a writer, as a woman and as a Third World person. Secondly, analyze

how identity and hybridity influence the writer's commitment in the selected texts and

finally, analyze how hybridity informs the interaction of time and space in the selected

texts.

From the first objective, the findings reveal that as a writer, Bessie Head is committed to

the oppressed and-marginalized. She is opposed to a society which categorizes people in

terms of race, gender and social status. She thus advocates change from retrogressive

practices enshrined in certain discriminative traditions that enhance such discrimination.

In essence she emerges as an advocate of revolutionary change as a means through which

oppression and marginalization can be subverted so as to realize a perfect society.
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As a woman, she is committed to reconstructing a positive Image for her female

characters. She does this by challenging stereotypical perceptions of women through
\

dismantling of patriarchal structures that previously relegated women to subordinate

roles. This is seen in the presentation of the female characters as strong willed,

determined, assertive, independent and enterprising as in the case of Paulina, Maria and

Mma Millipede in When rain clouds gather.

Likewise in Maru, both Dikeledi and Margaret's foster mother are depicted as ambitious,

assertive, determined and independent. The chief protagonist Margaret Cadmore who at

first appears timid is depicted as quite mature in the outlook; she is not cowed by her

Masarwa identity. She is the pivot around which two prominent males wrangle for

attention. She goes around unruffled by the prejudicial attitude of the people around her.

In addition, she is bestowed with a messianic role by her foster mother. Indeed, Margaret

.later becomes the channel through which her tribe is liberated. In delineating the

experiences of women as women, she explores their most personal convictions thereby

presenting their perception of issues as women. This is so in the case of Paulina Sebeso in

When rain clouds gather who feels discontent with her personal appearance and takes

measures to improve it.

As a Third World writer, Head is committed to social justice, exposition of suffering and

dehumanization resulting from ethnic prejudice and superstition. She voices for the

voiceless by advocating gender equity as a basis for development. On the political arena,

she examines issues that ail African politics such as selfish and greedy leadership,
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neocolonialism, imperialism, oppression and discrimination on basis of race. She also

examines issues of ignorance, disease and malnutrition that riddle the African continent
'-.

as well as natural atrocities that contribute to the suffering of the people. The text Maru

dwells on the racial prejudices and class difference in the society.

The findings from the second objective reveal that the writer's identity influences her

commitment in her choice of characters that like herself, are cast in the in-between space.

These characters shuttle between points of inclusion and exclusion. This is evident in the

choice of Margaret Cadmore, a Masarwa who in most cases is mistaken for a colored.

Likewise Makhaya, in his quest for freedom shuttles between points of inclusion and

exclusion. The experiences undergone by these characters bear reminiscences of Head's

own experience thus the texts of choice have echoes of autobiography.

At another level, the action in the texts take place in spaces of intercultural encounters

characterized by elements of hybridity. This is so in the choice of Golema Midi as a

scene of action in When rain clouds gather and Dilepe village in Maru where ethnic

prejudice and class differences reign supreme. In the same breathe; Maria's marriage to

Gilbert in When rain clouds gather and Margaret's marriage to Maru in Maru may be

interpreted as attempts at miscegenation due to their hybridized nature. Hybridity is thus

presented as Head's utopian solution for a perfect society.
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This hybridity is manifested in two ways: cultural and character. Character hybridity is

construed to emanate from differences in age resulting to generation gaps and difference,
<,

in perception of issues by characters as defined by their age and world view. Cultural

hybridity is reflected in the diverse ethnic backgrounds of the characters and their

attempts at syncretism through blending of cultural practices.

Essentialist formulations of identity are undermined by defiance of territorial

confinement which allows for cultural fusion, but in the process also results in fission. At

the same time, fusion is only possible after fission or more precisely, after a shift from

essentialist perceptions of self image. People are thus cast in a perpetual process of

becoming, mutating or changing into something 'other'.

-~

Within the in-between or Third Space, identities defy fixity thereby remaining fickle,

fluid and unstable. The quest for a universal identity that defies definitions of race or tribe

is shrouded in shackles of prejudice enshrined in certain discriminative traditional.
outlook which must be dismantled or modified for one to attain total liberty.

With regard to the examination of how hybridity informs the interaction of time and

space in the selected texts, the findings reveal that hybridity does not merely imply

blending into a comfortable synthesis; but rather, also implies tolerance or mutual

understanding of differences. Space, on the other hand, is depicted as being in a constant

state of flux, allowing for a perpetual process of negotiation between the realms of being
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and becoming. The hybrid or interstitial space is created by a plurality of claims on

identity resulting from the diversity of the characters' culture, experience and age.

'-.

Resistance to hybridity reflects stagnation of time as reflected in the characters'

conservative outlook towards issues. Such resistance gives vent to spaces of

dehumanization, degradation and discrimination. On the other hand, hybridity is reflected

as a site for social renewal, regeneration and reconstruction of identity. It transmutes time

in the past in favor of a present which stresses acceptance of each other on equal terms

irrespective of tribe, race or social status.

Within the Third Space, time flows in a cyclic manner. It stretches to embrace the past

and the future so that within a particular point of intercultural encounter characters

invoke the past to explain their present situation and highlight future aspirations.

5.3 Conclusion

From the interrogation of Head's commitment as a writer, as a woman and as a Third

World person, we may deduce that indeed Bessie Head is committed as a writer, as a

woman, and as a Third World person. Her works emerge as authentic instruments of

investigating historical and social issues peculiarly African. As a writer, she emerges as

an advocate of social justice. This is seen in her preoccupation with change and

transformation in the society. She thus voices for the voiceless in an effort to rescue them

from the social injustices to which they are subjected.
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As a woman, she is committed to destroying stereotypical representations of women. This

results in the creation of strong willed, assertive and independent women. However, in
\

her attempt to delineate the experiences of women as women, she fails to'-(jepict any overt

expressions of love by the women; this is seen in her exploration of the relationship

between Maria and Gilbert and between Mma Millipede and Dinorego. As a Third World

writer, she explores issues of oppression, exploitation, racial discrimination, ethnic

prejudice, imperialism, neocolonialism and bad leadership all of which characterize the

Third World.

With reference to how identity and hybridity influence the writer's commitment in the

selected texts, it is evident that Head chooses characters that are cast in the in-between

space. These characters' identity echo the writer's own .since she too, being colored is

cast in an in-between or Third Space. IIi certain instances, the character' experiences

resonate with the author's personal experiences. Some of them relocate to new places as

an effort to try to reconstruct their identity, a situation that finds likeness with the writer's

own experience since she too spends most of her life in exile. This is true of characters.
like Makhaya, Paulina, Gilbert and Mma Millipede in When rain clouds gather.

Also, identity emerges as being in a perpetual process of becoming, always mutating and

transforming to give way to new creations, Construction of identity thus implies an

endless interplay of fissions and fusions dependent on the individual's encounter and

reaction to new experiences. Hybridity, on the other hand, emerges as the coexistence of

differences. Put differently, binarity results in hybridity. In such cases, differences meet,
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mix and tolerate one another. This is exemplified by characters who imbibe new ways

which they then blend with their own and use to improve themselves. Mma Millipede, for

instance, is able to grasp the religion of the missionaries and use its message to adorn and

enrich her own originality of thought and expand the natural kindness of her heart.

Likewise, Maria, in When rain clouds gcuher, adopts new ways of cooking and even

improves her kitchen with inbuilt shelves ..

Hybridity is thus marked by attempts at syncretism of races, the Batswana and the

Masarwa, or the syncretism of status-royalty and commoner. The Third Space provides

the point of convergence of such otherwise distinct poles. Such points emerge either as

physical locations that allow for such merging or the different characters' levels of

perception. The portrayal of such characters often reflects hybrid sycnretic crossings.

The characters' quest to belong often results to exclusion. This is reflected in Maria's

confession of Gilbert's strangeness regardless of the fact that she has closely related with

him for three years. Hybridity thus does not imply total erasure of cultural differences; its

only impact is to blur the boundaries. Absolute syncretism is therefore an illusion since

the fault lines still remain. Despite this, hybridity is propped by the author as the recipe

for a perfect society.

With regard to how hybridity influences the interaction of time and space, it is evident

that space is not a static or passive in-I::etween position but rather as an active one,

perpetually evolving to create new conceptions of identity. Time is manifested in the flow

of events as well as in the interaction of characters of different generations. Within the
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contested spaces of hybridity, time flows in a cycl ic manner. It condenses to bring up the

character's past to clarify the present situation then stretches to highlight the characters'
\

future aspirations.

5.4 Recommendations

In view of the above findings, and conclusions from the findings, the study makes the

following recommendations:

The concept of commitment is a road wide travelled. However to date what constitutes

the ideal commitment of a writer is still debatable. Ogundipe (1987) outlines what should

constitute the commitment of a female. However it is not certain wliether all female

characters ascribe to this prescription. As such it would be of interest to study works by

female writers who have been subjected to similar experiences to see whether they have

addressed issues in a similar way. Likewise, it would be important to find out what the

commitment of the male writer is. Such gaps open grounds for further investigations into

the field of commitment.

The study also focuses on a multicultural writer and how her multicultural identity

influences her commitment. In this light it would be of interest to study the nature of

commitment of a male multicultural writer within the context of African literature.

The study also reveals that binarity results in hybridity yet the two concepts have always

been treated as opposites; it would therefore be of interest to investigate this finding

further.
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The study reveals that both space and identity are in a perpetual process of evolving. It

therefore proposes an in-depth survey of the connection between the two concepts In
I

postcolonial literature.

5.5 Areas for further research

The present study focuses on identity and commitment. However, in the process of

analysis, the following gaps have been identified and are therefore proposed as areas for

further study:

• A comparative study of male and female writers' literary commitment.

• Binarity as hybridity in selected literary texts.

• Space and Identity in postcolonial literature.
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